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George D. McCrillis, who passed away at the
McCrillis homestead Wednesday, Novembei
4th, was one of the most prominent men of his

generation.

He

was

July 16, 1829, in

born

Palmer of Center Montville; two daughters,
Mrs. Nellie J. Avery of Exeter, Maine, and
Miss Cora B. McCrillis of this city; four grandchildren Leon McC. Avery, Mrs. Ethel Hollis,
Guy and Berta Avery, and a great grandson,
George Leon Avery, all of Exeter. In early
life Mr. McCrillis made several voyages as
supercargo to southern ports and remained
for some time in business in Jacksonville.
Later he made a trip in a prairie schooner to
what was then the far West, just beyond the
Mississippi, where he handled the products of
that section for a time. His reminiscences of
these two chapters in his early life were always
interesting. The methodical trend of his
is shown

nature

the fact that he had
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Capt. George T. Osborne
Kittery for a short vacation.

short

Miss Ella Hayes is in Bangor, the guest of
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Hatch.

from

C. W. Wescott made a business trip to Boston, the first of the week

pleasant

Mrs. A. I. Brown is at her Miller street home
in this city for a few days.

a

is at home

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elms enjoyed
drive to Sandypoint last Sunday.

a

George A. Leavitt returned last week
visits in Massachusetts and Connecticut.

publish in Belfast a New Paper of this name to be devoted to Political, Local, Moral,
and Agricultural Information. The Waldo Democrat having ceased to exist, it is
Literary
Religious,
thought that a new paper in the shire town of the county of Waldo, would not only be convenient but
useful and necessary; and that a large patronage would be obtained, if the public should feel an assurance that it would be so conducted as to deserve it.
Our paper we must leave to speak for itself; as to
and
the
execution
of
the
its editorial matter, communications and selections, its columns must
ability
stand their own vouchers. Tnis much we may say however without any impropriety, that we intend to
spare no exertions to make it instructive and amusing; giving to each one his portion in due season; and
hope by assiduous attention and labor to realize the expectation of our friends and patrons. We shall
invite contributions from every quarter wherever we shall be likely to obtain such as shall prove valuable
and interesting, and accept of them with gratitude.
The political character of this paper shall be decidedly democratic, and we shall never hesitate to
avail ourselves of every suitable opportunity to propagate republican sentiments, or to support such men
as most highly estimate the value of our republican institvtions, and are most able and willing to maintain
We propose to

Mrs. Spencer W. Mathews and Mrs. E. J.
Morison left yesterday for a brief visit to Boston.
Mrs. Frank J. Rigby entertained the Baptist Aid Society on Wednesdy afternoon.
Rumford Falls Times.
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His in-

reliable friends. He was a painstaking
and trustworthy county official and had served
Treasurer, and

as

o’clock.

since

January

1.

Services in the chapel at East Northport,
Sunday, Nov. 15th, at 10.45 a. m. Sermon bjr
the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow, followed
by
Sunday school.

a

of

critically ill with a stomach trouble, from
which he rallied but never regained his strength,
and in September he was stricken with dysentery. Everything possible was done to restore
his health but to no avail. His early home was
was

Waldo, but when eight years old he came to
where he spent the remainder of
his life. He was a soldier in the Civil War,
serving in the 19th Maine Infantry and the 1st
in

Northport,

Maine Heavy Artillery until the close of the
October :’l, 1869. he was married to Julia
war.
Prescott of Northport, who survives him with
two daughters; Addie E., wife of W. H. Maflitt,
He
and Eda H. Woodbury, both of Northport.
also leaves one brother, Osgood Woodbury of
Northport; one granddaughter, Ruth W Maflitt,
and three orphan nieces, for whom he has acted as guardian, the youngest of whom he had
given a home and father’s care since her fath-

death in 1894. He was a member of the
Methodist church and ever a faithful attendant
He was a faithful and devoted
and supporter.

er's

husband, a kind and indulgent father, a loyal
and a friend to everybody in need. The
funeral services wTere held at his late home
October 28th. conducted, at his request, by
Rev. G. G. Winslow, a life-long friend of his.
The floral offerings were many and beautiful
citizen

The

bearers

were

Clarence

O.

Woodbury,

Charles F. Wood, Joel P. Wood, and Dwight
C. Greenlaw, nephews of the deceased.
How strange it seems, with so much gone
Of life and love, to still live on!
The dear home face whereupon
That fitful firelight paled and shone
Henceforward, listen as we will,
The voice of that hearth is still.
Look where we may, the wide earth o’er.
That lighted face smiles no more.
In the sun they cast no shade.
No voice is heard, no sign is made.

Love will dream and Faith will trust
(Since He who knows our need is just)
That somehow, somewhere, meet we must.
Yet

Alas for him who never sees
The stars shine through his cypress-trees!
Who, hopeless, lays his dead away.
Nor looks to see the breaking day
Across the mournful marbles play!
Who hath not learned, in hours of faith.
The truth to flesh and sense unknown,
That Life is ever lord of Death,
And Love can never lose its own!

Reuben A. Abbott died November 7th at his
Verona, aged 66 years and 2 months.
He had been engaged in the steamboat busithe
ness most of his life, serving as pilot on
Boston boats as well as on the tugboats on the
river, and had a host of friends. He leaves two
sons, Joseph A. Abbott of Bangor and Herbert
L. Abbott of Providence, R. I.; three brothers,
Capt. Melvin L. Abbott of Bucksport; Harvey
Abbott of Vinalhaven and Thomas Abbott of
Verona; three sisters, Mrs. S. W. Danforth,
Mrs. Sarah Fair and Mrs. A. Wardwell, all of
^
Verona.
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A

UNI VERSA LIST CHURCH.

Noteworthy Reception.

Rev. Ashley A. Smith Completes a Decade
of Senice as Pastor of the Universalist
Church and Receives a Testimonial.

completely by surprise, and it was some time
before he could find words in which to express
He had been
his appreciation of the gift.
speaking of his pleasant relations with the
clergymen of other denominations, having exchanged with them all, and with a look at the
gold certificate he added that this was the best

Nov. 5th, the members
of the Universalist church and their invited
met
guests, numbering several hundred in all,
in the church vestry to receive informally
their pastor and his wife, Rev, and Mrs. Ash-

Wednesday evening,

ley

A. Smith. Mr. Smith

having completed

a

decade of service, the longest in the church’s
history. The vestry, which was recently painted, papered and newly curtained, was arranged
as a reception room, with the use of evergreen, flowers, rugs, etc., and presented
attractive appearance. Mr. and Mrs.

a

_j

said that the years spent here had
him,
passed quickly and pleasantly. At the close of
his remarks the box handed him by Mr. Bickford was opened and found to contain a gold
certificate for $100, a token of the love and
respect of the givers. Mr. Smith was taken
and

denomination of all.
The committee on arrangments was composed of Mrs. Edmund Wilson, chairman, Mrs. S.
G. Swift, Mrs. John A. Fogg, Mrs. Charles
Bradbury, Mrs. F. G. Mixer, and they had been
untiring in their efforts for the success of the
reception and how well they succeeded was
evidenced by the artistic appearance of the
room, the quality and abundance of refreshments, and the home-like atmosphere that the

most

Smith
were assisted in receiving by ex-Mayor and
Lendall T. Shales; the receiving line
Mrs.
standing in front of the platform, which had
been formed into a bower by small trees.
Messrs. Ralph I. Morse and Orrin J. Dickey
The Belfast Quintette, seatas ushers.
ed on the platform, added much to the enjoyment of the occasion by “playing dance tunas
From 8 to 9 o’clock Mr.
for the minister.”
and Mrs. Smith received the cordial congratulations of their friends, not only of the parish

parish and invited guests enjoyed.
that the
was generally expressed
pleasant relations of pastor and people might
church

acted

The

wish

continue for many decades.
In addition to his church work in Belfast, Mr.
Smith has preached in the church in Swanville
every Sunday afternoon from May to October,
and for two years held services regularly in

but every denomination in the city. At 9
o’clock ice cream and cake were served by
He has preached 480 serMisses Alice Nickerson, Geneva Heal, Flor- Stockton Springs.
mons in Belfast, has officiated at 800 funerals
Frances Murch, Maud Curtis,
ence Libby,
and at about 150 weddings. In other directions
Edna Crawford, Louise Dennett, Marion Perry
He is at preshe has been active and useful.
9.30
the
Heai.
About
and Marion
expectant
a member of the school committee and has
ent
air and earnest expressions of the assemblage
He
in this capacity for several years.
indicated that something more was about ta served
was for some time a valued member of the
happen, and Mr. Charles S. Bickford stepped
Belfast Free Library,
forward and with well chosen words conveyed board of trustees of the
for which his fine literary tastes and
the hearty greeting of the church and parisn a position
fitted him. He is an Odd
and handed the pastor a small box which he abilities eminently
Fellow and a Mason, and high up in the latter
drew from his coat pocket. Then there was a
order. An ardent lover of Nature, Mr. Smith
hush as those present awaited the pastor’s re
finds healthful recreation in the use of rod and
sponse. In a voice and manner that expressed
gun, and both he and his wife are held in high
more than words he testified to the kindness of
his

parishioners and

the

regard by

honor they had done

the entire

community.

MT. DESERT CORRESPONDENCE.

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

home in

George F. Boynton, a member of the National Home at Togus, died in Ellsworth November
3d. Mr. Boynton was born in Surry, February
2, 1831. He enlisted in Co. K., 17th Me. Inf.,
at Belfast, August 19, 1863, and was transferred
to Co. K., 1st Me. H. A. in the field June 4,
1865. He was discharged at Washington, D.
C., July 5, 1865. He was admitted to the Togus
Home from New Gloucester April 19, 1590.

are receiving congratulations on the
daughter November 5th. Mrs. Chase
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Pennell

birth of
is the

a

Chase is the
and Mrs. A. E. Chase of Brooks.
of Lewiston and Mr.

son

of Mr.

his home in this

make

O. A. Hopkins will leave
Hawthorn, Florida. They

Mrs.
for

Gardiner

brief visit in

a

next
will

route.

en

Charles H.
some

Union
is

Coombs, who has been ill for
and is now confined to his home on

time

street, is reported

good

news

to his man;/

as

improving, which

friends.

Emery F. White, whose fine tenor voice has
given so much pleasure to Belfast audiences, is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
White, Bay view street. Mr. White travelled
through the middle ard western States tthe
past

with

season

an

opera company.

Waldo County Hospital
eleven weeks unfracture of the right leg

John Frazer left the

Monday, having been there
der treatment for

by being
fair grounds.

caused
the

a

carriage

thrown from his
He will

soon

be aide to

at

get

about with the aid of crutches and continued

improvement

is

expected.

Mrs. George A. Matthews and

Ashley

and

Leon

called to Belfast Tuesday

Ira F. Clark was
account of the death of his aunt, Mrs. Janies
on

Manset, November 7,

1908.

Mr.

S. H.

Mayo bought an automobile in Boston
recently and it is creating considerable interest
Quite a number
among our townspeople.
will probably be owned here another season.
Miss Fannie E. King, who underwent an
operation at the Eastern Maine General Hospital, in Bangor a few weeks ago, is improving.
She is able to be up around the hospital and is
expected home soon.

Clark.
C. E. Henry, manager of the D. Whiting &
Co. creameries, was in Belfast the first of the
week on business.
Prof, and Mrs. Eugene Foster passed Sunday
in Troy at the home of Mrs. Foster's parents,
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Lamb.
Mrs. Allie Farnham of Troy, a former resident of this town, is here for a few days’ visit
with her sister, Mrs. Bert Harding.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Jordan have gone to Clinton to occupy their new home, the farm lately
purchased of Mrs. Sarah Young. Mrs. Young
and family arrived from that place Monday to
street. Pittsfield
occupy their home on Davis
Advertiser.

Mrs. F’eter Moore of Sea Wall has gone to

Somerville, Mass., for the winter.
A daughter was born Nov. 6th to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Hadlock.
The cold storage of this place is nearly filled
with various kinds of fish, mostly of shad, althe shoe situation.
j though there are herring, halibut and some
Increased interest is displayed in footwear mackerel. They will keep the plant going unand
delivery,
buyers
arriving
for winter
spring
Many til February 1st.
in the Boston market in large numbers.
Failures in Fairfield
and general
Mr. W. A. Donaldson of Bass Harbor has
spring contracts are being placed,
among New England manufacturers rented the late William Newman stable and fitted
Virgil R. Connor and Arthur H. Totman of conditions than
at any recent date. While deFairfield, giving their aggregate liabilities as are better
it up as a first class livery and boarding stable.
is largest for low priced and medium
nearly $100,000, filed petitions in bankruptcy mand the
attract more
better
Steps are being taken to organize a Royal
gradually
in
Portland
grades
court
shoes,
district
States
United
in the
Some factories have already re- Arch
attention.
Chapter at Tremont D»dge No. 77, F. &
Saturday, Mr. Connor is a well-known lumto keep machinery fully
berman, operating under the firm name of W, ceived orders enough
A. M., South West Harbor in the near future.
the balance of the year, and
R. Connor & Co., and also is manager of the j occupied during
in more orders than
Summit Spring Water Company. Mr. Totman country salesmen send
is confined almost wholly
conducts a hardware business. Mr. Connors i previously. Business
A Chicago man is accused of filing six petiliabilities were given as $45,987, of which $40,- to staples, little disposition being shown to experiment. A firmer tone is noted in the leath- tions in bankruptcy in nine years. He seems
809 is unsecured, and his assets are $16,391
are restricted
Mr. Totman’s liabilities were given as $52,699 er market, although purchases
have been guilty of gross carelessness in not
liberal contracts.—Dun’s to
of which $43,515 is unsecured, and his asset* because of recent
some of them somewhere else.
filing
7th.
November
Review,
|
are $26,099

|

Home Grange of Brooks had their
Monday evening in accordance

Harvest

annual fair last
with the

arranged

program.

The

meeting

was

called to order by Worthy Master Charles E.
Lane and the routine business

Rev. George A. Martin of Rumford has been
Grace M. E. church to take the place
of Rev. T. W. Fessenden, who has accepted a
call to Salem, Mass.

Major H. M. Lord, who was stationed in this
city and Auburn, N. Y. during the summer, engaged in w'ork connected with the proposed
tariff revision, is now located in Washington,
D. C.
His multitude of affairs have taken him

There will be the usual Sunday service at
the Universalist church next Sunday at 10.45
a. m.
Subject of sermon, “The Staff of Life.”

Rockland Courier-Gazette.

called to

long and painful illness Edward C.
Northport, son of the late Jonas
and Julia (Rhodes) Woodbury of Waldo, passed
quietly away on the afternoon of Oct. 26, 1908He had been in failing health for several years
and a great sufferer. In the early summer he
After

Mr. and

Saturday

ter, Mass.,

Friends of Rodney and Gertrude Gray of Orland will be pleased to learn that their tripThere will be a Ladies’ Aid Social at Mr. F. : lets, Kenneth, Kelsey and Kermit, are growing
P. Blodgett’s next Wednesday evening. Five finely and at the age of ten months are one of
the principal attractions of the town. During
cents admission will be charged
There will be
the Arr.mer they had many visitors.
an entertainment.

always desired to go. His family, who have
always enjoyed his thoughtful devotion have
the sympathy of all. Mrs. Avery and son Leon.

Woodbury

at

was

over

and Mrs. Millard F. Chase of Winches-

Mr.

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church met
with Mrs. Delano on High street
yesterday
afternoon.

Register of Deeds

1895, holding the
latter office at the time of his death. His
death resulted from a complication of diseases,
the end coming Wednesday. November 4th. at
about fi a. m. and so quietly that his family did
not notice any change. It was the way he had

continuously

visit his son, William Leavitt.
William H. Quimby

—

most

ic.kery. Morrill, io
.dual and buildings

diaries Wilson,

Searsport.

;

hill in East Belfast.

of

following from the order acted as bearers
Charles F. Swift, Robert Burgess, T. Dexter
Guptill and J. Harvey Stinson.

lot

in

Terms $2.00 per year, payable semi-annually.
Belfast, January 27, 1829.

tenement house at the

TurStockton Springs.
Lewis Herbert,

buildings

and

r*
a

bridge

a

Mrs. Kate Hannan and Mr. George Palmer of
Liberty, and Mrs. Clara B. Palmer of Center
Montville carne to attend the funeral, which
took place at 2 o'clock
Friday afternoon,
conducted by Rev. Albert E. Luce of the
Methodist Episcopal church. He was a member of Phoenix Lodge. F. and A. M. and the

•d

■

E.

Belfast,
William E-

m

Monroe.

.a

v

George

to

.ddings

i,

Grant,

now

to

sons. George
Elmer, have returned from
CYRUS ROW'E.
Thomaston to again take up their residence in
Belfast. Mr. Matthews, who is obliged to give
successful.
up a responsible position in the carriage deMrs. Alice Blair Thaw of Pittsburg has taken
of the State prison by reason of ill
the cottage of the late Admiral Crowninshield partment
—<
I at Seal Harbor, Maine, for next season, and health, will join his family here about the first
will occupy it early in the year. Several other of December.
The Churches.
rentals have been made, and though it is a
long time to look ahead, the season of 1909
There will be preaching at the Woods school- there promises to be a good one. Portland
house, Northport, next Sunday afternoon at 2 Express.
A Grange Fair in Brooks.

land. He is connected with the May-Hollings
Real Estate firm of that city and has been very

now

trade demanded more room and he
built what now is the C. M. Knowlton store
adjoining the McCrillis homestead. He was an
ardent Republican and one of the Journal's

crease

Uount.v

l

lower bridge

Mathews went to Boston

R.

home in Dark Harbor.

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Dunning have returned from a trip to Bangor, Belfast, Calais,
and St. Stephen, N. B.—Brunswick Record.

topics under discussion.
hampered by frail health*

•

Miss Mabel

Wednesday for a short visit.
George A. Leavitt went to Augusta Monday

Sunday, returning to Boston Monday.
Charles S. Bickford, ’82, will be one of the
Raymond Sherman, who has been visiting his
speakers Maine Night at the University of aunt, Mrs. J. O.
Hayes, has returned to his
Maine, Friday, November 13th.

om

I

Boston

city

them.
entertaining their son Harold.
been
We shall endeavor, within our sphere, to unite ail republicans who have been casually disunited by
Col. and Mrs. H.E. McDonald went to Castine
Stockton Springs..
and it was one of the sorrows of his life that he
of the late presidential conflict. The contest is over, and there is no longer any occasion for last Saturday and were the guests over Sunday
ionce. .Ship News.
violence
the
Marriages .Deaths. could not join in the war of the RebellionGood and true republicans have been found on both sides and such will have no hesitation to of her brother Capt. John E. Billings, who is at
Those familiar with his history say that he separation.
home from New York on a vacation.
worked constantly for the relief of sick or act in concert for the future, in support of the Administration of the successful candidate in all its
i\ 1 \L ESTATE.
Miss Leonia J. Achorn of Belfast, Colby TO,
and
their
families,
soldiers
disabled
supplying laudable measures.
We hope to be instrumental in healing the wounds which have been inflicted on was initiated into Alpha Upsilon chapter of
store without thought
real estate were their wants from his own
and reinvigorating the ranks which for a short time have been broken. Those Delta Delta Delta last Saturday evening. The
and using his own carriage to them, and of reforming
Registry of Deeds of recompense
initiation and banquet took place at the Gerald
meet many of the invalid soldiers on arrival who are disposed to rally in support of the Great Republican party, whatever may have been their recent
tier v. 1908:
in Fairfield,
of the steamers and trains, taking them to
f.. Rufus E. Stone.
the
duties
of
the highest office in the gift of
preferences as to the individual best calculated to discharge
T. Vincent Beckwith of Portland, Oregon,
homes where his thoughtfulness had previousbest abilities, efficient associates.
father built the Nation, will find in us zealous, and according to our
who has been visiting his parents, Mr. and
Helen D. Dolan, ly brought relief. Mr. McCrillis'
Mrs. W. H. Beckwith, left Saturday for PortROBERT WHITE, JR.
the toll bridge across the river a little below
[slesboro.

s

Charles F. Swift of Swift & Paul went to
Monday on business.

Mrs.
from

4li

PERSONAL.

Miss Emeroy Ginn left Monday for
visit in Boston.

OF THE

the

James
house in which he died,
and Jane (Durham) McCrillis, and is survived
by his wife, formerly Aurindia Doe, whom he
married August 26, 1S52; by two sisters- Mrs.
Lorinda Carter of this city and Mrs. Clara B.
the

..

|
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around the world since he was last engaged in
the public service at the national capital.

candidate
there

was

was

sociability.
the good of

a

given

recess

Business
the order

performed. A
degrees and then
for congratulations and
two

was

then

resumed and

taken up.
by M. J. Dow.

was

Remarks were made
C. E
Lane. A. J. Webb and others. Bro. S. L. Emmons, with his choir, rendered appropriate and
melodious music, among other selections given,
“Old Black Joe,” “When the Sunset Turns the
Ocean into Gold,” etc. “Samantha Alien” was
there in all her glory as represented I
Mrs.
A. E. Dow and gave one of her chara> :■ ristic
talks. M. S. Stiles came in with a ,-e« itau-.ri
that brought down the house.
Mrs Grace
Bachelder gave one of her old selections, “The
First Settler’s Story.” Geo. Ryder sang "I'm
Goin’ to be an Angel.” Frank Quimby favored

Henry Haugh of Lynn. Mass., is in town for
He has a position as clerk
a months' vacation.
Sunday school at noon.
The Epworth League held its monthly busi- in Hotel Seymour of Lynn, has been the manaand is very popular with the
ness meeting in the League room last
Tuesday ger for two years,
us with “Betsey and I are Out” and his little
evening, A supper will be given by the young travelling public. After a short visit with his
M. E. Haugh, 36 Spring street, son then climbed onto the stage and showed
Mrs.
mother,
in
the
near
future.
people
.'hat he was a chip off the old block.
W. C
will go to Swan Lake.
The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meet- they
Austin told a story. James F. Jewell gave some
Dr. Smith Baker of Portland addressed the
ings in their rooms on High street every
history of our grange and said that we had 54
Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock and Sunday students at the University of Maine in chapel members last spring and now have F2.
afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are cor- last Thursday. Dr. Baker had not been at the
Then followed reports of committees and
dially invited.
University since his departure from Orono 42 closing exercises. There were about 75 peo pie
The Christian Scientists hold services in years ago, when he took active part in the present. Home-made candy and
poporn were
He served
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at choice of the location for the University.
during the entertainment. It was really
11 o’clock subject, Mortals and Immortals; and was at that time a minister in Orono.
a hangup social occasion, with visitors in from
Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all
Rev. William Vaughan of Trinity Reformed Jackson and some other outside places.
are cordially welcome.
The exhibits in the hall below were very
Church, East Belfast, is having a vacation in
Prof. H. R. Hatch of Colby College will oc- New York city, the scene of his labors before creditable to the exhibitors. We can only give
the briefest account of them, as we are writing
cupy the Baptist pulpit next Sunday morning coming to Belfast. While there he will conand evening.
The other services will be a$ duct a Bible class of the Knox Memorial the morning after with scant time to catch the
usual. There will be a special business meet- Church, his former pastorate. This is the train and no time to revise. All allowed that
it was a good thing and that the custom should
ing this, Thursday, evening.
largest Bible class in the city, numbering some
be kept up. A partial list of the exhibits is
men.
2000
First Parish Church (Unitarian.) Service
given below, imperfect no doubt, as there was
next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Elkins gave a house no official list to consult and our opportunity to
pastor; subject, “The Brotherhood of Man.”
new
home
three
examine was limited:
warming at their beautiful
Sunday school at 12 noon; subject of study, miles from town last Friday evening. About
Miss Alice Winslow, a fancy piece done in
“The Sermon on the Mount.”
sixty neighbors from the immediate vicinity India ink in 1
Marian
Reynolds, embroidered hack cushions.
The services at the
Methodist Episcopal were present, and a delightful evening was
Mrs. Ralph Ellis, embroidered cushion 0>p and
church next Sunday, and for the week, will be
and
refreshments.
music
with
games,
passed
fancy handkerchief.
as usual. At the morning service Sunday morncentre piece
Mrs. A. E. Dow, worsted
Mr. and Mrs. Elkins leave for San Francisco in
ing the pastor's subject will be Deliverance about two weeks and will be absent until the in Mexican work; 1 doilies in biil'erent k.nds of
work and other articles.
from Temptation, the last of the series on the first of the year.
Quite a number of other article.' v civ n dis
Lord’s Prayer.
play which we probably missed.
is
visitMr. J. P. Haney of Penobscot, Me.,
::
dr.-ss in
Martha Lane, knit bedspread.
Queen Esther Circle held a very entertaining ing his son. Dr. O. E. Haney. They are guests
some
icrochet, and a number of anrien;
Mr. Haney was a
at the Boothbay House.
at
the
of
home
Miss
Emma
Frost
last
meeting
of them 200 years old.
suecesful school teacher in his younger days,
half
n
A.
I>.
The
Mrs.
Bachelder,
Circle will use “The
Friday evening.
and is now one of the leading farmers of his
*rk.
different kin
Call of the \\ aters” as a text book for study home town.
He has been sadly bereaved re- handkerchiefs showing
-ily.
set of crocheted table mats, erne <m
the coming winter. The December meeting cently in the loss of his wife, who had been a
:
hand
mad-and
an
work
apron
apron
for many years.
He has fancy
will be at the home cf the Misses Whitten, 14 beloved companion in Boston
beside his son, kerchiefs.
one daughter living
Julia Roberts, two hooked rugs, a braided
High street.
the doctor, of our village. Boothbay Register.
r- dieted
rug, a lamp mat, log cabin quilt and
The first parish supper of the season was
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Knowlton returned home table cover.
75
ever
embroidered
stand
C.
E.
Lane,
at
the
Mrs.
North Congregational church on
given
Saturday. Mrs. Knowlton spent the summer
old.
Wednesday evening, November 3rd. Mrs. at Old Orchard, and Mr. Knowlton followed years
handkerchief
Effie Godding, silk quilt, fancy
Amos Clement and Miss Nellie Hopkins headthe fairs with a show of wild animals and and tidy.
.•

<

ed the sup}

er

committee.

The entertainment,

Admiral

Don

Robbins, who

accom-

curios.
quilt and fancy apron.
arranged for a committee of the men of the panied him, is now traveling with a show com- ered
Bertha Reynolds, knit table mats.
with
B.
L.
Davis
as
was
much
chairman,
parish,
New Hampnanv and was last heard from in
Mrs. C. F. Files, specimens of burnt work
enjoyed. It included some,college songs, with shire. Mr. and Mrs. Knowlton will leave in and other fancy articles.
A beautiful vase of cuttlowers was shown t>\
John R. Dunton as chorister, and vocal solos by about two weeks for their winter home in Sea
Mrs. Cassie Austin.
Miss Katherine C. Quimby, Miss Caro Hatch,
Mrs. Liva Roberts, embroidered bedspread
Breeze, Florida.
John Parker, and reading by Mrs. S. A. Parker.
and shams, crocheted mat. crocheted tidy.
were sorry to hear, last week,
friends
Belfast
Vira Crowell, crazy sofa cushion.
The young ladies of the guild had a candy
Mildred Lang, embroidered splasher
that Katherine and Charlotte, the two little
table which did a prosperous business.
Fanny Twombly, knit gloves.
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Hilton of
daughters
The services of the North Congregational
Agnes Ellis, crocheted lace.
Their
had been ill with dyptheria.
Chicago,
Dora Sanborn, knit lace, crocheted underchurch for the week will be as follow’s: Junior
Mrs. Edward Sibley, was quaran- vests, several embroidered centerpieces in difChristian Endeavor meeting this, Thursday, grandmother,
2 sets coltined with them, but the cases were very light ferent pieces, couch throw, kimona,
afternoon at 3.30; prayer meeting this evening
lars and cuffs different stitches, apron and
and the little patients had the care of two Mexican work and other articles.
at 7.30; topic, A Life Study. Joshua. Josh.
trained nurses. Mrs. Hilton and baby daughArtichokes, L. A. Bachelder, 1st.
1:1-11; Castle North, Knights of King Arthur
Pear tomatoes. W. C. Austin. 1st.
ter, Ruth Sibley Hilton, who had been at Dr.
7
at
o’clock.
Potatoes. R. I). Ellis, 1st; Robert Nickerson
Friday evening
Morning worship
Hilton’s while the house was quaranGeorge
D. B. Fogg. 3d.
2nd;
with
sermon by the pastor,
Sunday at, 10.45,
tined, expected to return home today.
Beets, R. D. Ellis. 1st; F. II. Quimby. 2nd; \<\
Rev. D. L. Wilson; Sunday school at noon;
3d.
C.
Austin.
The Katahdin Club of Newton. Mass., held
meeting of the Christian Endeavor Society at
Coke cabbage. George Ryder, gratuity.
season in Dennison hall,
for
the
social
first
its
6.30; topic, Character and Courtesy, I Pet. 3:8Pumpkins, field. R. D. Ellis, 1st; 1 Gibbs,
Newtonville, Thursday evening, November 5th. 2nd; F. Lane, 3d.
12; evening worship at 7.30. A cordial welPie pumpkin, Mrs. D. Sanborn. 1st.
There was a good attendance of members and
come is extended to all to attend the services.
Squash. R. D. F'llis. 1st; F. II. Quimby. 2nd;
guests and a social time was enjoyed from 8 to VV. C. Austin, 3d.
For the remainder of the evening a pro9.
Gourds, W. C. Austin. 2 varieties. 1st.
Turnips, F. H. Quimby. 1st; W. C. Austin,
Wedding Bells.
gram consisting of a lesson in the geography
J. F. Jewell, 3d.
2nd;
of Maine and short addresses descriptive of
M. S. Stiles.
Hamlin-Wtard. A quiet wedding took place
,
“My Town” was listened to. Among the speakII. G. Reynolds. Com.
Monday afternoon, November 8th. at the resi- ers was Mr. F. W. Chase. Those present who
J. F. Jewell,

dence of Rev. F. S. Dolliff in Jackson, when
Mr. Pearl Hamlin of that town and Miss Alfreda Ward of Thorndike were united in marriage. The groom is one of Jackson’s enterprising young men and the bride is a well
known teacher of Thorndike and the youngest
daughter of Mrs. George P. W'ard. After the
ceremony they took the train for Belfast,
where a wedding supper was served by the
bride’s sister, Mrs. E. C. Dow. The happy
couple left on the Tuesday morning train for
Portland, where they will visit relatives for a
short time. Their many friends extend congratulations and wish them a long and happy
life.

Capt. J. W. Bennett has resumed his duties
commander of the steamer Major Albert
Force after a leave of absence for 50 days
owing to ill health.—Portland Advertiser.

as

were native of Waldo County were Mrs. E. P.
Tuttle, Dr. Sidney B.TSargent, Dr. S. F. Chase,
Mrs. A. K. P. Knowdton, Mr. and Mrs. F. W.

Chase.
Mrs.

PROSPECT FERRY.

Several from this place attended the social
Friday night and all reported
good time_Mrs. B. C. Avery visited rela-

at the Marsh last

Rachel Grant,

one

of

the oldest resi-

a

Sandypoint, passed her 89th birthday tives in
October 28th. During the day many relatives visited

dents of

and friends called to offer

congratulations

and

Mrs.
best wishes for many more birthdays.
Grant can truly be called a remarkable woman,

her sight and hearing are almost as good as
and she takes the same interest in curSeveral
rent events that she alwTays did.
months ago she fell and injured her hip, which
has confined her to a wheel chair, but up to
that time she was a smart and active as any
young woman, doing the housework for herself
and son as well as ever. We hope she may see

as

ever,

many

more

birthdays.

Brewer last week.. .Miss
relatives in

Hallowell

Evelyn Avery
and Winthrop

week... Mrs. Mary Smith has gone to
Brooks to spend the winter with friends.,..
Miss Faustina Harding visited in Bangor and
Brewer last week_Mrs. Charles Banks is at
home from Stonington visiting her parents,
Capt. and Mrs. A. A. Ginn... .Several from
this place attended the Odd Fellows time in
Bangor November 9th and all enjoyed a very
pleasant evening.... Mrs. Orrilla McMann
spent the day in her wheel chair with the
Misses Heagan and Mrs. M. A. Littlefield,
November 7th.
last

of

Messages

Good

Will

1

The CMUPe
5

Love From New South Wales.

American fleet to Sydney.

An accom-

note- says that the papers were
furnished “Trusting that the informa-

panying

tion contained therein may prove of use
The courtesy is apfor your Journal.
and copies of this issue of The

preciated,

Journal will go to Sydney.

depends

i

The Journal received last week from
the editor or manager of the Evening
News of Sydney, New South Wales, copies of that paper of August 26th and 27th
containing reports of the visit of the

i

\
1

1

|
j

Trade Mark

on

Its

early

stitch in
health. The
time” is a bottle of
It's a
True's Elixir.
tome that enriches the
blood, assists digestion
and prevents many ol
the ailments so common
to childhood.

lor nearly 00 years Iras been the old
stand-by in thousands of homes. It cures
Cnstivcncss. Feverishness. Indigestion
and Headaches. Pleasant to take. As a
Worm Kxncllcr there is none better. Used
Sold
physicians.
and endorsed by
everywhere.
35c., 5Cc., and $1.00.
DR. J. F. TRUE A, CO. Auburn, Me.

i

The Evening News is an 8-page paper
and in make-up resembles the majority
of English newspapers. The first column
I
of the first page is devoted to a news
of
the
remainder
the
and
page
summary,
to
advertising, mainly shipping and
The pressmen,
dered by a dozen bands.
announcements. One advertiser has her
as the representatives of American newsannouncement headed, “Fleet Work.”
are termed, were given a recepAnother advertiser heads his announce- papers
tion by the New South Wales government with these lines:
ment, and a luncheon, when Admiral
THE HAND-CLASP.
Sperry was toasted and cheered and the
The Kangaroo and Eagle now
the AmeriIn amity have met,
press was toasted and two of
And may the band of friendship be
can journalists made fitting responses.
Drawn tight and stronger yet.
And here is a local item which will interThe brave boys of the White Fleet will
A. Saunders’ grand shop see,
est many of our readers:
will remain
And long the memory
Wherever they may be.
And there is another advertisement in

rhyme:

Uncle Sam’s gallant tars feel O. K.
most gay;
Tli .ugi their iives when ashore are
T’s that

grand

liver Cure.

Lsxo-Tonic Pills pure.
h from them keeps sickness away.
Wl
Lax..-Tonic Pills. U'id and 1-fi—0.

third, fourth and fifth pages
and
display advertising, miscellany

The second,
carry

matter, and among the advertisements we notice one of Ayer s Sarsaparilla. which is advertised the world over.
news

On the sixth page is the editorial and cable
The “leader”
expressing tne
news.
sentiments toward this country will be
read with interest and is given in full as

follows.

at hand: tomorrow morning
visitors—become in one short week

The
our

farewell!

friends

:nl

is

as

well

as

guests—will

set

their

ODD FELLOWS

At the I. O. O.

AND

AMERICANS.

Temple, Elizabeth j

F.

the Independent Order of Odd Fellows entertainAmerican
the
ed brethren accompanying
fleet at a smoke concert, the second of a
series of entertainments. There was a
fair sprinkling of Jackies, and the
“smoke” proved a success. Brother R.
J. H. Bryant, Grand Master in NewSouth Wales, welcomed the visitors, and
later a well-arranged programme of
Brothers J. R.
music was rendered.
Tipping and P. Herford sang, and Serg
Sergeant and Brothers Sid. Shipway and j
E. Wright amused with quaint humor;
while J. Baker and an orchestra, under
the direction of E. W. Graham, conThe Odd
tributed bright music.
lows’ annual hall will be held in the same
hall this evening.
The leader in the Evening News of

street,

on

Tuesday evening,

j

Bel-j

j

*

CASTOR IA

due in great
on their side is
the undoubted success, not only
of the national welcome, but of engendering those deeper and more permanent
sentiments of racial sympathy and respect, and even of affection, which we
think has indubitably been the case.
From the time that the battleships
entered the harbor, and throughout the
long round of subsequent festivities, it
has been increasingly apparent that our
visitors, from their admirals and captains
down to the smallest boy on the ships,
felt themselves at home. Not,of course,
in the sense of being among their own
folk, but still among people who were
akin to them, who were more than
pleased to see them, and about the
warmth and sincerity of whose feelings
towards them there could be no mistake.
And the fact of this being so is gratifying in the extreme. Australians are
very far from being a demonstrative
people; they are, indeed, on the contrary,
given to aloofness, not to say stolidity. But
it must be confessed that on this occasion
they have come out of their shell in a
It was the
most surprising manner.
“common tie” that effected the transformation. Had our friends stayed with
us much longer, one of two things would
Either they would have
have happened.
Americanized us or we should have
Austraiianized them. We can pay neither

BUKIN tU

response

measure

higher complicity to which
they are now bound they may, perhaps,
receive a more imposing reception.
Nevertheless, they may rest content in
the sincere assurance that they carry
with them from Sydney and the mother
State a whole-hearted amount of regard
and appreciation that can never be sur-

them
ment.

ourselves any
In the southern

nor

passed

elsewhere.

The two papers received are filled with
accounts of the arrival and the departure

of the fleet, of the festivities attending
the visit and the many receptions to the
officers and men. These included a reception by the Lord Mayor of Sydney,
and we are also told of a brilliant spectacle at the cricket grounds where there
were

18,000 waving flags, 75,000 specta-

tors, and where Hail Columbia

-was ren-

Always Bought

J\ I

Frank Barnet, built at Belfast by
George A. Gilchrest, a Total Loss.
Boston, Nov. 5. The burning of the
schooner Frank Barnet was made known
today in a private dispatch received by
her owners, the Geo. McQueston Co. of
this city.
Capt. Francis and crew of five
men were rescued by the United Fruit
Co’s, steamer Brewster, bound from
Boston for Port Antonio, and were landed in Jamaica today. The Frank Barnet
sailed from Boston, October 27 for Brunswick, Ga., in ballast, to load lumber.
Fire broke out on November 1 and spread
Sch.

that the vessel
they
rapidly.
was doomed Capt. Francis and the crew
took to the boats. Not long after theyj
had abandoned their vessel, they were
signalled and picked up by the Brewster.
The point where the vessel was abandoned was about lat. 38.28 north, long.
71.35 west. Soon after the men were
rescued, the burning schooner was sighted
the steamer Massila, from MarWhen

saw

in

|

I

Paints,

by

R. H.

to take

a

Ask your local agent tin
3:
them.

Kitdicii
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con-
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NOYES & NUTTER MH;
BWtiOR, MAIM

Furnishings

teen to the army bids fair to be barren.
Restoration is opposed by a minority of
officers, who make up in experience and
moral energy for what they lack in numbers. In the great industries the heavy
drinker is an object of suspicion, the sot
Railroad
is unendurable to employers.
preference for total abstainers is steadily
expanding. A movement at once social,
a
auiaA uau
Darilt; LU
philanthropic and economic in its compoin volume of argument
porter on the Times, who died of yellow i nents daily grows
for real temperance, and gains the more
fever during the epidemic of 1867. It irom ausMiieiice
uum
miciupcionvc
Mr. |
was an able and a brilliant staff.
! language or legislation. Perhaps all do
Bigney, who was one of the most genial not realize its moral and economic indo is
of men, was, I believe, a native of Nova fiuence as yet, but that foreigners
evidenced by John Burns’ declaration in
Scotia. He was at that time a bachelor,
the
great
parliament yesterday, that
but married later and became a resident difference between the American and
of Washington, D. C. He was the author : British unemployed lies in the temperdo
of a volume of poems. Judge Walker ance of the former, who out of work
not give themselves up to drinking.
was a Virginian and a strong writer.
: [Boston Transcript.
Henry S. Armstrong, the city editor, had

of some local note, wrote the business
notices, which were then a substantial
Judge Walker was
source of revenue.
one of the editorial writers, and other
members of the staff recalled were Ned
(E. C.) Hancock, Henry S. Armstrong,
Pope Noble, John Fairfax, and Napier

j
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THE JEWELER,
SELLS READ & BARTON KNIVES AND FORKS, ,!K\'

Plumbing

a

I

Specialty

e

Mitchell & Trussed,

>
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1847 ROGERS BROS. A I SKC«^*T
ALL FLAT WARE SAME QUALITY.

j

Watches that will please you. Chains, Charms, i...
Diamond Rings, and ail other kinds. | Clockand Field Glasses, Spectacles and Eye Glasses.

HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

<

For Coughs
and Colds
!

<

A few Violins for sale cheap.
Bargain in a chronograph, slightly used.
Watch work my specialty. Prices, like my expen
MIXER BLOCK, BELFAST.
low.

Nearly all o;her Cough Cures are
constipating, especially those containing opiates. Kennedy’s Laxative
Cough Syrup moves the bowels.
Contains no opiates.
■»

i

■■■

ns

■■

Kennedy's
Laxative

FOR

FUEL

^BEST

i

Cough nearly always
produces constipation—the water all
to the eyes, nose and throat instead of passing out of the system
liver and kidneys. For
want of moisture the bowels become

through the
dry

NATIONAL

BANK

BL’ILOINU,

^ A Bargain

M
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The New idea

T

L,

\ Reliable

Remedy
FOR

f

and

THE

is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

A^Hofus,bankrupt.

Magazi

Woman’s

Ely’f Cream Balm

Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.

j
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MOODY.

tm

Subscribers

.....—J

little book, “Trifles for the |
The November number of Recreation,
! bankruptcy.
Reuel
Christmas Holidays.” “Ned” Hancock i the out-door magazine, has a striking
a fox hunter
Judge of the DisClarence
Hon.
in
To
the
Hale,
cover
showing
colors,
!
of
a
author
burlesque, “Sky
was the
trict Court of the United States for the District
I leaping a fence. The contents are seaof Maine.
High,” which was produced at the Va- I sonable and cover a great variety of subA. HOLLIS of Troy. In the County of
rieties Theatre. Crouch was a witty and jects and there are numerous beautiful
Waldo and State of Maine, In said District,
KEUEL
of
the
the
used
illustrations.
sometimes
up
and
half-tone
“Laying
versatile writer
respectfully represents, that on the 21st day
he was duly adjudged bankcontains practical information for December last past, of
Boat,”
bankto
nom de plume of “Blarsted Britisher.”
relating
Acts
the
under
Congress
rupt
by
the man who stores his launch for the ruptcy : that lie lias duly sui rendered all Ills propseilles for New York, which was unable At one time he, Joel Chandler Harris,
first time; and local sportsmen will be in- erty and rights of property, and lias fully comto make her name. The vessel was then
requirements of said Acts and
Remus”), Mary Walsingham terested in “Hunting Moose for a Muse- plied with all theCourt
ablaze from stem to stern and the masts (“Uncle
touching Ills bankruptcy.
the orders of
had about in rhyme in um Group,” the story of a successful of Wherefore lie prays that he may be decreed by
writer
the
and
were
lying alonghad been burned off and
in Maine. Roscoe Brombaugh con- the Court to have a full discharge from all debts
After
Times.
of
trip
the
members
of
the
columns
and
the
Sunday
Francis
side. Capt.
estate under said banktributes an article on. encouraging ath- provable against hissuch
debts as are excepted
the crew all live in the vicinity of Boston. a time Crouch, who no doubt had a rovActs, except
With the ruptcy from
letics in the public schools.
such discharge.
law
by
The Frank Barnet was built at Belfast,
to talk of seeking December number the price of RecreaA. D. 1908.
of
November,
began
2nd
day
this
disposition,
Dated
ing
Me., in 1904. She registered 744 tons
REUEL A. HOLLIS, Bankrupt.
his fortune in New York, and finally de- tion will be 25 cents a copy or $3 a year,
net; 191 long, 7 feet beam and 19 feet
can subscribe now at the price
but
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
depth of hold, valued at about $35,000 parted for that city. Then Hancock left, of $2you
a year. Outdoor News Co. 24 West
and was well insured.
District of Maine, ss.
and not long after was publishing a week- 39th
Y.
N.
street, New York,
On this 7th day of November, A. D. 1908, on
or
ly paper in Washington, D. C., in the inYou can cure dyspepsia, indigestion, sour
reading the foregoing petition, 11 ts—
Law.
for
stomach
of
A
form
Crouch
Victory
fact
or
in
weak stomach,
any
terest of the Louisiana lottery.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
trouble if you will take Kodol occasionally
upon the same on the 27th day of November, A.
as a
does was first heard from in New York
in said
The re-election of Governor Hughes D. 1908, before said Court at Portland,and
just at the times when you need it. Kodol
that
not have to be taken all the time. Ordinarily contributor to Frank Leslie’s Illustrated in New York will be hailed with joy District, at ten o’clock In the forenoon;
The
In
be
Republican
it
notice thereof
published
because
you only take Kodol now and then,
and later as an active factor in throughout the country. It is a victory for Journal, a newspaper printed In said District,
Weekly,
and
food
eat,
you
and other persons
completely digests all the
battle law and shows that the sentiment of the and that all known creditors,said
after a few days or a week or so, the stomach Wall street. In the days of the
time and place,
at the
of New York State will not uphold In Interest may appear
can digest the food without the aid of Koaol.
and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
for control of the Erie Railroad he was people
Governor.
honest
an
not
be
law-breakers
should
Kodol
granted
against
Then you don’t need
of said petitioner
any longer. Try.it
will the representative of the British bondAnd It lis further Ordered by the Court, That
Hughes has set a high standard in politoday on our guarantee. We know what it
Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditdo for you. Sold by R. H. Moody.
holders of the road and successfully tics, and it is a satisfaction to note that the
and
this order, adof said
he so ors copies them at pettion
their places of residence as
dressed to
for them until he forced a com- he has won the popular approval
fought
Record.
well deserves.—Brunswick
Winter blasts, causing pneumonia, pleurisy
the “Wall Street Wizard,”
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
and consumption, will soon be here. Cure your promise with
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
OABTOIUA.
cough now, and strengthen your lungs with as Jay Gould was then called. He amassin said District, on the 7th day of NoPortland,
risk
not
Do
starting
Haw Always Bought
Foley’s Honey and Tar.
vember, A. D. 1908.
sQ Tl19 Kind You
ed a fortune at that time which later was Etm th«
JAME8 E. HEWEY, Clerk.
the winter with weak lungs, when Foley s
[L.s.]
Once in his
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early history, save that he was an
sumption of liquor, and apparently desEnglishman by birth and had served with tined to become at no far distant date a
We see
Garibaldi in the war for the independence total abstinence propaganda.
of Italy. He came to New Orleans from its force in the greater temperance of
were once genthe West Indies. The Times was estab- those whose occupations
admitted to justify “heavy drinklished in 1863, and in a few years became 1 erally The enlisted force of the army
ing.”
the leading newspaper of the Crescent and navy include a much smaller profound
City. The editor-in-chief was M. F. portion of drinking men than were has
in them even ten years ago. Grog
a
conducted
had
who
previously
Bigney,
but little
gone from the navy; spirits are
weekly literary paper. Ed. G. Dill was used on board merchant vessels. The
the news editor; George H. Meek, a poet agitation for the restoration of the canI
his
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ride with him I natur-

public sentiment favoring reduced
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ally expected to go some. Accompanying
him to his stable he called his man and
had the big doors closed. Then the horse
was brought out and hitched to a ring

published

1

Moody.

set forth in a few words the reasons for
the success of Massachusetts legislation
the
regulating the liquor traffic and formore
failure of statutes of other States
far reaching as enactments to come up to
the expectations of their promoters.
The Massachusetts law is local option
overhead, the buggy pulled up behind
leaves to cities and
pure and simple. It
him and the harness put on by the two towns the question of deciding for themshall be
would selves whether the
saloon
men with about the same care as
their limits. It does not
be used in handling dynamite. When the operated within
to deal with every aspect of the
harness was on we got aboard, the sheriff attempt
at once, and it affords an
question
liquor
the
man
to
his
open
took the reins, told
opportunity for men who use liquor in
doors, and we went out as if shot out of moderation to vote that licenses shall not
steed be granted, if in their opinion the public
a gun. But the sheriff soon had his
sale of intoxicants would be detrimental
in hand and we met with no misadventure.
to the interests of their communities.
Because it does not interfere with the
of individuals in their own
New York, September 12. George private rights
because it does not attempt to
Crouch, a former financial writer, ended homes,
the supply, as some southern
his life today in the brokerage office of shut off
statutes do, the regulation of the traffic
Milker & Co." in the Hoffman house, by
in communities is
easily accomplished
shooting himself in the right temple with
Such
His act is thought along the lines of least resistance.
a 38-calibre revolver.
the grounds of President
to have been prompted by despondency, appear to be
Massachusetts
He was at one time in Eliot’s preference for the
due to ill health.
belief that here, as elseclose relations with James R. Keene, and law, and his
where in the social economic field, our
had been wealthy.
State has offered to the Union a model
the
editorial
was on
Crouch
George
worthy of their imitation.
in
Times
staff of the New Orleans Daily
But back of all legislation, stronger
But little was known of than legislation, is a rapidly growing
the late '60’s.
me
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just passed his examination in Philadel- LOCAL OPTION
phia as an M. D. The sheriff was quite
President Eliot in his remarkable
to
a horseman, with a decided objection
to the annual conference of nospeech
taking any one’s dust, and when he in- license workers, in this city, last night,
vited
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our guarantee.
that is all you will need to take. Kodol digests
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1 found Mr. Longfellow living
house in which he was born-his father
having built another house—holding the
office of sheriff, and with a son who had
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not much in comyounger that we had
after a
mon in those days, and when
lapse of many years I visited Machias
with the Maine Press Association in 1890
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span of eighteen feet, the longest
of conspan ever made with this type
National
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struction.
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The death of Hugh Coyle in Chicago Novel Project Started in New Jersey-Fir
of stories
last week has revived dozens
Danger Averted.
concerning his 'extimers
old
the
among
of the best
An unusual undertaking, the building
ploits as a press agent. One
at
relates to the time when he appeared
of a fireproof village, is in progress a
old Castle Garden as a representative (!) Mountain Station, on the border line be
vigorand
unions
protested
of the labor
tween Orange and South Orange, N. J
of Strauss
ously against the admission had
got the Six houses are well on the way to com
Vienna Orchestra. After he
all stirred up
newspapers of the country
pletion already, and they are all made o:
a
over the matter and had pasted up>
burned clay in the form of hollow blocks
ediwhole scrap book full of acrimonious
The
roofs are either of asbestos shingle!
the
was
he
press
torials it came out that
and the or slate.
agent for the management
“labor protest” w?s only a press agent
Nowhere else in the country, it is said
stunt.
are there so many fireproof dwelling
in
In the late 60's the writer came
houses in one group. The scheme is th<
He had been a
contact with Coyle.
result of the study of improved methods
street car driver, or conductor, in Wash- of construction within the last few years.
ington—the cars were then drawn by
The heirs of the Henry A. Page estate
mules—and had gone out on a strike and are
carrying through the undertaking.
Later
was looking for other employment.
One of the Page heirs who has been inhe had a periodical store on Pennsylvania terested. for several years, in developing
Avenue near the capitol, and by payment the
properties of the estate, formerly
the
of one cent you could read any of
put up houses of reinforced concrete.
as
was
daily papers. His next venture
Recently he retained an engineer to make
was
editor and publisher of what I think
a special investigation of fireproof mathe first one cent’daily newspaper pub- terials and building methods, for the purlished in Washington, and if memory pose of comparison. The consequence of
serves me aright it was a labor organ.
the investigation was that terra cotta
It was not very long-lived—the wonder
blocks, instead of concrete, were chosen
was
is that it lived at all. Then Coyle
for the Jersey dwellings.
Squires and
seems
lost sight, of for many years, but it
and
and
Rossiter
Wright are
Wvnkoop
that he had engaged in the publicity the architects.
business as advance agent, press reprenacn oi tne nouses now ut-mg uum. a*.
sentative, etc., and in visiting the Mara- Mountain Station has eight or ten rooms.
time exposition held in Boston some All
partitions, as well as the floors and
in charge of the
years ago he was found
outside walls, are of terra cotta, so that
reminispress bureau and w7e exchanged
a fire could not spread from one room to
cences of old days in Washington.
another. In one of the houses is a floor

haye recorded the
August 27th is captioned “Some Con- ; The Machias papers
P.
I.
of
death
Longfellow, for many years
siderations” and is decidedly friendly
who is
We quote as fol- sheriff of Washington county, and
and eulogistic in tone.
recalled by the writer as a very small
lows :

white ships in motion, and once
And it may be said
mow put out to sea.
During the presence of th< American
with Ci tainty that never before have the fleet
in our harbor the idea that was upto part
loth
so
been
of
citizens
Sydney
with the representatives of any nation
tFi.it have visited New South Wales.
made at the various functions, was its
Tib r to their arrival there were perhaps
value as an element in maintaining peace
native ii..’.&sexisting as to whether
Its appearance in this
in the Pacific.
At.-' than- and Americans would altoeach ocean is a plain intimation that the
getl i fraternise and “take to"vanishUnited States is prepared to maintain to
All such doubts have long
nth".
the full its dignity and its interests in
more
once
has
stronger
Blood
proved
Eastern Asia, and, so far as the republic
than water: and the claims of a common
it
demon- sees that fair play is accorded to all,
anr. stry have been triumphantly
an important service for Ausstfut-fl* As Admiral Sperry so eloquent- performs
This Commonwealth stands in
tralia.
ly put it the other night, there is. after much the same attitude towards Eastern
all. r.o overcoming the facts of “the ties
Asia as does the United States. We are
of common blood, of common Christianity
there for business, and are therefore opinterties
of
one
and
thousand
am: of a
to the creation of special terriposed
which
are
ties
—those
stronger
mar iage
torial privileges which would favor one
than steel, and more numerous than we
We
nation to the exclusion of others.
kmiw of.'' Truer words than these were
want to see the integrity of China renever spoken: and as the days passed,
for the simple reason that we
and the two peoples began to know each spected,
do not want any Power to set up barriers
other more intimately, their truth has
to our commerce. The United States is
been abundantly made manifest. By
in the same boat with us, and therefore
modest
their
their invariable courtesy,
her work does
and unassuming bearing, and their splen- its Fleet in performing
The doctrine of equal
ours as well.
did behaviour generally, the men of the
in Eastern waters is an Imperial
Fleet have endeared themselves to the rights
and
in a very i one, and thus the kinship in race
Wales
South
New
of
people
i
of which we have very rightly
high degree indeed. We gave them of ideals,
heard so much about during the past
our ! est and they have proved themselves
I
is reinforced by substantial conjn every respect worthy of the very best week,
“You’ve done us siderations of self-interest.
we could offer them.
The publishers of the Evening News
proud," they say; and our reply now is
that with us lies the pride, because they also publish an illustrated weekly, the
have borne themselves in such wise as to Town and
Country Journal, and to cover
deserve even more than we did for them.
men permaOther visitors we have had. and received the events of the week the
with feasting and music and illuminations nently employed on both papers literally
and banners, and every appropiate out- worked day and night, assisted by all the
ward ceremony.
But, although honoring outside
help attainable, and had to snatch
them in such fashion, and displaying our
as best they could, and for short
est--- in for them, the people of this State sleep
When the
never felt the same sentiment of friend- periods, at long intervals.
ship am i the desire to improve upon it battleships reached Sydney about 20
that ha- been the prevailing feature with
photographers were on the lookout and
regard to our i resent guests.
some
tie”
"common
the
is
where
magnificent pictures of the men-o’this
A:
in. Just for a little while, per- war entering the Heads and passing up
com- s
haps. ce were inclined to view these the harbor were obtained. The same
youi-g en'isted men—citizens of the great
methods were employed after
Republic '.hough they might be—as some- up-to-date
Then, the ships had anchored and the visitors
what in tin- light of foreigners.
found on closer approach, that began their round of festivities. The
wht
they Were to all intents and purposes presses were run night and day, and the
re;-: -as -f ourselves—Anglo Saxons of
a record breaker in Austrathd nest brand—we took them to our output was
hs -ts. and greeted them, not as stran- lian journalism.
gers in a strange land, but as a distinguished portion of the family. A portion. too, from which we had been for
over-long separated. And, to do them
justice, our newly-discovered brethren
For Infants and Children.
were not slow to reciprocate; they have
shown themselves able to cheerfully
second any efforts made in their behalf;
thev have revealed a mutual interest in
Bears the
S/y^ A jfour’ sports and pursuits; they have in
of
Signature
advances
every possible way received our
in the spirit in which they were offered
meat

reau.

work. This heading seems appropriate, many of those mentioned are living. Big
writer. ney and Dill I know are dead, and as t
and may perhaps be applied to the
the the others I am not informed.
Three recent deaths have suggested
follow.
notes which
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Under this caption there has been pubtime
lished in The Journal from time to
to
personal reminiscences relating mainly
met in
events of the past, and to people
the course of many years of newspaper
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of the Wall Street Financial Bu
He never recovered from his finan
cial losses, and in later years had bee
a contributor to financial publications
sometimes with his own cartoons as il
lustrations, and at various times issue
small papers in Wall street. I doubt i
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MORSE AND CURTIS GUILTY.
Bail Refused and They Go to the Tombs.
New York, November 5. Charles W.
Morse, until a year ago a dominant figure
in the world of finance, and Alfred H.
Curtis, former president of the National
Bank of North America, were found
guilty tonight in the criminal branch of
the U. S. Circuit Court on charges of
misapplication of funds and falsifyinga
the books of the bank. There was
charge of conspiracy against the prisonthis
ers, but the jury acquitted them on
count.
Within five minutes after the jury had
rendered its verdict Judge Hough had
refused to entertain a motion for bad
and had committed the two bankers to
the Tombs. Judge Hough said that he
would hear any motions the lawyers for
the prisoners desire to make at 10.30
o’clock tomorrow morning. His decision
the incarceration of
made

compulsory

Morse and Curtis in cells in the prison
until tomorrow.
The federal statutes provide a mini-

penalty of five years imprisonment
for falsifying the books of a bank. The
r.
passing the forts and strik- maximum
penalty of this charge is ten
at some distant point,
f-'; yt
The jury recomendyears
imprisoment.
or Port
Royal, and in a ed clemency for Mr. Curtis,
but made no
1(Jth
of
April to the Hon.
Rretar "e.
in the case of Mr. Morse.
hex.the Navy I conveyed my recommendation
Wk:
HEXANKTHYLEK KTETRAH1NE.
"Ilia
ty tun
The above is the name of a German^ chemi;'T:i aware from the first tha‘langerous to my reputa cal, which is one of the many valuable ingrediI
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what
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then a palatial “Sound” steamer, and the occasion
was a great deal more momentous to him
then than when he landed the other day
from the immense 12,000 ton ocean liner.
Mr. Sargent was reared on a farm, obtained the common school education of
the day, and at 18 years went to work
for his brother as a clerk in Sargentville,
Me. He remained there a few years and
was the first postmaster of that town.
Going to Boston he clerked there a few
years, returning to Maine, formed a partnership with his brother, removed to Boston and formed a copartnership in the
ship-chandler business, under the name
of Durham & Sargent, and later removed
to New York and continued the same
business under the name of Thayer &
Sargent. They remained thereuntil 1870
and were such loyal Republicans that
their store was known as the black Republican store, and Mr. Sargent has
never changed his political beliefs from
i
that day till this.
was

Coming west in 1870 he was interested
in the Malleable Iron Works at Moline,
and later, in Des Moines, Iowa, was connected with another manufacturing concern.
In 1876 he came to Chicago, their
company being the first in the United
j States to manufacture a brake shoe for
railway cars, and he was at the head
of it. Reorganized in 1877, and in 1893
formed as a new corporation with Mr.
Sargent as its president, they had a
career of uninterrupted prosperity. Their
factories

were

repeatedly enlarged and

which was established at
a large plant
Chicago Heights was finally sold to the
American Brake Shoe and Foundry Com-

1

pany.
While Mr. Sargent has retired from
active business, he is a large stockholder
in several of the corporations growing
out of the business which he founded,
and his sons, William D. and George H.,
have been intimately connected with the
management of these large corporations.
His son, George H. Sargent, has recently
come on from New York and formed the

Sargent-Hollingshead company, manufacturing certain railway supplies, and
William D. Sargent is still in New York
and prominently connected with these
same corporations.
A COLONIAL FAMILY.

Sargent were married in
Winterport, Me., September 15, 1858,
Mrs. Sargent being Helen Maria DurMr. and Mrs.

born in Freedom, Me.,
February 15, 1834, the Durhams being
a family of distinguished descent, who
traced directly back to the Mayflower.
Besides the two sons, William D., who is
living in New York with his family, and
George H., who, with his family, is now
living in Evanston at his father’s home,
their daughter, Annie Cushing, is married
to Henry K. Gilbert, and now living in

ham, who

was

Chicago.

TVip
name* +n F'.vnnst.nn in 1877
which the navy department paid $1,300
and very shortly after built the home
done
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ents of Foley’s Kidney Remedy. Hexamethylenetetramine is recognized by medical text
books and authorities as a uric acid solvent and
antiseptic for the urine. Take Foley’s Kidney
Remedy as Boon as you notice any irregularities, and avoid a serious malady. R. H. Moody.

which they now occupy, at the comer of
Grove street and HinmSn avenue. Mrs.
Sargent is broad in her sympathies and
in her charities, interested in all the
work of the Methodist church, with which
they are both connected, and both she
and her husband in their home are young
as the youngest of their children, bright,
active, cheerful and content, leading
themselves a sunshiny life and reflecting
the sunshine upon all with whom they
come in contact.
Their many friends are offering them
congratulations, and that their hopes of
many more anniversaries may easily be
realized is indicated by the fact that of
the family of eleven, of which Mr. Sargent was the youngest, brothers are now
living and hearty at the age of 92, 87 and
81, a sister at 84, and two who have passed away lived beyond the age of 90.
sure, easy, safe little liver Fills
IteWitt’s Little Early Risers. Sold by R.

Pleasant,
are

H.

Moody.
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Something Similar

The

thing

was

agreed

to and the

ANODYNE

presi-

LINIMENT

dent, taking the stockholder’s five cents,
night; painful and discolored ’urination, are bought a cigar forthwith.
Then he led the way to a log lit up
readily overcome. Here is the recipes Try it:
and began to smoke.
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half ounce;
The stockholder waited for his time to
Compound Kargon one ounce; Compound Syrup
come.
Sarsaparilla; three ounces. Take a teaspoonful
“Say,” exclaimed the stockholder at
after each meal and at bedtime.
last, “don’t I get a whack here?’
A well-known druggist here in town is authThe president, knocking off the ashes,
ority that these ingredients are all harmless shook his head.
“I don’t see it,” he said.
and easily mixed at home by shaking well in a
“But what,” shouted the angry stockbottle. This mixture has a peculiar healing and
“do I get for capital?”
soothing effect upon the entire Kidney and holder,
“Well,” said the president, “you can
Urinary structure, and often overcomes the
spit.’’—Washington Star.
worst forms of Rheumatism in just a little
while. This mixture is said to remove all blood
disorders and cure the Rheumatism by forcing
the Kidneys to filter and strain from the blood
and system all uric acid and foul, decomposed
waste matter, which cause these afflictions.
Try it if you aren’t well. Save the prescription.
THIS.

READ

'u^l&ed/orMar/y/OOJfearsl
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The great National Family Doctor. Gets right at the source
of the trouble—reduces all inflammation, eases pain and effects a
speedy cure. Can be relied upon in all emergencies. Keep a bottle
handy in case of accidents, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, sprains,
lame back, stiff joints, muscular rheumatism, swellings, face ache,
headache, earache, frost bites, chilblains, chaps, or any other external
pain or inflammation. Every drop means relief—just follow directions.
Sold everywhere. Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act,
June 30,1906. Serial number, 513.
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The Maine author, George S. Wasson,
writer of successful books and a regular
contributor to The Atlantic Mounthly,
has gone south with his family, and will
spend the winter at Old Point Comfort,
Virginia. Mr. Wasson’s home is at Kittery Point, where he has for a summer
neighbor, William Deam Howells.
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boston, mass.
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astonishing,” remarked a well known
authority on Diseases of the skin, “how such a
number
of people, especially ladies, are
large
by attractively written advertisements induc“It is

ed to

purchase

some one

of the many so-called

Only $2.25

Beauty Creams now on the market, not knowing of course that they mostly contain oily or
greasy substances that clog the pores of the
skin and

are

for that

clear and Brilliant

reason

—

For Both
BY A
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Complexion.”

And Your Favorite Home

HAW LINOS.
When the lungs are sore and inflamed, the
of pneumonia and consumption find
Foley’s Honey and
lodgment and multiply.
Tar kills the cough germs, cures the most obstinate racking cough, heals the lungs, and
prevents serious results. The genuine is in
the yellow package. It. H. Moody.

germs

THE

REPUBLICAN

Paper

JOURNAL

FOR OWE YEAB FOB S2.25

Little Veda’s Lucky Journey.
Jose Mercury and Herald, October 25th]
Little Veda Coy, the daughter of Mrs.
Leliah Coy who lives on the Mount Hamilton road, has spent only six short,
happy years in this big, round world.
Yet she is a brave iittle girl and has
undertaken something that very fewlittle tots only six years old, would think
of doing and she is not even crying about
it. She has just started to make a long
journey —2376 miles long, and she is
leaving her mama and her home, the
beautiful Santa Clara Valley, and the
golden sunshine and flowers of California
behind, for she is going to live with her
auntie in far-away Kilbourn, Wis. More
than that she is traveling alone all the
way to Chicago, w-here she will be met by
her aunt, who will take her to her home
in Wisconsin.
F. W. Angier, the General Passenger
Agent of the Union Pacific Railway in
this city, took great interest in little
Veda, and, to see that she got started
safely, left with the child yesterday
afternoon at 3:30 o’clock for Oakland
Pier, where he placed her in the Union
Pacific Tourist car which runs through
to Chicago. The Pullman conductor in
charge of the car was directed to take
good care of the little traveler and to
see that nothing befalls her en route.
When Chicago is reached, he will place
her in the arms of the aunt. As an
extra precaution, Mr. Angier fastened
to the child’s clothing a tag reading:
“Veda Coy, care of Mrs. Eunice Baker.
Kilbourn, Wis. Route S. P. Union
Pacific—C. & N. W. Lower No. 8, Tourist Car D.
Little Veda is a bright and pretty child
ready to make friends w’ith everybody.
When she left San Jose, she was brave,
happy and contented and surely wfill
not lack friend’s, attention and care for
her long overland Journey to the great
city by the lake.
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THE TRIBUNE FARMER is a thoroughly
ed national weekly. Special pages for Horses,
and reliable market reports.

practical, helpful, up-to-date illustratCattle, Sheep, etc., a.id mo.-t elaborate

j

Dr. C. I>. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in America, writes
regularly
for THE TRIBUNE FARMER, thoroughly covering the breeding, care and feeding of
all domestic animals, and Ills articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer

and interest every
The

man or woman

in

city

or

town who

owns a

horse

or

cow.

of THE TRIBUNE
FARMER alone is #1.00.
To new subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay up arrearages
one year in advance we make this liberal offer

subscription

Ig^go.
The
The

price

Tribune

f

One Year, SI.OO
One Year, 2.00

Farmer,
Republican Jour.,

|

|

$2.25

BOTH FOR

Sample copies of both papers will be
application. Send all orders to

[1
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THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.
BELFAST, MAINE.
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Potato Prices.

Price

per bbl:
18%.$ .80
1.50
1897

Year

1.00
1898
1899 .85
1.10
1900..
1-60
1901
1.55
1902
1.35
1903
1.00
1904
1.50
1905
1906 .75
1-50
1907
1.60
1908

HIGHEST

FINEST

COLOR.

FLAVOR.

I

ASK

WEAR THE

YOUR

Lamson & Hubbard

HAT

association

was

incorporated

society

Telephone

THE HAT WITH A REPUTATION

one

Boat

Rules.

The new rules for the navigation of
motor craft provide that no person shall
receive an original license as engineer of
motor boats of above 15 gross tons,
which carry freight or passengers for
hire, who has not served at least one
year on motor boats, or in the engineer’s
department of steam vessels, or who has
not had at least two years’ experience in
the construction of marine motor engines
and their installation.

KrkHtfVIPorlndigestioii.

A ivUA Believes sour stomacF.
palpitation of the heart Divests what you eat

Connection.

V. A. SIMMONS, President.
RALPH D. SOUTHWOR7H, Treasurer.

MAINE.

FALL AND WINTER STYLES
ready. Also

Now

a

complete

line

of

FRED ATW GOD,

w,^ne.ort'

Insurance and Red Estate

REPRESENTING OVEK FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.;
Hre, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
insurance
AND

and

Inspection.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Heal estate bought and sold.

of their best.

Motor

Hack and

BELFAST,

is

a

Livery Co.,

First-class Teams furnished night and day.
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

in

always a fine
good dinner
there is sure to be a good meeting. This
served
was
by the lady
year the dinner
members of Winthrop grange and was
this famous old

Incorporated 1899.

Transient Stable. * •a

1875, and is now in a prosperous condition, having 323 members. The drawing feature of the annual meetings of
dinner, and when there is

]

GROCER.

Livery, Sale,

Maine Jersey Cattle Association.

This

^

NUTRITION. ^

Belfast

Moody.

Leavitt, Winthrop: pedigree committee,
J. Henry Moore, Winthrop, W. B. Frost,
Wayne, Geo. Crane, Winthrop. Among
the after dinner speakers were B.
Walker McKeen of Fryeburg, who spoke
on The Dairy Cow, Her Feed and Care
and Z. A. Gilbert of Greene, W. B. Frost
of Wayne; Mr. Thorne of Augusta; and
B. F. Scofield, also made brief addresses.

GREATEST

Established 1857.

Foley’s Honey and Tar clears the air passages, stops the irritation in the throat, soothes
the inflamed membranes, and the most obstinate cough disappears. Sore and inflamed
lungs are healed and strengthened, and the
cold is expelled from the system. Refuse any
but the genuine in the yellow package. R. H.

At the recent annual meeting of the
Maine State Jersey Cattle Association,
held in Winthrop, the following officers
elected: President, C. S. Pope,
were
Manchester; vice presidents, M. F. Norcross, Winthrop, J. H. Underwood, Fayette; secretary and treasurer, J. Henry
Moore, Winthrop; directors, C. S. Pope,
Manchester, W. B. Frost, Wayne; E. R.

^

Mokes Bread that Combines

The following, taken from the files of
the Aroostook Republican, gives the prk e
at which potatoes were soiling the first
of November for the past thirteen years,
including 1908

New

Influenza.

cures

6 G

of

“I have a nickle,” said a boy.
“Have you?” another cried eagerly.
“Then let’s form a corporation.”
“All right. How is it done?”
“I’ll be the president, you’ll be the
stockholder. The nickle will be the capital and we’ll invest it in tobacco.”

Europe,

trip

MADE SUCCESS IN WEST.
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Sargent
pier

honeymoon trip

it.

■

just

Fact rivpr
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May

Come in Handy Some Day.
Here is a simple home-made mixture as
given by an eminent authority on Kidney disthat it will reeases, who makes the statement
lieve almost any case of Kidney trouble if taken
before the stage of Bright’s disease. He states
that such symptoms as lame back, pain in the
side, frequent desire to urinate, especially at

CORPORATION.

Haven’t you Heard

history

September 19th, he was reminded of the j
fact that just fifty years before on September 19th, he had landed at pier 4 in the

■

j

siifT Place,

it

Sargent

early

morning

The readers of The Journal will see by
city under contribution,
the remarks below that Commodore \ anI
i at she could not have
derbilt, who was the owner of the big
Her hull was but 1 1-2
line of steamers then plying between
and the few ports in
New York and the isthmus of Panama
but 1 1-2 feet above
on
the route between New York and
words, 3 feet above the
California, was alive to the situation.
c was perfectly smooth,
It will be remembered also that there
a \ y iron plating on her
was no Union Pacific railroad to Califormild be nothing buoyant
nia at that time and nearly all the transa somewhat profane
portation between the Atlantic and the
i.i: she put her nose into
Pacific went that way, with the exception
she
a otf Cape Henry
of the sailing ships that voyaged around
e
risen to the top of it
the Horn.
Nearly all the very heavy
i,sic continued to go hellwent that way. Commodore Vanships
■ might
up at the bottom derbilt
being a sailor from his youth was
as well, and perhaps better, equipped in
cat i have taken in rerelation to things nautical than any ofal negligence of those
He
ficer in the U. S. navy at that time.
navy in leaving those was the sole owner of the steamship of
in an exposed posi5,000 tons burthen that bore his name
worthiness of the Merand W'hich w'as the biggest steamship
she was
name
tlie
afloat at that time with the exception of
Confederacy) is well the'Great Eastern. He watched the proiii moilore Tatnall of the
ceedings of the navy at Hampton Roads
who had command of
in relation to the manner in which they
she was destroyed
she
were to receive the rebel ram when
11. 1862, and it is propshould come out, and all knew’ that she
<i iier vessel in the his-

Put it in Some

for

Sedgwick,
being
family
i
important

early
pre-revolutionary

could do

up the Potomac than
which she could not
f ft draught of water—
miles below the city of
.cither could she have

.roRML.'G-A

SAVE THIS, ANYWAY.

the very worst
thing that they could possibly use. My treatment of Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches and all
A SON OF MAINE.
eruptions of the skin, is as follows and has invariably proved very successful. ‘Wash the
was born in
Mr.
face carefully every night before retiring with
March
of
a
29, 1830,
Me.,
warm water and a little oatmeal tied up in a
whose members took an
small
cloth bag, then after drying well, use the
part
histories and who date from i following inexpensive and perfectly harmless
in the
times.
prescription, which can be* filled at any Drug
Mrs.
is of the same stock and pages could he ! Store. Clearola ^ oz., Ether 1 oz., Alcohol 7
ozs.
Use this mixture on the face as often as
written of the
colonial
of
possible during the cay, but use night and
both families.
morning any way, allowing it to remain on the
have
returned from a very face at least ten minutes, then the powdery
summer
in
and film may be wiped off. Do not wash the face
when Mr.
landed from the La for some little time after using. By following
Savoie at
42 in the East river on this simple treatment, you will soon have a

..

i-

15th

sent out to relatives and friends the
country over, beautiful portraits of themselves with the simple but very expressive legend, “Fifty years together.”
From their pictures it may easily be
seen that the half century of married
!
life has been for them full of happiness.
Their looks belie their years, for they
certainly seem to both have found the
fountain of perpetual youth.
Both are
robust and hearty, their hearts as young
and
enter
as ever,
with greatest !
they
zest into all forms of rational amusement,
taking their parts skillfully and well.
Mr. Sargent is a somewhat noted golfer, and has to his credit many performances at Glen View, on the links of the
Country Club at Belleair, Florida, Bon j
Air, Augusta, Georgia, and elsewhere.
With equal skill he joins in cowboy pool
of an afternoon at the Evanston Club
with others of his “old young” associates, who recreate there habitually in
the afternoon.

tion, from the expectations of the public,
with seven small wooden founded on the success of Commodore
rmarle Sound, May 5, Buchanan, and have looked to a different
I shall
field from his to satisfy them.
a,]e every effort to ram
never find in Hampton Roads the oppor,ut did not succeed, and
tunity my gallant friend found. There
about an hour turned is no chance for me but to pass the forts
..moke river, terribly and strike elsewhere, and I shall be gratified by your authority to do so as soon as
1,| have been sunk had
the ship is in proper condition.”
the proper officer in
It will be perceived that this letter was
ad of letting us go at written under the influence of expectation
of improvement in the condition of the
Farragut would have
ship, created by the letters received by
: instructions to do in
me from the Secretary of the Navy, inin Admiral Lee, comforming me of her weak points, and the
Atlantic Squadron,he changes to be made in her armor which
;(
How much these
were then in progress.
a line of battle and
were disappointing is made
expectations
had
us
he
that
••••nner
Even the demanifest by the evidence.
r, with the ram be- signed improvements were not fully effected, and at no time did the Virginia
am retired up the Roattain the power and capac.ah a crippled condition (Merrimac)
ity of a sea-going ship, or exceed the
wed herself again, and measure of usefulness
originally designed
sunk by Lieut. Cush- for her, that of harbor defence. When
with
the
in
was
the
Secretary’s order
compliance
(Ictober. It
I consulted Commodore Buchanan on the
■,'bel ram Tennessee at
character and power of the ship, he exRay. She did no ram- pressed the distinct opinion that she was
a her hand she was so
unseaworthy, and that she was not sufand that in a common
.■nailer vessels of Far- ficiently buoyant,
Her construction
sea she would founder.
she was compelled to was such that, when the sea struck her
much
fleet
our
her ports. Mr.
flow
into
water
would
the
Ining
the injury done our Porter, the naval constructor of the ship,
has testified that he informed the Secreto her, and her surtary of the Navy that the ship could not
the rebel rams.
:
go to sea with safety and the radical deMerrimac. She was fects in hull and engines were such as to
formidable monster she greatly retard her operations even in the
and it was not pos- smooth water of Hampton Roads.
Thus I think I have established the
ji, rform such deeds as
a reasonable
doubt, that
.1 his cabinet, during fact, beyond
the ship could not do what the people in
and
oil her capable of,
their wild delirium of fright thought she

j

or

completed fifty years ol
their married life together. To mark
the event in a way differing somewhat
from the conventional golden
wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Sargent have this week

Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

a

f our ships, and when
-lie could not go back
njr current and so they
the

Beauty.

91 and 50c. bottles, nt drngrists

strong current
down with the tide in
■at not succeed in ram-

against

Sargent Celebrate Golden An
niversary in Novel Way.

or faded.

lark and Jackson, and
was full of Union gun-

„(

Happy Half Century.

Mr. and Mrs.

No matter how long it has been gray
Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandrnil. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2}i times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.

about a month after the
Monitor and the Mern ti:,1
Manassas went the whole

ic.'

A

Never Fails to Restore
Gray Hair to its Natural

Manassas, built at New
,

If You »re Over Fifty Head This.
Most people past middle-age suffer from kid
ney and bladder disorders which Foley’s Kid
ney Remedy would cure.
Stop the drain 01
the vitality and restore needed strength am I
vigor. Commence taking Foley’s Kidney Rem
edy today. R. H. Moody.

DWIGHT P. PALMER,
MASONIC TEMPLE.
NOTICE. The subscriber

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apof the estate of

pointed administrator

PEAVEV, late of Montvilie,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands
as the law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
JOHN C. PEAVEY.
Montvilie, October 13,1908.—4w46
ANN M.

Charles H. Sargent, Rimmed Buttons
AGENT FOR THE

Traders and Mechanics Tire
Insurance Co.,
MASS.

LOWELL,
Now paying

60 per
40 “
20 “

expiring policies
cent Dividend on Five Years
“
“
“
Three
“
“
One Year
on

1848.
1908.—6w45

INCORPORATED

Belfast, N ovember

1 am prepared to make the ivory rimmed
buttons so popular for dress trimming, using
the black or colored rims, and solicit a share of
your patronage. All orders promptly attended
to at my home at 15 Northport Avenue.
_3wz_MAUD M. MATTHEWS, j

WflfiTEOSI?1

k Farm or Business
I

■
■
■
■
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Not particular about location.
hear from owner only who
will sell direct to buyer.
Give price,
description and state when possession
can bo had. Address.
L DERBYSHIRE, Bor N9»
R#cU*w. R. T.

(?r
2®*®*
wish
to

before the public through his newspaper,
Northport News.
THE NEWS Of BROOKS.
lis lectures and his campaign speeches,
Otis Cummings, who is 90 years old, is very
Lewis Godding has moved back to the George
rhis year it looked as though he had a
feeble.
winter.
the
for
homestead
anited party behind him, which he cer- Godding
been
Mrs. Sarah Ingalls and Mrs. Chapman are
Capt. J. W. Bennett and wife, who have
tainly did not have in the preceding elechave returned to very low.
vacation
here,
their
tions. It is admitted by every one that spending
Herbert Morse has been making some repairs
be is an. able and eloquent speaker and Portland.
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CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

of the

possessed

gift

clean

a

of

personal

man.

magneHe has never

G. Roberts has treated his nice cottage to
blinds and fine
a coat of paint, and with white
lawn he has one of the neatest places in the
E.

charge, and
bears the reputation of
good citizen and village.
The Good Templars expect to have their built for storing ice for next season.
a good neighbor.
He has not sought in
entertainment some time next week. A
public
Too bad those nice cottages were destroyed
to
to
his own home
promote ill-feeling,
number of people take part in it and it
large
by fire on the Methodist Campground.
incite animosities or to carry his personal
a
good thing.
is believed that it will be
It is very quiet at the Cove. Mr. George
Ira W.
politics to such length as to impair the
Hugh Gordon has gone to work in the
been convicted on a criminal
a

Subscription Terms—In advance, $2.00 a
year: $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms—For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

usefulness of societies and associations
working for the public welfare. Nor

The Machias Union has evidently nailed its colors to the mast and is still for

Bryan

have

and Kern.

Roosevelt, jubilant over the
election, explained what “beaten to a
frazzle” means; “Look at the returns,”
he said, “that’s the answer.
“Tammany put

the knife in deep” was
of the comments on the New York
vote.
The election returns look as
an

persist-

so

axe.

fully expected to see a display of but finally reduced his platform to four
poultry in the Augusta New Age last words: “The people must rule.” The
week: for you know Bryan carried Ne- people do rule, and they recorded their
braska: but instead read in big black let- verdict Nov. 3d.
ters acioss the first page "A Great Landslide Elects Taft.

|

Near the close of the Presidential

cam-

paign Mr. Bryan, evidently seeing his
A volume of poems by M. F.
Bigney of
declared that the ReNew Orleans, published in 1866, contains impending defeat,
to buy the elec“A Poetical Bouquet of the United publicans were preparing
words
Mr.
other
tion.
In
Bryan profess!
States,' in which Maine has these lines:
ed to believe that a majority of the AmeriTimber and tonnage; sailors and the sea;
Lakes, rivers, mountains—these belong to thee, i can
people who would otherwise have
1\ "i k t" thy sons is
worship—conquest gain. voted for him would be bought up by the
For v. i 1 men are those “Mainiacs” of Maine.
Republicans. That statement, reflecting
tu
UC11VCI
lilt* J^UUUS.
I
as it does upon his own followers, does no
He pretended that he could brand the
Since the election
credit to Mr. Bryan.
members of his organization like cattle
Norman E. Mack, chairman of the Demoan ! lea * them to the ballot box with a
cratic national committee, whose political
halter: but the members of the labor forecasts have made him the laughing
ii
ns. like the rest of the workers, have
stock of the country, has issued a state'he An encan habit of doing their own
ment in which he
1

icciivv*

1 at.t very clearly and briefly summo: 1.1, the elements that entered into
ha- a, at victory in the
following words:
.an.

1 be ie\e I was elected by the busia
n of the
country, Democrats as
as Republicans; that 1 received
my
f
the
labor
vote, and that the
yha.ni
farmer- generally stood by me.
! am
erv much gratified.’’

j

ness

says:
There is not much lor me to say ana
relative to the vicmake
no apologies to
tory of the Republican party. Mr. Bryan
made the most magnificent fight ever
waged by a candidate. The party was
made the victim of misrepresentation—a
misrepresentation that Democratic success would retard the business interests
of the country. That was, of course, an
argument without foundation in fact.
This statement is as widely at variance

as Mr. Mack’s forecast of
There is
333 electoral votes for Bryan.
no question as to the disastrous effect
election would have had
Mr.

with the truth
is Bradstreet’s summary of the
business situation:
“More Activity.
H'

re

Election Results Dispel Hesitancy. Conditior.al Orders Confirmed. Manufactured
Products Firmer.
Predicted Industrial
Activity. Optimism Rules. Retail Trade
Helped by Cooler Weather. Failure Liabilities Smaller.
Building More Active.
Clearings Largest for a Year.”

Bryan’s

The
upon the business of the country.
financial and trade journals and such conservative newspapers as the New York
as

The Post in canvass-

to that.

agree
ing well known authorities

found that business

Some of those national committee elecprophecies look just a bit ridiculous
now. don’t they?—Waterville Sentinel.
Yes, that, is true of the Democratic
prophecies; but chairman Hitchcock of
the Republican committee was very accurate in his forecast.
He claimed 325

ual but

was

healthy growth,

opinion of one

Transcript

Boston

and

Post

Evening

tion

on

business

making

a

grad-

and that in the

of the foremost authorities

conditions in the wholesale dry goods
commission trade the election of Taft
would be followed by a revival in many

on

lines

owing

votes

for Taft and the latest

321.

Come to think of it the Sentinel verified.

figures

orders.

are

assumed the role of prophet before our
last State election, and made a worse at-

the release of contingent
opinion has been amply

to

This

The vice

president

of an im-

portant mercantile bank, and an acknowlon business conditions, did

edged expert

1

it than chairman Mack.

Bryan’s election would be
a death blow' to
returning prosperity,
Doubtless National-Chairman
Mack
us at a standlduff) when he gave out Saturday that but said, “it would keep
Bryan would have 321 votes in the elec- still for several months, and immediately
toral college may have exclaimed: “Out,
deprive us of a great deal of European
damned spot!” when he saw it in the
which will be invested in AmeriTuft column this morning.—Ellsworth capital
can securities if Taft wins.”
tempt

at

not think that

American.

There is

Oh. no! it was a woman that damned
that spot. What Macduff said was:
Turn, hell-hound, turn!
have

1

My

’..

Thaii

no

terms

no

than the stock

ed at

once

better business barometer
market, and that respond-

when the result of the election

became known.

words.
villian
—

Last

Friday

steel

com-

mon had gone to 54, the highest price
touched by it in the last seven years, and

my sword; thou bloodier
can give thee out!

in

conveniently located for his business

as an

R.

can

We

11'

Bowden blacksmith shop. Mr. Bowden will, as
usual, spend the winter in Florida. His family
season.
will, however, remain in Brooks this
in
his stable
work
at
a
crew
has
W. C. Austin
and will have it ready for use this winter. He
will then have a nice set of buildings and very

make radical speeches F. D. carrier.
in the west and conservative speeches in
Three cars were loading at the Payson sidethe east. He has been everything by ing last Saturday. There should be a flag staHis free silver tion located there, as it would accommodate a
turns and nothing long.
fallacy, his advocacy of government own- large section of people and relieve the congesership of railroads, his bank guarantee tion of freight at the village.
for
scheme—all of them obnoxious to the
Almon S. Forbes started last Saturday
business and financial interests of the Connecticut, where he will spend the winter
country —were dropped when he found with his daughter, Mrs. Cora Clough. He
in Calithey were unpopular. Then he laid claim usually spends his winters there or
to the Roosevelt policy as his very own; fornia and his summers in Maine.
tuted that he

President

had used

heard his veracity quesWhy then has he failed to attain
ever

It is because he has no settled
He is so constior convictions.

ently?
policy

voice failed him when the election returns came in.
For the first time
in his life he had nothing to say.

city
if Tammany

we

tioned.
the high office he has sought

Bryan’s

•one

Mr. Mack's sword do the talking
there has been a general advance all along
Lewiston Sun.
the line. The revival of business in other
No ioubt Mack swored when the elec-

W

now.

directions is

tion returns came in.

surprising:

It is

seen

in all

lines, in every trade and industry. The
man who works with his head and his

gain
The Good Templar lodge is again on
and now has 74 members in good standing,
with recruits coming in right along. The offievencers will be installed next Saturday
ing and next week they will have a nice supper
the

in

the banquet

room.

A telegram was received here Monday
nouncing the death of James McTaggart, Jr.,
had charge of a section
at Forsythe, where he
He was sick but a few days and died
crew.
an-

His
Sunday of pneumonia.
brought here for interment.
A.

B.

remains

were

'‘three times and out.”
Some inroad has been

made

at

no

distant

day

the
that

it will cease to be

a re-

liable asset of

the

The South

never

was

on
are

i

Democratic party.
more

prosperous

today and it is largely indebted
for that prosperity to northern capital
and the Republican policy of protection.
The South long since discarded its free
trade ideas and is making rapid progress

than it is

in manufactures.

Atlanta, which

comparatively insignificant

was

a

town before

the War, and which was burned during
Sherman’s march to the sea, is now a
busy, bustling city and a great railroad
center.

Northern brains

and northern

money have wrought this transformation.
In other sections and cities of the South
Northern capital has
it is the same.

built the railroads, the big business
blocks, the grand hotels, and established
the coastwise steamship lines essential

development. It is the negro
question mainly that keeps the South
from voting with the party of progress
and prosperity. If a new party, under a
to business

record of
name, could start with the
the Republican party for the past 20 years
behind it, we believe that party would
have the support of the Solid South.
new

has failed in his third

attempt

Bryan
capture the presidency. Since his first
candidacy he has kept himself constantly
to

<

Mrs. Herriman is having built a building
her land, supposed by the visitor to be a

upon

thirty-nine
day last week. This is an uncommon recand niceord, but the apples were very large

one

orMr. Webber has one of the nicest young
chards in this vicinity and more of our farmers
should be setting young trees for future bus-

iness.

Ailie Roberts, who for the past year has
worked for E. A. Carpenter and done the chores
about the place, has moved from his rooms in
the F. K. Roberts' house to the residence of
Mr. Carpenter, where he and Mrs. Roberts
will keep house and Mr. Carpenter’s family

lanci

eignt

rous

wiuc

making it a comfortable and convenient place
of meeting for the company and the board of
trade. Brooks now has an organized fire comand apparatus for expany, with an engine
tinguishing fire and a good neat convenient
building to keep them in. Capt. F. K. Roband his fire laddies will attend to their
business and there is no legitimate reason why
we should pay such heavy rate of insurance as
The building is one that
we have in the past.
the Belfast boys saved on the day of our big
fire after it was well ablaze and apparently
doomed, being the stable connected with a
erts

So it was
was destroyed.
appropriate building in the place for

house that

has been

purpose, for several reasons. It
neatly refinished and painted on the outside
and is a credit to the town. It supplies a long
felt need of the place and the money expended
for it has been well invested.
village primary school closed the fall
Friday afternoon with a literary entertainment in the church vestry. Miss Mabel
Rose, who is considered one of our very best
teachers, made a good showing with her school.
Following is the program:
The

term last

Roll-call,
Welcome
Dorothy Dix Knox,
Ten Little Tin Soldiers
Hollis .Jones,
There's Nobody Else
Faustena Roberts,
When School Days Return
Earle Bowden,
Little Violet
Dorothy Kilgore,
Clifton Roberts, Why the Bears have no Tails
A Little Girl’s Trouble
Lizzie McTaggart,
Adnah Emmons,
Six little girls
Exercise, Finger Play,
Gossip of the Nuts
John Hobbs,
A Little School Girl
Pearl Gilchrest,
Little Midget
Berle Ginn,
Little Birds
John Gibbs,
Too Little and Too Big
Florence Holmes,
The Cats
Richard Hall,
The Dolls’ School
Mildred Hall,
First
The
Speech
Percie Boardman,
Mystery
Isabel McTaggart,
My Report
Tom Cook,
What is Ice
Laura Jones,
Beulah Cook, Coat of Brown and Vest of Blue
Hurrah for the Flag
Clarence Hutchins,
Little Drops of Water
Harry Stimpson,
Hutchins,
Harry
By school
The Childrens’ Hour,
When The Sun Goes Down
William Files,
Politeness.
Russell Knox,

He

twenty long from the Knoll, so-called, running
the shore. Altogether it is the most desirain Temple Heights, and
ble
of

piece

property

the proprietors

are

very nice

gentlemen

to

meet.

j

ium, etc.

A. A. Howes & Co., the druggists, sell Mi1-na tablets at 50 cents a large box, under a
igid guarantee to do all that is claimed for
t hem, or money back.

J

Donald
Lela Waning
Herbert Ryan
Rec"’
Forbes
Donald
Rec|
Norman Bachelder
Rec*’
Larrabee
Julia
Rec|’
Donald Forbes
Song,
Bertha and Herbert Ryan
Exercise,
Bessie Larrabee
Donald Forbes
Solo’
Bertha Ryan
Rec.’,
Lizzie Larrabee
Rec"’
Manley Knowlton
Rec’’
Sydney Penney
Rec’’
Donald Forbes
Solo"’
L. A.
Phonograph selections, remarks by Mrs.
others.
and
Bachelder
A treat of candy, peanuts and pop com was
furnished by the teacher.

r“

DON’T POSTPONE YOUR PURCHASES.
Across November’s sunny glint
There falls a shadow far from pleasant;
Some one already gives a hint
About the coming Christmas present.
—Chicago Evening Post.

I
9

This also reflects the confidence of the
people
this home institution.
This bank is

already in great need of the

enlarged quarters which it is
Every

one

is the home of the

4 °Io
A

is

paid
as

nev. anfi

banking institution

9
S

8

>

jp

people.

checking

advantage

9

to have next year.

is welcome at this

as

a

S

in this bank

account

well

P

Savings Money

on

convenience to

any

P

one.

9

Sj

A. S. Heal,
Successor

The

Monroe

& Brooks

| HEAL

%

Telephone Co. held

their annual meeting at the Monroe Center ;
schoolhouse November 3rd, and elected the
following officers: Pres., C. J. Webber, Monroe; Vice
Pres., Harry Clements, Monroe;
Secty., Harry Littlefield, Brooks; Treas., J. R.
Littlefield. Brooks; Auditor, H. P. White,
Swanville. Three directors were elected to
J. F. Littlefield,
serve three years as follows:
Swanville; Walter Evans, Monroe and Charles
Grant, Frankfort. The secretary reported 122 !

phones paying

rent.

The

new

extension from

Winterport is ready to string
wire and the poles are nearly all set on the
new extension from North Searsport to Searsport village, and we hope in the near future to
Monroe to West

!

& V\ 0(j{)

'Monumental Work
BRIDGE STREI

BELFAST.

I

MAINE

Having bought the interest of Mr. Wood, 1
the business alone and hope by square dealing
patronage of the public. It will be to your inter
us

before

placing your

order.

be

...

A.

\

$

County Correspondence.

cheap,

good

|

f

LAST WEEK

the

Why

Crawford
Stoves.

and

Ranges

Heaters

Among

CONNER,

■

Japanese

Compare qualii.
they

|

J

|I

working qualities
place

C. L. WRMite

|

{

Charles R. Cooii

For Sale

The

Only Way

U ST ’NE*-

Rec
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I have for sale a STEA M i
^ A I !•'
>
J A l'1 •
calling upon many friends in Belfast
r
that Charlies colt was buried.
and BOILER. Engine
The apple sociable and sale of the Rebekah’s ;
horizontal, and the boiler 8 h. p. vertical -a goer
was a success, both financially and socially.
All in
working order and will be sold
The hall was filled, and quite a crowd came
from a distance. The booths were very pretti- j
HAl.LDALK.
ly arranged and everything was readily sold, j
Mrs. C. M. Warren, who has been visiting A social dance followed. The proceeds of the
in
Searsher
home
to
Mrs. J. E. Hall, returned
entertainment were. $31-Mrs. Evie Twombly
mont November 1st.. .Mrs. M. B. Small, who entertained the W. C. T. U. last Friday. There
has boarded several months at J. E. Halls’, has was quite a gathering, a nice programme was
live with her son, G. B.
are
listened to and a quilt begun to be in readigone to Augusta to
Small....Leon Wiggin, who has been away ness for a Christmas contribution ....Mr. Frank
We showed you the popular young men’s
3rd.
November
home
returned
Bowden has returned from Boston in very
peddling honey,
sleigh. This week’s cut shows the sleigh
_Fred Hutchins of Orono is visiting at poor health and is confined to his bed at presfor elderly and stout people.
in
was
E.
Hall
Augusta
Newell White’s_J.
ent.... Mrs. Bertha Neally will leave here
and Gardiner several days last week-Sewall Monday to attend the National Grange meetmoved to the place he bought of H.
1 Staples has
ing in Washington, I). C., with a party from
F. Jackson.
Winterport_Mr. F. L. Palmer was thrown
from his carriage below Belfast in coming
LINCOLN VILLK.
from Lincolnville and was bruised and quite
Mrs. Leonard Coombs entertained her friends
shaken.
Fortunately no bones w’ere
at a whist party of eleven tables last Monday badly
j evening. Ice cream and cake were served. broken_Fred Cunningham, Herbert Cooper
and Harry White went to Greenville hunting,
First prizes were awarded to Mr. Marcellus
but returned home minus game... Hamilton
Griffin and Mrs. Isabel Griffin; consolations to
Jenkins has been in Boston the past week-'
Mrs. Emery French and Mr. Fred FrohockThe Farmers’ Line telephone has the wrire
Built low down, with extra wide and
Mrs. Frank Fendleton has gone to Providence.
from this village to West Winterport
the very Lot
R. I., to join Capt. Pendleton on the barge strung
deep seat. Made at the Prison.
near
future.
the
farther in
Theodore Palmer.... Mr. W. A. Mathews, and will continue
1st. They arc c
E. R.
instruments will be in soon. Miss Della
who has been in Boston for the past week, has The
and most up-to-datMaine.
Staples from Belfast is assisting her mother,
returned home... Mr. Ralph Richards is ha\
Belfast.
in the world.
office-The
central
who
has
the
Republicans
his
work
as
from
ing a two weeks’ vacation
2nd. The very 1"
in
election
dance
an
will
town
of
this
routes.
Mr.
D.
give
driver of one of the R. F.
can hire builds th»
Ten cent assortment of
is acting as substitute.Mr. Town Hall Friday evening, November 13thFrench
Emery
|
in this vicinity have sold their j
3rd. Only the t
Sidney Pendleton has closed his house for the The farmers
China at
of Newburgh and are
used in their con :
winter and gone to join the barge Theodore apples to Mr. Whitney
them to Brooks.. .Miss Flora Twombly,
Palmer where he will be employed as one of hauling
W. H. RICHARDS.
who has beer so low all summer, has gained
*
the crew.Mrs. Emery French has gone for
She is able to sit up and
•
a little lately.
in
Nova
quite
home
former
in
her
a few weeks’ visit
and nickle work a
can take a few steps. Her aunt,Mrs. Ella Brown,
Scotia_Capt. Roscoe Pendleton has returned
and »
FRIDAY
HURSDAY,
has been with them the past few weeks, helpar
and will spend the winter with his daughter,
offer
Shirt
we
shall
■
say with us
Saturday
j
ing care for her... .The W. C. T. U. will meet
Mrs. Morrill Law.
Waists, Petticoats, Kimonas. ♦
the
20th—At
November
F.
Putnum
in every way.
with Mrs.
etc., at a great reduction.
liberty.
annual meeting of the Waldo and Penobscot
1
So confident ar
At the annual meeting of the Liberty and
SHEET MUSIC FOR THESE
Agricultural Society, held at Monroe October
Belfast Tel. & Tel. Co., November 2d, the follow- 28th, the following officers were elected:
T
3 DAY'S 9c. per copy.
ing officers were chosen; President, Volney President, W. B. F. Twombly, Monroe; Vice
one in your h
Thompson; Vice President, L. C. Morse; Secre- President, M. B. Goodrich, Newburgh; SecreJohn C.
tary, Clarence H. Smith; Treasurer,
tary, Edwin Jenkins, Monroe; Treasurer, J. B.
it until
use
you
Carey; Directors, J. J. Walker, J. J. Clements, Nealley, Monroe; Trustees, W. B. Ellis, MonHerman Merriam, J F. Marden, Harry Little- roe, F. M. Nickerson, Frankfort, Josiah Colits merit.
EVonLA
Cushman. The nresident
son, Prospect, E. A. Robertson, Swanville,
looks
was also made a director.Our village
Fred Ellingwood, Newburgh, E. B. Gould, Dixquite prosperous this season with the many re- mont, J. R. Littlefield, Brooks, H. E. Haley,
made
»■
THE STORE FOR MONEY SAVERS Z
pairs that have been made, and are being
Winterport, C. W. Page, Hampden, E. D.
throughout the town-: Tasker, Jackson; Auditor, F. M. Nickerson; ♦
on the buildings
HIGH STKKKT. BELFAST.
Georges River Grange had a harvest feast at Librarian, Edwin Jenkins. The dates of the
its meeting last Wednesday... J. J. Walker fair for 1909 will be
September 21st, 22nd and
has returned from a business trip to Boston. 23d.
the happy huntsman
was
Cram
....George

Arthur Hobbs,
Robert McTaggart,

gong

9

$125,000.

_

1 di-o-na Tablets Cure Dyspepsia by Promptly Removing the Cause, or Money Back.
Dyspepsia cannot be cured by taking a di;ester, such as pepsin, because pepsin simply
< iigests your food artificially, and not all of the
1 ood, such as potatoes, rice, oatmeal, bread, etc.
There is just one way to cure dyspepsia and
, tomach disorders, trivial or serious, and that
s to tone up or put energy into the stomach
rails, so that they will be able to properly mix
ir chum the food.
...
Mi-o-na tablets cure stomach troubles by
and energy into the stomach,
strength
lutting
1
its m‘hey quickly arouse the stomach from
ction, and in a short time it is able to do its
rork properly.
Mi-o-na is successfully used in vomiting of
sea sickness,
, iregnancy, in car and
And bear in mind that when the stomach is
also
n good condition, constipatidn disappears,
lervousness, drowsiness, night sweats, heart-

9

The
Hill-

man,

‘'ujuiun.g

March, 1907, bought a very nice colt and last
•week it was taken sick, and although the veterto save
inary did all he could he was unable
the old
him, and the family mourned, and
grandfather's eyes were moist when he learned

pine

I

Count\

January 1st of

MONRO|

oi

strip

F. Jewell has finished the waiting
the engine house and the boys of the
room
fire company had their first meeting there last
Saturday evening. The room is sheathed with
and can be warmed and lighted,
hard
in

our

BELFAST since

<

will board with them when at home. Mr.
Carpenter is on the road most of the time.
James

of Waldo

resources

j

C. O. Dickey has lost a hog. estimated to
weigh 400 pounds. It died from some unknown
disease and of course had to be buried. But a
far greater loss was the death, last week, of
Charlie’s colt. The son Charlie, who died in

the most

growth in

nowhere better reflected than in the enormous
incr.
in deposits of the CITY NATIONAL BANK

Dec. 3d.Mr. and Mrs. Pendleton, who
have passed several weeks in town, have rewith
pneuMrs. Rose Heald is quite sick
turned home to Islesboro.Miss Iva Rollins
monia, but at this writing is thought to be re- has so for recovered from her severe illness as
covering.
to return to Bangor_Mrs. Deborah Bickmore
Mrs. Flora Brohan leaves this week for and Mrs. Hannah Woods, who have both been
Malden, Mass., to spend the winter with her very ill, are convalesing_Rev. Allen Rollins
moved last week to the place he bought of B,
daughter, Mrs. Alta Tufts.
F. Harding, and Mr. and Mrs. zj reenfield Hil^
It is reported that Mrs. George Benson has
bought of Mr. Blackington one of the Lathrop have moved to the place vacated by Mr. Rollins-Mrs. Alice Myrick has returned from a
lots covered with buildings near her cottage.
visit to her old home in Harmony.Mr. and
Work is being pushed upon the new hotel
Mrs. Milton Carleton passed Friday in Dixmont
outfinished
be
will
it
that
and it is expected
with their sister, Mrs. Nancy Patterson. W’ho
the
all
on
are
materials
side this season, as the
is recovering from a critical illness.The
ground except the windows.
High school, taught by Everett Fowler of
On a recent visit to Temple Heights the visBrewer, closed last week for a vacation of two
L.
LathWillard
viz.,
itor noted some changes,
weeks. The common schools will begin next ;
of 12
rop has sold all his holdings, consisting
week, with the exception of the Ridge school, j
buildand
forty feet square lots, a nice cottage
taught by Mrs. Bessie Cunningham, who is i
ings on one of the lots, to Arthur Blackington
superintendent. Chester Hillman will carry
of Rockland, who intends building several cotthe pupils to the Roger’s Corner school, which
tages on these lots.
will be taught by Miss Bradford of Thorndike.
sea
The teachers in the other districts will remain
Capt. A. C. Batchelder is at home from
for the winter and has had Capt. Bartlett Wad- the same as last term.
Mrs. Bertie McAllister, j
lin put a nice coat of white paint on his house, who has been visiting old friends here, will soon
j
L., woodshed and barn. It is the mo$t sub- ; return to California .Charles Spencer of Bowstantial set of buildings in that part of the doinham has been visiting his brother, John
town, although the house was built 85 years | Spencer, whom he had not seen for ten years, j
of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Bridges of Mars Hill have
ago by Amos Pendleton, grandfather
j
A. C. Batchelder.
been the guests of his sister, Mrs. Otis DanCol. Bangs and Clements, who bought the forth ...Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carter, who were
Tucker cottage, have been making extensive called here by the death of Mrs. Carter’s grand- 1
repairs and now it is easily the best cottage on mother, Mrs. Crocker, returned home to Bangor
the grounds. It has six lots in the rear, with a Sunday.
frontage of 80 feet on the county road; and a

cottage.

to

dwelling

The

...

ling story from “The Missionary Helper.”
next meeting will be with Mrs. Chester

1

FOR WALDO COUNTY.

will celebrate their 20th wedding anniversary'
At the pleasant meetWednesday, Nov. 11th
ing of the Sunshine Society at Mrs. Lizzie
Smith’s the program included an interesting
letter from Mrs. Peabody of Lewiston, extracts
from letters of Miss Caroline Chase, who is in
Constantinople, Turkey, (she is the youngest
daughter of President Chase of Bates College),
singing with organ accompaniment and a thril-

last week. Thursday he went out fox hunting
home a large buck deer-LiberThe John Cunningham place, of 5 acres, on
i and brought
The Little Orator ty Lodge, F. & A. M., held its monthly meet- !
Jpper Miller street. All cleared land. Apply
Quimby,
Raymond
laid:
MISS ELIZA J. CUNNINGHAM,
;o
Nine and Six
Hollis .Tones,
in Masonic hall last Saturdny night-I
B. Stickneys.
“Every business man who is obeying My Ship,
By School j ing
Many Belfast Citizens Have Discovered It >n the premises, or at Mrs. Caro 43
new band
its
now
is
1
all
the
band
with
using
ahead
}
The
Eureka
energy Salute To The Flag
he law may go
Tlephone 232-13
: n his possession; every enterprise which
By Superintendent and others room. The band recently bought the old
Remarks,
Just what to do when the kidneys are affects within the statutes may proceed withThe school in West Brooks, Miss Erma Bar- Howe photo studio building and have moved It
Souvenir Post Cards 10c.
is a question th at concerns both young and
ed,
>ut fear of interference from the adminterm
last
a
street.
ker, teacher, closed very pleasant
onto a part of the foundry lot on Mill
stration when acting legally; but all inin childhood lead
per dozen at
Friday afternoon with the following program' [t makes a fine club room for the band, and jld. Weak kidneys neglected
.erests within the jurisdiction of the fed- |
Donald Forbes ; the
of advanced
now starts out with renewed
to life-long suffering.
People
gong?
a
enorganization
rigid
■ral government may expect
W. H. RICHARD’S.
Manley Knowlton
Rec>i’
their friends wish them all suc- years, with less vitality, suffer doubly. In
oreement of the laws against dishonest Rec*]
Raymond Penney ambition, and
new quarters-E. G. Norton
Knowlton
in
their
Lizzie
;ess
Rec*’
youth or age.anguor. backache, urinary irreg- J
n^thods.
Mary Thompson
has made a large hall suitable for dancing or
In other columns we present some of Rec"’
ilarity, dizziness and nervousness make life a :
Lela Waning and Lizzie Larrabee
of
floor
the
second
Duet,
the
on
entertainments
he evidences of a great business revival. Rec>(
Norman Bachelder
aurden.
known
Norwill
be
as
It
Maland Kenney Prescott building.
,'hese reports are from the Associated Rec”
There is one remedy that acts directly on the j
Wilson Bachelder ton’s hall_Walter Beaulieu has gone to
Rec’j
j Jress, which is non-partisan, of course,
Lizzie Larrabee
Rec]'
where he has employment-1. P. kidneys and cures these troubles. Doan’s KidGrindstone,
Donald Forbes
ind appear in Democratic and Republi- Solo’
visit of several
Back from Boston
Lela Waning Griffies has returned from a
to the fact that
jjec
ney Pills owe their world-fame
an papers alike.
Knowlton
Lizzie
weeks in New York and Boston-Mr. and
Ree"
cure
them
and
permaBessie Larrabee Mrs. W. D. Sanford are spending the week in they cure sick kidneys
Rec"
Almond Brown
With a New Line of
MAKES ASTONISHING CURES.
Rec"
last week in
nently. Follow the example of this Belfast
Forbes Boston_Earl Reynolds spent

he country for the next four years.

premacy
yet to be discovered. But
it will not be Bryan. With him it is
are

af their cottage.

are

YejJ

Prosperous

1

if the club to his feet in his address, Clara Green,
lounding the keynote of prosperity for Bernard Cunningham,

of the next Democratic attempt to dislodge Republicanism from national su-

Whitney and wife

A

...

Payson and Stanley Perkins packed
barrels of apples for R. E. Webber

Transcript: The Democraticparty stands today like a great, unten- hands, the business man, the manufacanted edifice, almost falling to pieces turer, the capitalist, the laborer, all will
from the force of the elements and oe sharers together in the new prosperneglect, but of such potentialities of ity which was assured by the Republican
strength as to invite a new occupant. No victory on November 3d. The prevailing
Democrat emerges from this election jpinion in business circles is that the elecOwen Miller.
with any prestige which would Qualify don of Mr. Taft will give stability to
Dines lo worry
David Walker,
onH finsnpp anri it has alrpaHv I
The Boys That Laughed
him for that privilege.
It is easy to .see J
Norman Miller,
Moon’s Garden
The
in the extraordinary victory which Gov- •estored the confidence that was lacking Millard Cunningham,
Stars
Bradford,
Guy
doubt.
was
in
result
the
while
Speaking Doris Stimpson,
The Little Girl
ernor Hughes has won over his enemies
Short
Made
A
Long Story
ast Thursday night in Cincinnati to the Geo. Stimpson,
who would be the coming leader of ReA Speech
Raymond Hall,
publicanism, if it were not for Taft, but Cincinnati Commercial Club, of which he Leroy Stimpson,
fifteen
for
years, Ira Boulter,
las been a member
no equally rising Democrat appears above
Work
Millard Boulter,
William H. Taft brought every member Nealand
the horizon. The candidate and the issue
A Little One s Speech
Hall,
Boston

Solid South and the indications

his pretty cottage.
Mrs. R. T. Herrick is on the sick list. She is
attended by Dr. Small of Belfast.
Norman H. White is having an ice house

upon

who was detained by illness. Mr. Dolliff spoke
in his usual pleasing and impressive manner.
He has won many friends in Troy, where his
fine sermons are much appreciated. Excelloht
music was furnished by Mr. and Mrs. Ross of
Unity. Mr. Fairbanks, the undertaker, was the
efficient manager. A profusion of beautiful
flowers adorned the casket and grave in Fairview cemetery... Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bennett

\ugusta with friends. He returned home last
Saturday.Miss Bessie Burgess of Brunswick is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lovell.
tROY.

Clarissa Crocker died Nov. 4th, aged 85
fears. Since the death of her husband, the late
Sira Crocker, she had shared the home of her
>nly child, Mrs. L. B. Harding, where all was
lone for her comfort and happiness that loving
learts could suggest or willing hands could do.
of
kqnong the many beautiful things spoken
he deceased, a neighbor who had known her
“She was a good
ong and well, remarked:
cannot be said of her,
woman; too much good
ind “We are better for having known her.”
itev. F. S. Dolliff of Jackson officiated at the
luneral services,held at her late home Saturday
noming, Nov. 7th. Of her five grandchildren
ind one great granddaughter all were present
Mrs. Frank Cunningham of Thorndike,
Mrs.

ixcept

citizen and you will be convinced that this is so.
W. C. Sheldon, 155 High Street, Belfast, Me.,
had attacks of pain
says: “For several years I
in my back, some of which were quite severe.
It was hard for me to stoop or strighten and
any sudden movement causes sharp twinges
In addition to this, trouble
across my back.
ivith the kidney secretions existed and when I
jaw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised, I procured
a box at Wilson’s drug store and gave them a
trial. They proved to be a splendid remedy
and did me more good than anything I had previously taken. It is with pleasure that I recommend Dorn’s Kidney Pills to other victims of

kidney complaint.”
For sale by all dealers.

Price 50 cents. Fos;er Milbum Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
>ther.

Choice Groceries,
Dried

|
as my assistant. I can
tin* business, for which
of my life, to the study

^
Cask< ts and

-ALSO

Pickles, Etc.

ways in stork
I

Calls answered promptly
Home telephone, 48-3; ottv
for moving
Ambulance
a

|

j

full line of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH
\nd do deloping, printing.'1
films for all sizes and makes

72 MAIN STRKKT. »*■

Special prices
SWIFT & PAUL

!

Heavy Slate Burial

I also carry

Raisins, Olives,

j

Everything Modern

promptly.

Fruit,

n

>■

ese

in

1

^

Vases.

RICHARD
For ,ndi?e*5
Krtrlnl
IlOQOl Relieves
W. H.

| Fresh Candies at

prices

to sell.
W. H. RICHARDS.

sou'

palpitation of the heart. Dives'*'*04

It is said that Mrs. Vina Tourtelotte, now in
Belfast jail on a charge of setting fire to the
cottage of Charles H. Gray on Northport campground, has given up trying to secure bail and
will remain in jail to await her trial at the
January term of court.

OF BELFAST.
notick.
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are
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,0pies

sale at

on
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post ufficeit the post office.
the store of I. H.

P1*,
A‘ ,he
;

_

W.

Dickens.

J

Mi

,arsp0rt and M. J. Dow,
agents to receive sub-

v-trtiscments.

llNAi, Publishing Co.

hauled

_

up

the Rockland
for

$82 State aid
!> the past season,

j;rooks has filed a petiliabilities are $1,471.Aid will meet with
-ireet, this, Thursday,

•'■•it ,,Vi«>‘k.
t.inpany of this city has

»

invert in the

Stoning-

ember 18th.

•,

having some trouble
asked as to the cause
looking for votes for
salist meeting in Pea]>. m. next Sunday,
be the speaker. All

1

last

Saturday night

a

wagon. If
15 Park street

it
it

from

i,

..

to

a

nnouneing

a

ThanksHall*

Orange

11 arvest

25th, under the

Tiber

nsend.

w

elected manager of
Belfast High school

good

hove a

team in

opens.
Penobscot Bay Elec-

ksport

last

Thursday.

below the fort
bed, to carry the
ev .»nd.
river

1

:\

er

Tuesday evening
vgaged as matron, vice
Mrs. Shorey has
ist

j-

institutions.

[

5

reconsidered the
Hilton store and
-it location on Main
!.i:,>witon has bought

\

.ting it in readiness

as

j?

f

of the Waldo County Agricultural Society will hold a meeting at the grand
jury room in the courthouse, tomorrow, Friday,
evening and it is requested that all members
be present, as there will be an auditing of the
reports and bills and action will be taken on
future work of the society.
The trustees

i

|

nted relief clerk
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i
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I
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Table. The winter
L"-r & Aroostook railroad
'.day, November 16th.
fov\ changes in the time
concerned and it will
...■>•
as the one now in ef-

1
;

\
|

icave

;
I

Bangor at 8.15

rock ton

N

j
!

a. m.

Searsport, and
and Searsport at

;
■ >

a

!

I

ts

1'j7

j

nieeting already
traded

I

>

was

the

Friday. Both weighed
pounds and had fairly good
last

about 600 or 700
heads_The game arrivals at Bangor last Friday included one deer each for C. W. and C. O.
Thomas of Belfast, and Saturday and Monday
the following were reported: V. Richards, Bel
fast, two deer; George F. West, Frankfort, two

of the

drouth,

4th.
fleet, which arrived at Portland, November
Philadelphia, made the round trip from
Portland to Philadelphia and return to Portland
nine and one-half days.... All the iron
in

one of
in that

from

schooner Robert McFarland, now
Otis
being built at Thomaston, is done by
Sidensparker, a blacksmith 81 years of age
Recent charters: Sch. Hattie H. Barbour. Banschs.
gor to New York, lumber at $2.50 per M.,
Samuel Hart and Methebesec, Sands Quarry,
Vinalhaven, to New York, cut granite; sch. Lyman M. Law, Baltimore to Mayport, coal, 90c.;

t, and the colder cel}* vent the trouble. The
in the development of
ea-dy expressed in words
gnized by all observing
*ho have stored intending to
later will do well to keep a

...

1

v.

:,r,
iV't

their stock.

^‘Dekds. Clerk of Courts Tileston
“"•n
acting as Register of Deeds sch. George

>•.

'U;ath of G. D. McCrillis.
f
t|e Revised Statutes

c,efK.,

belrip.
Se-v

»uch
as;

D. Edmunds, Philadelphia to Bannew
coal, $1; cch. M. V. B. Chase, do-A
is
light on the Maine coast, as yet uncharted,
that off the northwestern side of Isle au Haut,
In
the 78th in the first lighthouse district.
making Penobscot bay from the sea the light
is sighted after passing the saddleback, and
Island and
even after making out the Mark
the
Eagle Island lights. It not only marks
au
entrance to the principal harbor of Isle
channel for
Haut, but is a bearing for the main
The lantern is of the fourth
Penobscot

Sec.

8,
“In
says:
Heaney in the office of register of
t'1"- county or registry district, the
-’ud‘nal courts of the same county,
'Worri- shall
perform all duties and
|liirerJ of a
register of deeds during
ac'ir'1'Mr. Wadlin has appointed
Edith L. and Ida S. Bur•
efficiently under Mr. Mcv^cancy js to be filled by the
(
ounc’l and there are three canthf*
Portion Freeman M. Woods,
ounty Treasurer, whose term
u.tmtwr :«st, Charlea E. Johnson,
all of this city.
The
** for tw«
years, Mr. McCrils*rvi',i two of the
four years for

gor,

1

G«..

%!.,
th>:

bp;,r.

bay.

4 havir,!"1
*kit'r; t
■-

Bath, returning the same way after
It will be necessary for the
steamer to leave here at 5 a. m. to connect
with the morning train from Rockland.
train to

launching.

the

week Fred A.
Johnson will have a sale of black hosiery at
his store in Masonic Temple the kind that are
As they are slightly
black and will stay black.
imperfect he is offering them at one-third off
This

New Advertisements.

regular price. Children's 15 cent hose, 3
pairs for 25 cents, etc... .This has been a prosperous year for Waldo county and for the City
National Bank of Belfast, which has gained
$125,000 in deposits since January 1st.This
the

sleigh for
built low down,
seat and is made at

week E. R. Conner’s advt. shows the

elderly and
with extra
the State
and

people.
wide and deep
stout

It is

Prison.Mrs. George I>. McCrillis
A tenea card of thanks

family publish

ment of 6
furnace

rooms

..

the

on

ground

floor with

heat and modern conveniences to let.

Selected.

|

order and can be made 12 miles at sea. A fog
bell strikes single and double strokes, alternatfinished
ing, every 30 seconds.The calkers
work on sch. Holliswood this week and she
will go to New York in ballast to have her copcalked. She is too
pei stripped off and bottom
in this
large to be taken out on the railways
section.

npf

f

•

j

Slightly ImperHosiery at About

The Black Stockings in
this sale failed to receive
the mill inspector’s O. K.
because they were slightly
imperfect. Hence they
were classed as “seconds,”
tho’ the faults in them
are so slight that only an
expert could detect them.

Suffolk

County, Mass.

County, Mass., a position he was holding by
appointment of the judges to fill a
Mr. Frederick
vacancy caused by resignation.
had had 19 years’ experience in the courts and
his eminent fitness for the position was so generally recognized that every daily paper in
unanimous

Boston advocated his election. Suffolk county
is nominally Democratic by 15,000, but Mr.
Frederick was elected by 10,000 majority.

We could sell them as
regular goods, BUT WE

SWA XVI LtK CM NT Ml?.

his friends

a

DON’T" DO BUSINESS
THAT WAY. This is
the “Square Deal Store.”
Our greed for an exces-

*

great

surprise November 1st by quietly bringing
home a bride. May their life be long and prosperous is the wish of his many friends.
Ann Maria West of Monroe visited her

Mrs.

sister,
Mrs. Beal, last week. ...A baby boy took up
its home with Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Littlefield
last week.Mrs. Eliza Pattee of Searsport is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Joan Robertson of
Monroe.Mr. Fred W ebb, who has been on
the sick list, is slowly gaining. —Mrs. Joshua
can

who has been very lame

now

|

1-3 OFF REGULAR PRICE

The Journal announced last week the election
of Mr. Walter F. Frederick, a Belfast boy, as
clerk of the Supreme Judicial Court of Suffolk

Mr. Bert Nickerson gave

I

1

BlflCK

11^1 IS

FREDERICK,

Supreme Judicial Court,

nI

sive

profit is

not

fidence of the
for us.

so

j
|

desire to retain the conwhich our “square deal” policy has

great

public

!

as our

won

offering these Stockings for just
what they are—“seconds”—at a slender margin above
what they cost us.
That is

why

we are

1

THE SAVINGS AMOUNT TO ABOUT

j

ONE-THIRD OR MORE

this HOSIERY

on

-—---

Children's 15 Cent Hose.
hose—sell

quality, medium weight ribbed black
regularly for 15c. pair—you can buy these for
Good

3

pairs

for 25c.

Children’s 25 Cent Hose
Extra heavy ribbed hose—fleeced—fast black and stainless.
Sell regularly for 25c. a pair—you can buy these for

19c.

pair

...

Apply

at 15

Northport

to C. B. Wil-

avenue or

A. A. Howes & Co’s.See special
prices at the Belfast Department Store, W. H.
Richards, proprietor_Woman and boy wanted, woman to do general housework and boy to
do chores and go to school. Apply at 56 Church
street_Swift & Paul have just returned
from Boston with new and fresh goods. They
have everything good for Thanksgiving and all
band at

confectionery.Thursday, Friday
Saturday The Fashion will offer shirt
waists, petticoats, kimonas, etc., at a great reduction. Sheet music on these days, 9 cents a
copy.... You will find something extra nice for
your Thanksgiving dinner at Fogg & Coombs’
kinds of

and

market. Read their advt. and note the specialities they offer_A city farm, a very desirable property is offered for sale by N. S. |
Piper. A personal inspection will show that
the place is all, and more, than it is represented lo be in the advertisement.

at Waterville

being finished when

lecaying badly. When
'■,s!o decay in October it
just
Baldwins, Greenings and work of the
tie 11

Ku.v-.

?r

not

through Bangor

■

!»’.

by

James Gilliatt and

with everyone that
their appreciation in

they

some

way.

and

we

to the
utmost_Our local butcher, John M. Ward, s
off the

years in Thorndike and has many friends whc
in wishing her a long and happy life. Mr.
and Mrs. Haddy will start November 11th for
New Mexico, where he has a lucrative position.Mrs. Otis Cornforth and son of Unity
passed the afternoon recently with her sister,

join

Joseph Higgins

Mrs. Anna Baldwin of
the guest last week of her
Athol, Mass.,
niece, Mrs. Flora Patterson.S. F. Files
shipped his apples of the Fameuse variety to
Boston and they netted him $l.ti0 per barrel.
Ross L. Higgins lost one of his workhorses
with colic last week.Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Libby and Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Higgins from
the liana B. Carter, Post and Circle of Freedom attended the meeting of the Waldo County
Veterans at Jackson November 5th, and report
a grand good time-The pupils of the High
school will give an entertainment at Harvest
Moon Grange hall Friday evening.Mrs.
Flora Hunt returned to her duties at Bangor
Mrs.

Colds

end

Troubled with a cough? A hard cold, bronchitis, or some
chronic lung trouble? There is a medicine made ior just
these cases—Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. Your doctor knows
all about it. Ask him what he thinks of it. No medicine
can ever take the place of your doctor.
Keep in close
touch with him, consult him frequently, trust him fully.
No alcohol in this cough medicine. J c.Ayer Co., Lowell, Maw.
Sugar-coated. All vegetable. Act directly on the liver. Gently laxaDose, only one pill. Sold for nearly sixty years. Ask your doctor about them.

Ayer’s Pills.
tive.

CONCERT
OF NATIONS
Thursday and Friday Evenings,
November 19 and 20,
UNDER

THE

AUS ICES

OF

THE

SOCIAL AID.

UNIVERSALIST

of Seventy Voices

Chorus

N. W. LITTLEFIELD CONDUCTOR.
Mrs. HERBERT DRINKWATER

HOW’S

THIS?

»>

good

t
V

GOODS

1 9c.

!\JiD

THE.

PIANIST,

Children’s Chorus of

Ai>va<t.TitSft

rAtrra

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
1868.

ORGANIZED

WILMER J. DORVIAN, T.easurer.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

Deposits June 1, 1908,

$1,495,372.90

•

100,000.00
173,248.87

Reserve.
....

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
Dividend No. 80, June 1, 1908, at the
Total Dividends

paid

to

depositors

to

rate of

4%,

date,

$867.75
$28,253.22

$1,296,077.83

its 80th semi-annual dividend on June 1, at the rate
this rate in
of 4 % per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain
to
the
accounts
credited
the future. All dividend interest is immediately
interest
time
will
draw
the
at
of the depositors, and if uncalled for
the same as the principal sum.
conscientious overThe affairs of this Bank have the careful and
a continuation of the
ask
who
respectfully
Trustees,
sight of its
and will be pleased to open new
patronage of its present depositors,
within or without the State.
accounts with any prospective depositors

paid

on

interest the first of each

month.
are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:

Accompanist.

ROBERT V.

Ladies’ Zobo Band, Eight Pieces.
The

c.y-

^

prices)
T»w_/

4%

forty Voices,
Miss Louise Dennett,

Specialties
Country Choir of

pair
RIGHT

]Py>?7 FX A

0

Deposits in this Bank

November 7th.

offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
15
last
for the
years, and believe him perfectly
honorable in all business transactions, and financially able to carry out any obligations made by
his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actthe blood and mucous surdirectly
upon
ing
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free,
Sold by all Druggists.
bottle.
Price, 75c. per
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

these for

Deposits received and placed

...

We

jExtra heavy weight —tripple fleece lined —ribbed top—fast
black and seamless—regular 25c. value. You can buy

This Bank

BELFAST OPERA HOUSE,

..

was

Ladies’ 25 Cent Hose

Surplus,

to express
The gift was

complete surprise to Miss Hattie
hope she will enjoy her new chair

a

grading and leveling
his buildings, which is

For Coughs

wished

grounds around
.'ladians the mouffle. We
a great improvement to
ijn- for preparing it, but
his home_Mrs. E. A. Carpenter and Mrs.
elaborate one.
deer; George Brown, Searsport, one deer.
Roberts of Brooks were guests last Thursday
While the apple crop
Shipping Items. On another page is reported
of Miss Martha Small... Mrs. Fred L. Higyenerallv below the averthe burning at sea and total loss of the schoon- gins and Miss Cora Andrews have received the
uility it was never better. er Frank Barnet, built in this city by George A. announcement of the
marriage of their sister.
never seen than those
Gilchrest. Her commander, Capt. Francis, was Miss Hazel M. Andrews, to Mr. Thomas Hadin this connection the folthe
well known here, having been here during
dy at the home of their father, William Anl>r. Twitchell’s monthi he crew were drews, in Allouez, Michigan, on the evening of
construction of the vessel.
a rmer will be found of
saved....Sch. Ruth E. Merrill of the Winslow November 10th. Miss Hazel passed about 3

tj:

j

parents if the excursion party goes as proposed on steamer Castine to Rockland and thence

Central office, Miss Hattie Cornforth, with
wo nne moose ;
county bringing a deer each...
nice office chair and a silver gravy ladle
which were shot at Wytopitlock by H. G. | a
Miss Cornforth is so courteous and patient
Moody and E. Beals of Winterport passed

found an interesting
Vork Sunday Herald on
1. Neal, which includes
Mr. Neal says:
'inggame.
v
he no such dish as moose
take.
In Canada moose
a ^reat delicacy, and is
nose

to do the

the

w

!e end of the

prefer

ington Wednesday morning-Mr. and Mrs.
daughter. Miss Hattie, and
inspection
train pulled out of Bangor... In the game ar j Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Hogan passed Friday evenrivals in this city last week we should have ing with Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Higgins.
on the telephone lines in
mentioned that B. R. Hamlin and L. L. Rogers j The subscribers
returned from a hunting trip in Aroostook I Thorndike have presented our “hello girl” at

I he

i

charac-

last

the

m.

p.

those

will be

A

got through with the job he

ckton and

06*•ami

at 35

christening with
flowers. She will be accompanied by Miss
Margaret Keene as maid of honor, and by her

she would

Season. Speaking of the game
Thursday to a Bangor Commercial
reporter. Warden Walter I. Neal said that the
best part of open time is from now until
He said more hunters
Thanksgiving time.
will go into the woods for the next few weeks j TIlOIvNIH K V..
Virgil N. Higgins and Everett H. Ward of
than since the season opened and that the
and of Harvest Moon Grange are attending the meetgame receipts will probably be larger
this week in Washfetter quality. Four years ago coming No- j ing of the National Grange
vember 22nd, Warden Neal inspected the larg- ington, D. C. They left Thorndike on Tuesest number of deer and moose on one day that day morning’s train for Boston, where they
he has ever done. On that day he looked over joined an excursion train which left Boston
228 deer, 16 moose and 5 bears, and when he | Tuesday night at 6 o’clock, arriving in Wash-

strong second,
for lumber and labor
is

v

The

The Game

season

The shoe fac-

leading industry,

••

|

safe

great hit of the program will be the
Ladies’ Zobo Band of eight pieces. The Children’s Chorus will have a great patronage:
Lucy Leavitt will sing “Bunker’s Hill” and
Freda Sylvester, “The Flag That Has Never
Known Defeat,” with a fine chorus. The program will be out next Saturday and will be
widely circulated in the adjoining towns and
vicinity. They will be found at the Post Office.
There will be two more rehearsals of the chorus: Thursday night, November 12th, and the
stage rehearsal on Tuesday night, November
18th, when seats will be assigned.

the

ness.

by

ters.

to

reported

Pretty costumes
representing the typical

Japanese lanterns.

wood-working
electricity on every

1

All are looking
of Nations.
pleasant anticipations to the
Nations on Thursday and Friday

with

and 50 cents, so that ali may attend. All seats
will be reserved. The sale of seats will begin
Tuesday, November 17th,at 9 A. M. at the City
Drug Store. The Opera House will be decorated for the occasion with flags, bunting, and

week for Boston

Main street the
sight of the
Roller Bushing Co*.s

■

names

Two fine

The Concert
forward

lb-os

[

governors.

nights, November 19th and 20th. and it is
to predict that all seats will be taken.
committee has placed the price of tickets

i hv

i'

answered with the

special Thanksgiving meeting.

d>*w*n
■

was

Virginia’s

of Captain John Smith.” by Mrs. Ada
Kimball. Mrs. E. S. Pitcher read Whittier’s
“Yorktown.” The next meeting is to be the

pounds.

t-

of

“Story

of land this season,
Montville raised a

LT

roll-call

some

last

good attendance

papers were read, one on “Virginia in Colonial
Times’’ by Miss Isabel! Ginn, and one on the

of potatoes
stook county can exitems of interest are
ham raised 175 bushels

ic:

a

was

built several vessels.
schooner Frank
which was burned at

is

i,

Florence M. Hill

There

Concert of

i -oedom

l

|

November meeting of John Cochran
D. A. R., was held at the home of

The

Chapter,

w

j

WALTER F.
Clerk of the

j

offered for sale, is one
.*
properties in this vii a ready sale. It has al-m and is now7 in better
efore. It has a fine set
lie conveniences, and a
rin is within the city

j
|

|

get around some alone. ...Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. Clement of Searsport visited his
sister, Mrs. H. P. Wrhite, last Sunday. ...Miss
Lucy Dickey of Monroe visited at the home of
E. A. Robertson, last Sunday.The funeral
Mrs. Jennys were held Sunday
The Waldo County Veteran Association met services of
late home. Rev. D. Brackett of
in Jackson November 5th. The day and travel- , afternoon at her
Brooks preached the funeral sermon and Mr.
a
and
were
all
wish
that
heart
could
large
ing
S. Parker of Monroe conducted the
number of the old boys with their wives, sweet- Wilder
j corvipivs
The nail hearers wTere Isaac Mehall
hearts and others assembled at the grange
Robertson, Hosea White and
Keene,
Edgar
by invitation of Star of Progress Grange and
Wilmot Robertson. The flowers were beautithe veterans of Jackson. President Putmun
ful, speaking in silent language the love of
called the forenoon meeting to order and ap- j
children and friends. The interment was in
printed the following committee on time and Greenlawn
cemetery, Swranville.The
place of next meeting: Comrades F. L. Palmer schools in town are to begin November 30th.
of Monroe, Wm. Rowe of Brooks, and Cook of
The teachers are Miss Nellie Marr, Miss Nellie
Jackson, who subsequently reported as follows:
Rose, Miss Jessie Cunningham and Miss AuTime, first Thursday in December; place, MonNickerson.Mrs. Ilattie Robinson of
roe.
Should it be stormy it was voted to hold gusta
Monroe was the guest of her sister, Mrs. Wm.
the meeting the Thursday following. Remarks
Clements, last Sunday.Mr. and Mrs. Fred
by several of the comrades occupied the time
Littlefield and children of Waldo visited his
until the dinner call sounded. A recess was
brother Joshua last Sunday.
then taken and a fine dinner served, which wras
enjoyed by nearly one hundred.
SEA US MON T.
The afternoon meeting was called to order
James Brick met with a painful accident
in
chosen
remarks.
a few well
by the president
while working on the "Paul Ranch” last SaturThen followed a prayer by Mrs. F. L. Palmer;
day, which resulted in a broken ankle ...Mrs.
singing, “Marching Through Georgia;” address
H. E. Holmes of Wilton visited friends in town
of welcome by Wm. Tasker, the son of a veterlast week_Mrs. T. F. Connor of Pittsfield
an, which was very fine. Comrade J. G. Hardwas the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Marden
ing responded in his pleasant manner, referover Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Dyer
ring to the time when as a boy he taught
of Belfast were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chas,
school in the town of Jackson and how few
Brown November 8th.The pleasantest
old familiar faces he saw present. Remarks
event of the season was the social at the home
of
Newwere then made by Comrade Trask
of Mr. and Mrs. True P. Moody Thursday
burg and M. S. Stiles of Jackson, followed by
evening, November 5th. The spacious rooms
singing by the choir. A fine program was
well filled. An interesting program of
then rendered by the young ladies of the High were
and recitations was rendered, after which
school, and which was very much appreciated songs
ice cream and cake were served... .The fall
by the veterans. A vote of thanks was exinstruction of the
tended to the grange, and all who helped to term of school under the
popular teachers, Misses Wellman and Lawry,
make it a very pleasant time. Closed by singclosed Friday, November 6th... District Supering America. -A. Stinson, Sec’y.
intendent D. P. Phelan will be in town NovemThe Maine Poultry Association.
ber 13th, 14th and 15th and will hold the QuarThere
terly Conference Saturday evening.
are
enthusiastic
over
the
People
getting
wiH be a devotional service at 9.30 Sunday
coming exhibition of the Maine State Poultry
Association, which is to be held in Portland, morning and preaching at 10.30 a. m-The
December 29, 30 and 31, ’08, and January 1,1909. house and furniture of the late Roxanna FitzAlready all of the large exhibition coops have
gerald were sold at auction November 7th.
been spoken for, and new coops will have to le
Charles Q. Brown bought the house.
constructed.
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The November meeting of this organization,
held November 4th at Granite Grange, North
Searsport, was well attended and a pleasant occasion. The Grange was opened in ample form
in the fifth degree with the Worthy Master, A.
Stinson, presiding and officers all present with
the exception of Chaplain, Treasurer and Pomona.
out of ten in the jurisSeven
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rig colts in Winterg. lding Loco Lacolo
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v Colonel Gray.
one; goes to the trot and
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NORTH WALDO POMONA.

follows: Morning
Thanksgiving By proclamation of Presi- diction were reported as
Bro. Nickerson;
dent Roosevelt and Governor Cobb, Thursday, Light, D. M. Kimball; Granite,
South Branch, Jennie Dockham; Northern
November 26th, will be observed as Thanks- j
Light, C. H. Libby; Sunrise, Geo. Cole; O.
giving Day. Gov. Cobb says:
Don’t forget the public supper tomorrow,
D. M. Kimball.
“The spirit in which the festival was con- ! Gardner, L. E. White; Hillside,
!
Friday, in Memorial hall under the auspices of I ceived and the conditions which surround it A committee on program of next meeting was
the Senior class of the Belfast High school. | should incline all to expressions of gratitude appointed, as follows: Annie Clements, J. B.
It will be a good supper—no doubt of that- and acts of kindness. Material prosperity may Nealley and Mary J. Haley. Interesting re! well
to be a menace to social order un- j
were made by
and the object is a good one, to raise money to less prove
accompanied by a full sense of its obliga- marks for the good of the order
defray the expenses of the class on a trip to tions and limitations, but when in behalf of G. H. Clements, A. A. Ginn, Julia White and
the National Capital, which is to take the place the people there abides reverence and charity A. Stinson. Intermission for refreshments was
the State is safe and the future secure.”
of the usual graduation exercises.
then announced and all adjourned to the banFire on Phoenix Row. The alarm from
quet hall and did justice to the appetizing dinThe next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
box 36 last Saturday evening at 7 o’clock was ner
prepared by the sisters of Granite Grange.
Circle will be with Miss Isabel Ginn, No. 110
for a fire in the clothing factory of Elmer O. On
reassembling, three applications for memHigh street, Monday afternoon, November 16th.
Hall on the second floor of a brick building
bership were received and the fifth degree was
Roll-call, name of some Dutch artist; lesson,
owned by Arnold Harris of New York. The conferred in form. Passing to the lecturer’s
Foundations of Modem Europe, chapter seven, j
fire caught in the press room. The fire depart- hour, one
of^the finest and best delivered adNapoleon; magazine topic, “Dutch Art and
ment responded promptly and soon had streams dresses of the
Mrs. Carrie
year was given by
The
East
India
Artists;” paper, Rembrandt,
; playing on the fire from the front and rear. Spaulding, whose remarks were certainly of a
Company; reading, a selection from an article
the fight against the flames a door was
high order and of an inspiring nature. Mrs.
entitled “Strange Lineage of a Royal Baby,” ; During
burst open by the heat and four of the firemen, ! Jennie Dockham gave a pleasing response in
followed by a discussion of pictures by Dutch
Gray. Brown, Darby and Pendleton were behalf of Pomona. A violin solo by F. L. Trun! artists.
thrown down stairs but fortunately escaped dy received a hearty encore. The question of
of
the North ConThe Young Ladies’ Guild
The fire had gained great the
serious injury.
day, Resolved, That the present High
gregational church met last Monday evening headway before it was discovered and required
school system is an advantage to farmers’ sons
i with Mrs. J. W. Jones. A busy session was the use of a
good deal of water. Mr. Hall’s and daughters, was ably opened in the affirmaj
held and both tongues and needles flew. Plans
stock and the building were insured, but Vinal tive
by W. T. C. Runnells and in the negative
were formed for a Thanksgiving sale, chafing& Stimpson, machinists, who occupy the first
by C. C. Clements, followed by D. M. Kimball,
dish supper and entertainment, to be held on
floor and who were damaged by water, had no W. L. Littlefield and others. The question was
| Friday afternoon and evening, November 27th. insurance.
then dropped and a song in the German tongue
Further announcement of the affair will be given
from
Sister Thayer was much enjoyed; also a
of the Belfast.
Launching
The
turbine
will
to
Guild
The
later.
go
Northport by
Thanks for
I. P. Harris.
buekboard next Tuesday when they will be the steamer Belfast, a sister ship of the Camdem stump speech by
of the Eastern Steamship Company’s fleet, courtesies were extended and the Grange was
guests of Misses Maude and Clara Steward at
will be launched at Bath this, Thursday, after- closed with the usual ceremonies.
the Hurd farm for a picnic supper.
Following is the program for the meeting of
The President of the Bath Iron Works
1
noon.
G. Loren Field entertained his fellow momasked to have a young iady of Belfast nomi- North Waldo Pomona with M >ming Light I
bers of Penobscot Encampment, I. O. O. F.. at
nated or selected to act as sponsor at the Monroe, December 2nd: opening ^exercises; adhis cottage on the shore last Sunday. The cotlaunching, and a popular vote resulted in the dress of welcome. Mrs. Walter Fairbanks; retage was built last spring, is attractively situof Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw,daughter of sponse, Julia White of Northern Light; buschoice
ated, and was dedicated on this occasion and
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Greenlaw of this city. iness routine; recess; call to order; song by
formally christened Penobscot No. 25. SteamMiss Greenlaw is a popular young lady and for choir; eoniernng degree m form; piano solo,
ed clams, coffee and doughnuts were served
Jessie Cunningham; question. Resolved, That a !
and a social time enjoyed. Among the guests some years has been the bookkeeper for Whitten Bros. She is a member of the Baptist bill should he introduced into the next Legislawere Messrs. .J. A. remain, l)r. Elmer bmall,
ture to compel the New England Telephone
Samuel Adams, E. F. Littlefield. E. L. Talbot, church anti of the Kebekah lodge, and is an acCompany to connect with all other lines; affirm11.
E.
L.
KusR.
Cook. Harvey Gray,
Howes,
ative, C. M. Moore; negative, D. M. Kimball. !
the
that
the
The
Anvil
Bath
by
says
city.
j sell Brier, Louis Sanborn, Bert Brier, Arthur
Remainder of program by host grange.
American
will
with
Belfast
be
christened
Stevens, D. F. Stephenson, Clarence Hall.
William Follett, Herbert Wiley and 1,. E. Mc- champagne in a silver encased bottle, hut if
MEETING OF WALDO CO. VETERANS,
Miss Greenlaw has any choice in the matter
Mahan.

Monday evening.
and the meeting
was a very interesting one.
After the regular
relief
been
who has
business session, Mrs. Frost reported her recent
Burnham R. P. O..
visit to General Knox Chapter, Thomaston.
Bangor and Boston The
subject for the evening was “Virginia,”
!•:. L. Tibbetts of

f

The local Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union will conduct an “Institute” tomorrow
Friday, in the M. E. parlor from 10 a. m. to 5
p. m. Box lunch. It is desired that all Unions
in the county send representatives, and all
friends are cordially invited. The topics for
discussion cover work among children, the
Loyal Temperance Legion and white ribbon
recruits, charity, moral education, patent

DUNTON. JAMES H. HOWES, FREO
ARTHUR I. BROWN, BEA />. FIELD.

G.

in Character Songs.
1840.

The Famous Uncle Josh Perkins’ Orchestra
From Huckleberry Corner.

Price of Seats 35 and 50 Cents.
All seats reserved and will be on sale at the City Drug Store,
.17, at 9 o’clock A. M.

CONCERT BEGINS AT 8.15.

Tuesday,

A tenement of 6
November

4%

4%
TO

WHITE,

LET
rooms,

ground floor,

furnace, hot and cold water, flush closet.
C. B. WILBAND,
Apply to
A. A. Howes, or 15 Northport Avenue.
Belfast, November 11, 1908.—2w46p

WANTED
good capable girl for general housework
small family. Must be a good cook. Best

A

in
of wages if
O. Box 1001,

See

well recommended.
Belfast.

our New
ment.

Address P.
tf45

Toy Depart-

W. H RICH A RDS.

[Washington Correspondence, Boston Transcript.]
As a result of three years’ study of
the most successful dairy farms in New
England, L. G. Dodge, scientific assist-

ed to Make Them Palatable.

[New York Sunday Herald.]

Up around Norcross, Me., where many
of the hunters branch off to enter the
woods, they call him Chief Game Warden Neal; in Old Town, where he gets on
with
every train that comes out loaded
big game, he is known as that blanketyblank game warden, and down about
Bangor his duties are those of a register
of vital statistics for the large game of

or bear or game birds going through
toward the west is a certificate
to the world that the game was legally
killed in open season, and that the terms
of the law have been complied with regarding manner of tagging and making

the past.

moose

Proof is inexhaustible that
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound carries women safelythrough the Change of Life.

shipment.

Game that does not bear the Neal “O.
K.” is subject to forfeiture and the shipor both
pers may be fined or imprisoned,
fined and imprisoned, according to the
findings of the court.
During October, November and December of every year for the last fifteen open
seasons Walter Neal has visited from
three to five incoming trains every day
and inspected from ten to more than two
hundred and fifty carcasses. While on
duty he has certified to more than eighty
thousand carcasses of deer, to seven
thousand bodies of dead moose and numberless bears, caribou and lynx.

is

grass
ngland

was

j

i

j

Edward F. Larrabee died at his residence in Frankfort a little past midnight,
Wednesday September 17th, after an illness of pneumonia of only four days days.
Mr. Larrabee had been out of health for
the past 19 years, having had the grip in
the winter of 1890, and had suffered badly with asthma ever since. His death
came as a sudden shock to the community, as he had been apparently
usual health, but took a sudden cold Saturday afternoon and early Sunday morning was taken with a chill and high fever
and severe pleurisy pains, from which he
Mr.
constantly sank until his death.
Larrabee was born December 27, 1849, in
Job
of
Searsport and was the ninth child
and Mary (Trundy) Larrabee and great- ;
grandson to Peter Smith of Knox Plantation. who served in the Revolutionary
War. Mr. Larrabee came to Frankfort
when about 20 years old and learned the
stone cutter’s trade at Mount Waldo
Granite Works, and was one of the many
apprentices of Albert Thompson, who
He was a man of
died a few years ago.
refinement, strong character, and unswerving principle; a great reader, lov- I
ing especially the history of our country, j
in which he was well versed. His one
fondness was the violin and he was never
happier than when playing by himself or |
He taught his youngest!
with others.
daughter to play the violin and during
his sickness, even when suffering his j
worst, was anxious for her to play for
him, even naming the selections, and the
He always
music seemed to rest him.
had a strong desire to make a violin,
which he did two winters ago, and it
proved to be an exceptionally pretty
model and a sweet sounding instrument.
Mr. Larrabee became a member of Mt.
Desert Lodge, F. and A. M., in 1887, and
Granite Grange, North
a member of
Searsport in 1894. On October 22, 1886,
he married Carrie M. Ham of Frankfort,
who with two daughters, Frances and
Callie, survive him; also two sisters, Mrs.
Emilus Wellman of Belfast, and Mrs.
Emerv Benson of Frankfort, and one !
brother, of Prospect. The funeral was
held
Sunday, September 20th, at 2
o’clock, from his late residence, conducted by F. W. Haley of Winterport. The
casket was covered with floral tributes,
arranged by loving hands. The services
were by Rev. F. S. Dolliff of Jackson.
The burial was at the Land of Rest cemetery. The bearers were Albert Larrabee, the only surviving brother, and
Cyrus, Thomas and Fitzroy Ham.
A. Friend.
Frankfort. Oct. 26, 1908,

J

game meat.

in^his

There is one branch of the hunter's
calling that interests him more than all
others, and about which he is glad to
His chosen
talk all day and all night.
specialty, in which he rules supreme and
is admitted to be the only master, lies in
the fact that he is the most accomplished
cook of venison, moose and bear meat
that lives. Those who have eaten venison cooked by the Neal method will never
consent to have it served after any other
fashion, and should he ever lose his job
as game warden at $1,500 a year there
men who stand
are scores of wealthy
ready to pay him from $3,000 to $5,000 a
year as meat cook.
As a rule, ways of cooking game differ
from one another in variations as to the
amount and kinds of seasoning employed,
in the quantities of fat and in the slowness or fury of the fire used in the proIt is in these details that Neal
cess.
comes out strongly and with emphasis.
He has. for example, one recipe for cooking venison, from which no money consideration could induce him to change.
He has also a recipe for roasting bear’s
meat, which makes it tenderer and
sweeter and more palatable than any
roast pig that was ever served.
During a camp tire chat before a dozen
or more hunters at Southwin Dam, at
the beginning of open season this year,
the skilled warden divested himself of
cooking information as follows:
THE VENISON RECirE.

cooking veniwas any other
cast
iron spider
way. Get an old-time
that is thick and big and heavy. Put it
into a blazing fire until it is white hot—
not red hot, but white—and then place
the white hot spider on a very hot stove,
cut off thick slices of round venison steak
and jab them against the blazing spider.
Use no butter or fat of any kind—just
let the raw and cold meat lie close against
the raw and hot iron and sizzle and smoke
and burn and smell until it is crusted
over with animal charcoal a quarter of
an inch deep and until it smells like an
old feather bed that is burning.
“Now flop the round of steak oyer and
repeat the process on the other side, by
which time the spider is ready for another
round. Throw the hot steak upon a large i
MILK FEVER.
platter, scrape off the burned surface
A. A in
slightly, score the meat, deeply with a
Humphrey’s Veterinary fcpecihc
thin knife and then pile on the butter;
cow and its
Milk Fever saves the life of the
melts
and
not dry
until
it.
runs
down
does
milk
it
heap up
usefulness inasmuch as the
|
and overflows every pore aud opening in I up under this treatment.
The cow j
after
and
steak
Fever
floats
the
calving.
meat
almost
Milk
;
begins
Jhe
and dull, hangs her |
away.
1 refuses food, is depressed
urine scanty; bowels confined; horns and
“After this has been clone there is head;
nose hot; quick pulse; breathing heavy with I
nothing left to do except to eat the steak, heaving flanks.
and m< s: anybody knows how to do this
A few doses of A. A. breaks up the fever j
without a recipe.' Bear in mind always and saves the cow.
that there never was and never will be
Pr.ee 60 cents at all dealers, or sent on re1
any other way to cook venison steak ceipt of price.
A 500 page Book on the treatment and care
and cook it fit to eat.
and Stable Chart to hang
“With bear meat the method is con- of Domestic Animals
mailed free.
up,
flesh
is
The
different.
porous
siderably
HUMPHREY’S HOMEO, MEDICINE CO., Comer
and streaked with loose fat, so it re- William and Ann Streets, New York.
sembles fresh pork spare rib more than
You cannot fry or
anything else.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
smother or broil bear meat with any
in adsatisfaction, but when a spare rib cut is offers apply only to subscriptions paid
taken off close to the backbone and the vance ; and when payment is made it should be
bake pan is paved with slices of fat salt stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
pork, with peeled onions and halved also necessary to say that none of these publisweet potatoes standing about in groups
cations are mailed with The Journal or from
to catch the fat, a man should make a ;
this office. We have to pay for these publicagood job of it at baking bear’s meat,
in advance, and they are then
provided the cooking is done slowly and tions one year
subsent from their respective offices to our
the basting is performed often.
“The fresh water mussels of Maine scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
are more valuable for their glossy shells i for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
than they are for their pearls. In the The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
same way baked bear’s meat is more
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
Magazine. 2.10
prized for the stuffing and sweet potatoes The Journal and McCall’s
and onions that are cooked in its company The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
Tribune. 2.50
than for the intrinsic worth of the meat, The Journal and Tri-Weekly
which in old animals is coarse and fatty
and flavored with wild tastes and odors
If you suffer from constipation and liver trousuch as only a man who is very hungry ble Folev's Orino Laxative will cure you percan endure.
manently by stimulating the digestive organs
Foley’s Orino Laxso they will act naturally.
TENDER MOOSE MEAT.
ative does not gripe, is pleasant to take and
a threeback
of
from
the
stake
“Rump
laxatives continually
you do not have to take
years-old bull moose that is in good order after taking Orino. Why continue to be the
is the tenderest and sweetest flesh that slave of pills and tablets. R. H. Moody.
mankind has ever eaten. Positively,
there is nothing to compare with it under
Baseball has given Way to football and
the sun. No matter how you cook it,
Nat- this winter game is finely illustrated by
you cannot fail to be delighted.
(in colors) of the boys on the
urally there can be no such dish as the picture
which decorates the November
or baked moose, for the gridiron
moose soup,
front cover. By the way,
flesh is too precious to be put to such American Boy
the tenth year of the
uses.
Cut the lean meat into thinnish this issue begins
most popular of boys’ magazines. The
strips and slap them on the hot broiler contents
will be found to contain iust the
and throw the butter at it. A minute is
stories and articles which boys delight to
long enough if the fire is hot. Then take read. In addition to the chapters of the
it off and eat it and call for more and still
fine serials by Houston, Tomlinson and
more until the moose is gone. Nobody ever
of short stoare a number
had enough of broiled moose meat to eat. Optic, there
of a most interesting
A task of this kind is quite impossible.” ries and articles
various
departments
character. The
will appeal to all boys with hobbies. 76
one

steak—there

way of

never

j

j

FOLEYSHOmHCAR
tor children/ eefe,

cure.

Mo

orlatee

illustrations. $1.00 a year. The Sprague
^Publishing Co., Detroit, Mich.
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It makes the whitest, lightest,
most appetizing bread in the

world.
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ANSTED & BURK COMPANY, Miller.,

Springfield,

For Sale

at Your

ORDERED IN.

Lowell, Nov. 4. At the Federal Shoe
Company the employes of the cutting

Ohio

Grocer's

NEW MILL

|||

Promotes Digeslion.Cheerful-

I

PROPOSED.

Fall River, November 4. At a specie
meeting of the directors of the Saga
more mill this afternoon it was unanimously voted to submit a proposition to
the stockholders that they pay in $300,-

CHICAGO BUSINESS MEN OPTIMISTIC.
Chicago, 111., November 4. A period
of prosperity and a boom in business, n
which the farmer and the mechanic, the
investor and the workingman and the
employer and the employe will all share,
is expected by Chicago’s leading bankers, business men, railroad men, lawyers
and public officials as the result of the
election of William Howard Taft.
COTTON MEN TO INCREASE OUTPUT.

clover is not easily obtained, the land
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j
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KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUGH

ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral.
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Not Narcotic.

000 in new capital and build a new mill.
The Sagamore corporation has a surplus
of more than $300,000 and owns a site for
the proposed mill near the present structure.

Boston, November 4. The New Engshould be limed, for too much acidity in land Cotton Yarn Company announces
the soil seems to be the greatest draw- that its operations will be immediately
back to clover culture in New England. increased to normal full capacity. DurLand plaster, wood ashes, or fertilizers ing the depth of the depression the comin
corn,
growing good silage
difficulty
containing much potash contribute to the pany was running at only thirty per cent
but as one travels northward there is same end. The
only precaution to be ob- of normal, and even up to September,
evidence of a lack of suitable varieties of served is in the case of a farm where
the last month of its fiscal year, operatIn all but the
corn for this purpose.
potatoes are an important crop, for then ions were not better than seventy-five
most northern counties in New England, one must be cautious about liming; potato
per cent of full capacity. The improveMr. Dodge believes, varieties of silage scab
In that
may thereby be increased.
What is most need- case a fertilizer
corn can be grown.
in
such
as
potash,
high
panied by a general betterment in the
ed, he says, is to give sufficient attention is used for potatoes, does much to improve entire cotton
goods situation. Curtailsuitable
seeds.
to the selection of
the clover crop.
ment has passed and many of the largest
The report of the expert describes sevSome or all of the soiling crops men- Fall River, Lowell and Lawrence mills
eral farms, sometimes with illustrations, tioned are
frequently desirable to fill gaps, are bending their energies to the effort
of which he says that they have demon- and when
silage or hay is scarce they may to get under way at full capacity at the
strated that the average New England be desirable to feed all summer, along
earliest possible date.
farm is working at only a small fraction with
silage. It should be remembered,
FULL TIME AND INCREASED WAGES.
of its capacity.
a
the
use
of
that
however,
soiling system
Hon. i
i,. .Jones oi renoDscot county,
Boston, November 4. Milton Bartfor the whole season is not, as a rule, adMe., raises all the roughage and some of visable on account of the labor involved. ley, president of the American Nutt and
the grain for forty head of cattle, four Wherever it is
Company of the north side,
possible to grow corn the Bolt Fastener
horses and twenty sheep on forty acres siloshonld be
several hundred workmen,
upon, not only for employing
depended
that beginning toof tillage, and spares from this area three winter
feeding but for the entire twelve this evening announced
would
or four acres for potatoes every year.
months in the year in case pasture is morrow wages of all the workmen
all
About twelve acres of flint corn are scarce or
in quality. It is the cheap- be increased twenty per cent and that
poor
grown each year for silage, nearly as est way to get succulent summer feed if the overtime the men wanted could be
much small grain, a mixture of oats and the land is at all limited in area or if the made. Mr. Bartley gave out an interbarley, and the remainder of the forty pasures are not such as to produce good view in effect that for months railroad
acres, aside from the potatoes, is devot- feed in
anticipating the election of Taft
dry weather. In parts of Massa- officials,
ed to hay. The rotation comprises one chusetts
had been placing orders
large milk producers consider for President,
year of corn, one of small grain, one of that it costs one cent a quart more to pro- with the firm, to be filled immediately
clover hay, and part of the land is run duce milk without
after election day. Business on the
silage than with it.
election has
for mixed hay a second year. The land
The chief difficulty in growdng silage books released by Taft’s
is seldom left in hay more than two corn in northern New
is getting reached such magnitude, according to
England
years before it is again ploughed up for a suitable variety, and farmers are Bartley, that he has found it best to give
notice of an advance In wages, bringing
corn, making either a three-year or a
strongly urged to take advantage of such salaries
back to the old basis of a year
four-year rotation.
new varieties of silage corn as may be
The manure is "mostly applied in the offered for trial
the agricultural ex- since, and to offer work to all the former
by
late summer and fall with a manure
stations of their respective hands. This firm manufactures an artiin the placspreader, both as a top dressing to the
tates or by the United States Depart- cle widely used by railroads
would innew' seeding or other grass land and to
ment of Agriculture, and also to select ing of rails, and the big orders
the land to be used for corn the next their own seed in order to
dicate that much railroad repairing or
it.
improve
out.
year. It is applied at the rate of ten
In the most northern sections, such as construction is now being figured
loads per acre for either purpose. The northern
BIG ORDERS FOR STEEL RAILS.
Maine, where corn is out of the
done
is
with
the
in
the
seeding
grain
question and potatoes fill the place of corn
Pittsburg, Pa., November 4th. That
spring. Mammoth clover is seeded at in a rotation, silage can still be made from outside
concerns have agreed with the
the rate of twelve to fourteen pounds to
Japanese millet or other crops and succu- United States Steel Corporation to rethe acre, with two or three pounds of lent winter feed thus
provided. Clover
the standard price of steel rails
redtop and four quarts of timothy. The and Italian rye-grass are successfully duce
somewhat—perhaps from $28 to $24 per
result of the short rotation, the frequent used for
of
in
the
State
Washingsilage
and that railroads have agreed to
manuring, and the heavy seeding is a ton. This combination is worthy of trial ton
place heavy orders is a well defined
crop of three tons of hay to the acre at in northern Maine.
rumor from both railroad office and steel
one cutting.
Other crops yield in proIt should be noted that all, or nearly mills in
Pittsburg to-day. No one can
portion, so that this farm furnishes feed all, of the cropping systems that have be
found to deny, and there is great refor so large a number of stock that it been mentioned here are
dependent on
both railroad and steel
seems
unreasonable to the
average different variations of one rotation. joicing among
For years the railroads have
workmen.
dairyman.
Several different rotations may compose
fought the $28 price, and rumor has it toAnother farm described is that of Prothe system on any farm, and one rotation
night that they have at last won.
fessor J. W. Sanborn in New Hampshire,
the
same field, or
on
another
follow
may
STEEL MILLS TO RUN FULL TIME.
consisting of some 400 acres of tilled I different fields may be used continuously
land suited to frequent ploughing and
The
Philadelphia, November 4th.
in different rotations. The rotations, howrapid rotation, besides 100 acres of per- ever, are based on the one so common in Republican victory has injected life into
manent meadow and another 175 acres of
was
and announcement
many localities—that is, corn, small’grain, the industries,
permanent pasture.
Corn may be replaced by potatoes, made to-day in several quarters that full
The 400 aci-es of easily ploughed land grass.
anil that is very profitably done in the po- time and complete forces of workmen
are put in a rotation as follow's:
Corn, I tato districts or in the most northern coun- would be the rule. In Pittsburg, Philaone year; peas and oats for hay, one
Buffalo and Baltimore steel
ties of Newr England, where corn fails.The delphia.
year; clover for hay, two cuttings, one small grain may be left out and the grass mills which have been running on part
to
one
sell,
year; potatoes
year; Hunga- (and clover) seeded in the corn, or may time for months announced that they
rian millet for hay, one year; timothy for
will open entirely, and in Pittsburg also
be grown two years, instead of one.
and
then one
to
two
sell,
years,
hay
The number of years of hay growing it was reported that the Pennsylvania
of
pasture.
year
from one to five, and the small railroad shops will begin immediately to
The hay from the whole of the cleared may vary
be used as grain or go to run to the limit of their capacity because
grains
may
land in 1S94, when Professor Sanborn
and enrich the supply of hay. of the sense of stability the election of
supplement
took the farm, amounted to 112 tons. In
Even the rotations for a soiling system j Taft has given the industrial situation.
1905 the yield was 800 tons, this increase
are usually based on the same foundation,
WAGES INCREASED IN SOUTHERN MILLS.
I
being accomplished by frequent plough- the crops for soiling coming after corn,
BeNew Orleans, November 5th.
and
of
the
land
frequent applications two of them frequently being grown in a
ing
cause of the election of Taft, the bright
of manure, which serves to illustrate on
the
land
back
to
corn
and
then
put
year,
business outlook and the increase in the
a large scale what has been shown al- acr iiin
price of cotton goods, the Lane & Maginready in other places in New England,
The essentials of the New England nis nulls of this city and Wesson, Miss.,
namely, that land W'hich can be ploughed dairyman in growing feed for his cows
yesterday restored the wages of their
conveniently -and is therefore adaptable j
to be the use of a short rotation
which had been c-ut20 percent
operatives,
to a rapid rotation can by this kind of appear
and
wherever possible; all the clover hay
A strike resulted, but all
last August.
treatment generally be made to produce
the
corn silage that can be grown;liming
hands, numbering nearly 2000, returned
the roughage necessary to keep a cow
better
need
if
land for clover,
be;
manage- to work today.
for each acre, afleast, if it be supplein the use of manure of
mented with pasture for part of the sum- j ment, especially fit for short
GREAT PROSPERITY PREDICTED.
not
which
is
rotations;
land
mer feed of the cow.
I
other
ST.
various
of
the
Lotus, November 5th. James E.
and
the
crops
utilizing
J*.1.J
1
1
iUH
lUUUfllllCiliai
that have been mentioned to fill the gaps Smith, president of the St. Louis busProfessor Sanborn is working is that it is with succulent feed or add in quantity iness men’s league, predicted today that
fully as much the amount of milk or but- and quality to the ordinary hay crop—W. St. Louis will enjoy within the next six
months the greatest prosperity in its hister produced per acre which counts as it E. B.
is the amount per cow, and he is developtory. He believes this condition will bethe United ;
ing the land accordingly. To build up a
Cream Balm has been tried and not come general)throughout
Ely’s
pourdairy farm on a small acreage, of course, found wanting in thonsands of homes all oyer ; States. “Thousands of orders being
it becomes necessary to leave out the the country. It haB won a place in the family ed into St. Louis manufacturers and jobamong the reliable household bers,” said Mr. Smith, “were contingent
potatoes and hay to sell and to devote all medicine closet
hand for use in on Taft’s election.”
For the past six
the tilled land to the Support of the herd. remedies, where it is kept at as
soon as some
head just
in
the
cold
treating
dealers have been buying from
months
In the vicinity of Boston, rye sown
member of the honsehold begins the prelimithe election.
September 10th is ordinarily fit to cut nary sneezing or snuffling. It gives immediate hand to mouth, waiting for
for feed May 15th and lasts until about relief and a day or two’s treatment will put a Their stocks have been depleted and it is
June 5th. Winter wheat and vetch stop to a cold which might, if not checked, be- absolutely necessary for them to buy
sown Sept. 20th is fit to feed from June come chronic and run into a bad case of catarrh. heavily.
5th to July 1st, and any left over makes
RAILROAD MEN HOPEFUL.
good hay. Oats and peas sown first
Railroads,
Chicago, November 5th.
Grace Donworth of Machias is the
Miss
April 18th will be fit to feed by July 1st, author of a book which has recently been great and small, believe they are about j
and successive seedings, even up to July
toward
faces
their
with
Pubset
&
due to be
Maynard
by the Small
1st on low land, will furnish green feed published
Interviews today with the
Boston, and is destined to be : prosperity.
Co.,
lishing
the
later
If
1st.
until Sept.
seedings the humorous hit of the year. The title
presidents of more than a dozen great
must be omitted for lack of suitable land,
is The Letters of Jennie Allen to Her systems brought the general opinion that
15th
will
fill
the
corn
planted May
green
Friend, Miss Musgrove. It is in a very with the election excitement over, the
sown
gap until a frost comes. Barley
attractive binding and is beautifully illusl country was settling down and getting a
from June 20th to Aug. 15th in successive trated
They
by Frederick R. Gruger. It is ful- good firm grip upon business.must
lots will furnish feed for September and of fun
be
life, pathos and wisdom and every agreed that millions of dollars
October. Under any other circumstances one should read it. Mark Twain, in a
new equipment, for exfor
soon
spent
not
seem
does
than those described it
the roads in the
speech before the Associated Press, said tensions and in putting
economical to follow this system, for of
“Here is a let- best condition. This means the employone of these letters:
the
saves
of
daily
summer feeding
silage
ter written by a woman right out of her ment in shops, on tracks and in the manlabor of cutting and hauling a green crop heart of hearts. There’s no spellingthat
thousands of
ning of additional trains of
on any farm where there is land enough
All agreed this would come gradcan begin with it, on this planet, outside men.
to use for growing good clover hay in a of the White House.” The Boston Evenually.
rotation with silage corn.
ing Transcript says: “Jennie Allen is
BIG ORDERS BY PENN. RAILROAD.
The methods which are to be generally one of the loveliest, wisest and simplest
The
Philadelphia, November 5.
recommended to dairymen in New Eng- ; characters in literature. In producing
railland for the producing of feed supply this work the author has wrought a management of the Pennsylvania
additional evidence of
equally to much of the State of New genuine work of art. The humor, the road today gave
of more prosperous
York, at least to all the eastern portion philosophy and the variegated spelling faith in the returnthe
action of Monday,
times by following
of it. They are briefly as follows:
are all true to the character.”
when orders for $5,000,000 worth of elecIn the first place, all land which can be
trical equipment for the Hudson river
used at all in such a manner should be
LIKE IT
tunnels were given out, by distributing
kept in a short rotation, not more than THE CHILDREN
orders for 77 all-steel passenger coaches,
three or four or, at the most, five years
which
involving an additional outlay of over
long. This should bring the time before
will
SYRUP
for hay
$1,250,000. Thirty-one of these carscomany piece of land is used
be built by the Pressed Steel Car
reploughing down to two or three years
Founand
Car
at the most. This short rotation gives,
Artemus Ward’s Grave.
pany, 29 by the Ameican
is
more clover in the hay, since clover
dry company and 17 by the Standard
Ameriwas
the
from
original
Ward
two
for
Artemus
Steel Car company.
years
short-lived, only good
in the line of native wit and
the time of seeding, at best. The clover can genius
MILLS ON FULL TIME.
humor. He has had many imatators, but there
the
of
the
hay,
not only improves
quantity
at the early
Notice was
one “Artemus.”
Dying
but
was
New York, November 5.
but when hay is grown for three years, age of 33 years his mortal remains rest in the
increases the yield of the hay crop for a rude and neglected cemetery at Water*3 IX X u*.
O
is gone., If cut for
year after the ciover
Ha,B Alwa)is ®ul^
ford, Me. The place is to be improved and
T hfl Kll![l
beautified, and those who would deem it a ®“" ft*
hay only two years, the clover materially
safely send contributions
aids the yield of corn or other crop which privilege to do so, maytreasurer
of the town of
to Daniel Browne,
immediately follows it.
Waterford, Oxford County, Me.
If, as is often the case, a good catch of
1

AVege table Preparation for As-

slmilating the Food andRegula- ||fl
ling thcStomachs andBowels of ■

and sole leather room have been directed
to report for work on Monday. Stitchers
and lasters will resume on the following

Thursday.

in Mealed tanks and cleaned numberless times before grinding.
Tested
every half hour at the mills.

land which does not give profitable returns from grass and should be devoted
to tree growth, either as woodlands or
orchards. Another fault quoted is that
of cutting the hay crop too late in the
season, which shortens the life of the
meadow and results in an inferior quality
of hay for dairy feeding.
Mr. Dodge also notes the failure to
utilize the land for other crops available
for that section, especially corn. In
southern New' England he finds little

j
;

here is

made for you.

Made from richest Ohio wheat, stored

much at home in the New
States has led to a serious fault

of suitable rotation for other lands,
well as for the use of grass growing

so

returning

whom meet him in a business way every
He is not a famed shot with rifle
or shotgun and has no wonderful tales to
relate of the hunting trips he has taken
He is
or the hardships he has endured.
a short, stout and very fleshy man, fifty
two miles in
years old, who cannot walk
the rough woods without “losing his
wind” on account of his surplus adipose
tissue.

just

particular

so

treatment for

1
WARDEN’S WORK,
If all the bodies of game animals which FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
have passed under his eyes Were loaded
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkin box cars Until every car was filled to
ham’s Vegetable Compound, made
the roof they would form a continuous
from roots and herbs, has been the
train reaching from Bangor to Newburymiles; standard remedy for female ills,
port, abou+ one hundred and sixty
and has positive 1 y cured thousa nds of
a mass of dead game five times as large
living in the United women who have been troubled wit k
as all the game
States would make if it were slain and displacements, inflammation, uleeraloaded into cars today.
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
While Walter Neal has controlled the periodic pains, backache, that bearvenison and moose
more
of
shipment
ing-down feeling, flatulency, indigosmeat than any other man living on earth
or nervous prost ration,
other tion, dizziness
than
more
any
and
probably
today,
enthu- Why don’t you try it ?
man who has ever lived, he is not
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick
siastic over his record, saying he is simto write her for advice,
tor
ply a game warden who has worked in women
She has guided thousands to
salary, and who has been continued
Mass.
employment because he has performed health. Address, Lynn,
his work to the satisfaction of the Game
Commissioners, and with the approval 01
IN MEMORIAM.
hunters, thousands of
the

year.

If you are
about your flour,

Some of the present difficul-

This consists chiefly of

good

ing it I feel
again do my

SHOEWORKERS

in New England dairy farms, namely,
the mismanagement of grass lands.

for me, and smc$ tunmuch better, and I can
I never forget
own work.
to tell my friends what Lydia E. Viukham's Vegetable Compound did for me
during this trying period.”

pound

THE GAME

'There is but

5,000.
Newark, N. J., November 4. Upon the
announcement of Taft’s election today,
the 5000 operatives in, two great thread
mills in this city were notified that full
time would be resumed next Monday.
Since last April the mills have been running on part time.

cities, where the farmers are offered a
price for their milk on which they can
hardly make a profit.
According to Mr. Dodge the fact that

Read the letter Mrs. E. Hanson,
804 E. Long St.. Columbus, Obio,
writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
I was passing through the Change
of Life, and suffered from nervousness, headaches, and other annoying
that
symptoms. Sly doctor told me
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-

Rule.

FULL TIME FOR

ties are due to the high prices of concentrated feeds and of labor. Some sections
of New England, furthermore, says Mr.
Dodge, feel the pressure of unsatisfactory market conditions, especially those
sections which ship milk to the large

Bangor

Quickly Follows the Election of Taft and
Sherman. Business and Industrial Activity Assured Under a Continuance o
Republican

ant in the farm management investigations of the Bureau of Plant Industry,
has been able to report to the Bureau a
series of criticisms and suggestions which
farmers may find of practical use. The
information is timely, for although
dairying has been a profitable business in
New England, conditions have changed
in recent years, and the outlook is said to
be not as satisfactory as it has been in

Eastern Maine.
The stgmp of “Walter I. Neal, game
warden,” attached to any tag of deer or

son

It

Some Valuable Especially for New England

Neal, Maine’s Game Warden,
Tells Just How They Should be Cook-

Waller I.

best cook of

The kevival of Business.

TIPS FOR FARMERS.

And Venison.

Bear Meat

m
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perfect Remedy forConslipa- j

9

tion. Sour Stomach.Biarrhoea, fl
Worms .Convulsions .FeverishI 3
ness and Loss of Sleep.

|

Fac Simile

j

Sl

Signature
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NEW YORK.
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I

in the cotton mills of thi
Chadwick & Bros.’ company.

posted today

James

Ltd, of Jersey City, N. J., that beginning Saturday the mills would resume
operations on a full time schedule. The
mills, which furnish employment for 20U
have

hands,

been

half time

on

since

April.
50,000 TONS OF PIG IRON.
Birmingham, Ala., Novembers.

Alabama iron manufactnrers sold 50,000
tons of pig iron in the first 24 hours after
the election and inquiry for a large tonnage is on hand. The iron sold is to be
delivered during the first quarter of the

coming

year.

RAILROAD ORDERS OF

$240,000,000

Omaha, November 0. The railroads of
the United States have released orders
for equipment and supplies, material and
rolling stock, aggregating in cost $240,-

000,000 since Taft’s election to the presidency. These orders have been placed

prior to election day contingent upon the
outcome of the compaign. This statement is made by as high authority as 1st
Vice President Brown of the New York
Central lines, the operating head of that
great system of railroads. Mr. Brown
said the day after the election he himself,
for his allied roads, released $31,000,000
of such orders.
NEW BUILDING RECORDS.

Building conmaking high records,

Chicago, November 0.
struction is

now

to

the

Construction News.
according
In October permits were taken out in 36
cities for the construction of 9792 buildings, involving a total estimated cost of
$430,74,775,or $127,000 more than October,
In New York alone building per1907.
mits involving an expenditure of $15,341,970 were taken out in the past month,
an increase of 112 percent over the same
mounth a year ago. Other increases include Worcester, Mass. 30, percent.

I i i
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Clerk of the Supreme JuJk
County, Mas.The Journal announced
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WILL OPERATE NIGHT AND DAY.
THE EASTERN
Fall River, November 6. Notices were
posted to-day by the Stevens cotton mills I A Plan to Avoid 1
Portland. N overt* 0
announcing that beginning on Monday,
Nov. 9th the carding, spinning and weaving Steamship lines w i!
of the Eastc.-i
stock
are
to
be
as
department
operated nights
well as days. The company manufactures according to inform:.!,
\he
arrangement,
cotton quilts and employs 250 operatives. der
made for taking car
I Company the Cons.'i
DOUGLAS FIRM INCREASES FORCE.
sh;
Nashua,X. H, November 6. TheW. D. 6.000 of the 28,000
the remaining
Brackett shoe company, now managed by sell
house for ,*'!
the W. L. Douglas interests, will increase | banking
with the $350,000 cash
its force by 700 as soon as the machinery ient funds to take car*
can be installed, making a total of 1500 1 debt of the com pan
as the foreclosure sal*
operatives employed.
cannot take place unt 1
it would be some tin
Eastern stock cou.*l
bankers, the Eastern >
Cures Colds: Prevents Pneumonia
a temporary provisi- n.
100.000 so as to sett!.and prevent forecl*-.Bells.
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Wedding

Frederick

was
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effect of this move *•'
present debt in the foi
is obvious that no f<"
be neeessary.
The new arrangenv
solidated Steamship lim
in possession of 20 per
ship stock, with the r.-i
by the bankers, with
of 1,500 shares in i
1

PrentisS-Bf.nnett. Henry J. Prentiss and
Inez A. Bennett, both of Troy, were
united in marriage by Rev. J. C. Lamb, October
30th. The bride is one of Troy’s successful
teachers.
They have the best wishes of a
large circle of friends for their future happiMiss

ness.

Mason-Smith. The marriage of Wellington
A. Mason of Lubec and Miss Blanche E. Smith
of Troy occurred October 19th at Lubec, Rev.
Mrs.
Willis Holmes of Lubec officiating.
Mason was a young lady highly esteemed by
all who knew her in Troy and vicinity, where
she was known as Miss Blanche Whitaker,
having had a home since childhood with Mr.
and Mrs. Trafton Whitaker, where she received the tenderest love and care.
Coombs-Tyler. News has been received of
the recent marriage in Boston of Martin
Coombs, son of Capt. W. M. Coombs of Islesboro, to Miss Emma Tyler of Natick, Mass.
Mr. Coombs is chief engineer of the steam
yacht Wakiva, recently returned from the
coast of Labrador and Newfoundland, where
the summer months were spent in cruising.
The winter will be spent in the south. Mr.
Coombs and his bride will have their permanent home in Everett, Mass.

In Newport, WednesGreen way Lewis.
of Mr.
day evening, October 28th, at the home Miss
and Mrs. Jasper L. Lewis, their daughter,
to
Frederick
Aroline, was united in marriage

bride has for some years been a successful
The happy
teacher in the public schools.
couple were the recipients of many beautiful
regifts from their many friends. They have
turned from a short wedding trip and taken up
their residence in Newport.

in Boston.

The Bucksport Seminary Boys, graduates of
the seminary in the old Maine town, held their
first spread at the Quincy House last night and
the affair was a source of great pleasure, as it
afforded an opportunity to renew acquaintanceships after a lapse of years. The “boys” entertained as their guest Dr. P. H. Greeley, Dr.
Charles Knight, Rev. Carl Rauspach, Rev. John
Annas, R. M. Knight, Cecil Marble, Horace T.
Muzzey, N. P. Sippelle, W. T. Atwood and D.
President D. N. Handy was chairN. Hardy.
man and the speakers were Dr. Charles Knight,
N. P. Sippelle and Rev. Carl Rauspach. The
exercises were wholly informal.—Boston Globe
November 6th.

RMIYSKlWrtYCURE
Hakes Kidneys and Bladder Right
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Suffragists

Maine

t

The 28th annual com
Woman Suffrage ass«>«
November 5th. The m«*
in an address by Mm
Fannie J.

president,Mrs.

made her annual report
held Friday morning. N
ter of great importam
the importance to the a!
be made to the next
motion
a

was

promptly

unanimous

vote.

principal busineelection of officers, wh
the retiring correspond
J. Burgess of Portland,
the next year. Followtiu.
•'
president. Mrs. Fannie
The

1

The ceremony was
of Newport.
of the
performed by Rev. Montford S. Hill
and was witnessed
church
Methodist Episcopal
of vice
president, Mrs. h'
by a small party of friends and neighbors
the contracting parties. The groom is an em- recording secretary. M
the
while
Woolen
Co.,
the
Newport
land; corresponding
ploye of

Green way

Bucksport Boys
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Guilford, Old Orchard;
H. French, Portland; au

Knight.

The board

»*i'

except that Mrs. 1
Orchard will serve in th»
resignation of Mrs. Georg*
same,

Maine Dairymen at
The Maine Dairymen’s aannual convention in Dex.

Some of the best speakers
fro
the State, beside several
United States and Canada

convention. Liberal pivnia
usual, for dairy and cream."
and factory cheese. An ad.;
year's convention will he wh.
ket milk and cream, for
been offered in both classes
of the dairy division, ln':"
1" !
ment of Agriculture, will
the milk and cream exhibit'
that a fine display of dairy
sev 1
paratus will be made, as

u
have already signified tlu
represented. Leon S. Mei.

tary of the association.
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GETTING “BUCK FEVER.”

j, ii IN THE PAPER

CURED

RHEUMATISM

CAMDEN ITEMS.

William Weston was run away with
Nearly everybody is suscetible
ast week in Lincolnville and thrown out
of rheumatism, sciatica, toothache, headache
,nd dragged. He was badly injured, reor neuralgia, and it’s never safe to be without
Big Game.
j eiving many bad bruises about the head
this kind.
of
a good
for
an
emergency
remedy
.nd shoulders. The team belonged to a
The old guide sat on the front porch,
No matter what kind of pain you have the j Deal stable and was not much damaged.
lazily blowing smoke from his pipe. His
is immebeneficial
Liniment
effect of Sloan’s
theme was the curious action of men
Camden friends of R. Frank Ames will
He diate. You lay it on lightly—no rubbing what- ^ le interested to know that he has an exwhen they see deer or big game.
once.
at
“buck
action
fever.”
called the peculiar
ever and a pleasant warmth is felt
^ ellent position at the McLean Hospital,
“Yes, sir, when I was guiding it I saw The Liniment penetrates right to the bone and Vaverly, Mass. He has charge of their
lots of ’em have buck fever. They act
* tore as manager. His duties also include
quickly stops the pain.
the queerest way you ever see when they
Mr Chas. J. Budlong of Anthony, R- L, Box 1 he buying of all crockery and provisions
get it. Why, I have actually seen men
I was a great j or the Massachusetts General Hospital.
drop their guns on the ground when they 125, writes: “For many years
Tie position carries a good salary. It is
sufferer from rheumatism. My hips would
saw a deer, or sometimes they shoot into
good position and the hospital manageknee
and
my
the air or into the ground, thinking they swell to enormous proportions
^ nent has secured a good man to fill it.
of
holes.
animal
full
excruciating,
the
are filling
They joints would pain me in the most
One of the largest sticks of timber
actually go plumb crazy. About every awful manner imaginable. I used often to
“I give my children Father John s Medicine man has a
hat has been seen in the village here for
of
when
his
own
of
acting
way
have to fall from the bed into a chairand thence
for colds and coughs. They like the medicine
ome time was hauled through Friday
he’s got the fever. Some will stare and
see
to the floor, when I wanted to get from my
so well that they cry for it every time they
fternoon. It was pine timber, 72 feet
their
the bottle. 1 recommend it to everybody for gape away and not think a thing of
bottles of
bed.
I
or
used
six
some
eight
j ong, squaring up 15 inches at the butt,
only
the gun.
coughs and colds. Please print this in
I
cured.
was
s
and
John
Father
celebrated
Liniment
j t was cut on the Otis Andrews farm at
of
“But the queerest case I ever heard of your
papers so everybody in need
Varren. George Orbeton sold the stick
Medicine can get help from it as I have."
or see was when I had a party from New cheerfully recommend its use to all rheumatic
(Signed)
York up to Twin Lakes: One of the sufferers. Refer to me if you so desire. All 1 0 the Camden Yacht Building Co. and it
vill be used as a mainmast for the twoMRS. JOHN POWELSON,
men in that party went clean crazy, and
letters answered.”
1 nasted schooner being repaired on their
2 Osborn Place,
it took him nigh on to an hour before he
__
An Old Guide Gives Reasons for the Peculiar Action of Hunters When They Meet
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student —a bright,
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read or Sr
study by. Made of brass—nickel plated, latest improved central draft burner. Every lamp warranted. /
V
If your dealer does not carry Perfection Oil Heater
and Rayo Lamp write our nearest agency.

steady light—ideal

1$

I

you wouldn't be without one another hour. Turn the wich as high
or as low as you please—there’s no danger—no smoke—no smell
—just direct intense heat—that's because o( the smokeless device.
Beautifully finished in nickel and japan—orna-

weight—easily
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(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

mental anywhere. The brass font holds 4 quarts, giving heat for 9 hours. It is light in
carried from room to room. Every heater warranted.
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quickly

matter

no

1 ailway.
out of it. He wasn’t violent or anyMAINE’S VOTE FOR GOVERNOR.
thing of that sort, but just out of his
Following is the cast of characters for
It was a bear that gave him the
head.
he Brookdale Mystery to be presented
the
last
in
The
total
for
that’s
he
vote
buck fever, and I suppose
governor
why
n the Camden Opera House on the evenbiennial election in this State according
FOR
got it so bad.
ng of November 25, by the senior class
“It was one morning at breakfast time to the figures given out at the State
if the Camden High school:
Squire
the clerk s
from
November
I
was
all
GARMENTS.
5th,
that
it
LONG
House,
cooking
SEAL.
HUDSON
happened.
I'K | M MINGS. FURS
Jrooks, owner of Brookdale farm and
to
eat
returns
was 143,658, divided as follows:
other
stuff
and
venison
‘tarters,
INEX1 he old quarry, Henry Hall; Roy Harte,
BROADTAIL PERSIAN. FUR OR SILK RUFFS.
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D
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............
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12 25
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7
7
8
8
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here.

what you want for this season.
Seeing the goods W.til the puces will
settle every point necessary to do business with us.
Goods sent to all parts of the country

approval.

on

All letters of inquiry promptly answered.

I. V. MILLER, Furrier,

9 00
8 45

7 00

A.M.

Benton.
Clinton.

ever seen

favorable opportunity td'

109 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.

Portland. 10 35

Bangor.

a

see

FORECLOSURE NOTICE

p. M.

Waterville.

will be

This

BELFAST
P.M.

D

FURS!

BELFAST.

FROM

4
4
4
5
5
15
5
t5
16
6

t9 56
10 05
10 20
10 45
11 00
til 10
11 30
til 40
til 50
II 55

22
33
50
09

17
25
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50
00
05

Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.

Whereas, Emery A. Heal of Lincolnville, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the twenty-fifth day
of April, A. I). 1881, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 187, Page 108, conveyed to Henry Knight of Camden, in the
County of Knox and State of Maine, a certain
lot or parcel of land, with the buildings thereon, situated in said Lincolnville, bounded and
described us follows, to wit:
Beginning at the
southerly corner of Patience Heal’s land, on
the

westerly

side of the

highway leading

to

Camden; thence one hundred and ten and 1-2
rods on said highway to north corner of Caleb
Gilkey’s land and westerly on said Gilkey’s
land one hundred and sixty-four rods to Meadow
Stream; thence fifty and 1-2 rods on said stream
northerly course; thence northeast on Patience
Heal’s line sixty-two rods; thence northerly
twenty-eight rods; thence northeast twenty-

rods to place of beginning, comprising
the homestead of Emery A. Heal, containing
forty acres, more or lessjand whereas, after the
decease of said Henry Knight,’Johnson Knight,
as administrator of the estate of said Henry
Knight, deceased, thereafterwards, to wit, on
the seventh day of January. A. D. 1884, for a
valuable consideration, by iiis assignment of
that date, recorded in said Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 269, Page 319, assigned said mortgage deed and endorsed and delivered the note
BANGOR DIVISION.
secured thereby, to Burton Robinson of said
Lincolnville; and whereas, said Burton Robinson thereafterwards, to wit, on the fifth day of
First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston
November, A. I). 1SS7, for a valuable consideration, by his assignment of that date, recorded
in said Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 269,
Page 321, assigned said mortgage deed and en.
Steamers City of Rockland or City of Bangor dorsed and delivered the note secured thereby
leave Belfast about 2.30 p.m., Mondays, Wednesto Patience S. Heal of said iancolnville: and
days, Thursdays and Saturdays for Camden, whereas, said Patience S. Heal, thereafterRockland and Boston.
wards, to wit, on the sixteenth day of DecemFor Searsport, Bueksport. Winterport, Hampber, A. D. 1903, fora valuable consideration, by
den (on signal) and Bangor about 7.45 a. m., or
her assignment of that date, recorded in said
on arrival of steamer from Boston, Tuesdays,
Waldo Registry of I>eed.4. Bo -k 270, Page 386.
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
assigned said mortgage deed ami endorsed and
RETURNIN'!;
delivered said note secured thereby, to Ellen
H. Moody of said Lincolnville; and whereas,
Steamers leave Boston Mondays, Tuesdays,
said Ellen H. Moody thereafterwards, to wit,
Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00 p. m.
Leave
Rockland, via Camden, Tuesdays, on the sixteenth day of October, A. D. 1908, for
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at about a valuable consideration, by her assignment of
that date, recorded in said Waldo Registry of
5.30 a. m.. or on arrival of steamer from BosDeeds, Book 290, Page 423, assigned said mortton.
ThursLeave Bangor Mondays, Wednesdays,
gage deed and endorsed and delivered said note
a. m., via
to
about
11.00
at
me, Byantha A. Brown of said Lincolnville;
and
Saturdays
I
days
and whereas, the condition of said mortgage
intermediate landings.
is
insured
has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of
live
stock,
All freight, except
the breach of the condition thereof. I, the said
against fire and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Byantha A. Brown, claim a foreclosure of said
Belfast, Maine.
mortgage.
Dated this 31st day of October, A. D. 1908.
seven

Steamship
Company.

Eastern

$2.25

BYANTHA A. BROWN.

Cess Pools*" Closets

D.

& M.

WHITEHEAD & GRAY.

Commission Want.

Belfast. October 22, 1908.—tf43

Real Estate

F. L. LIBBY,

buy

and sell.

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

Farms wanted.

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

NOTICE

Belfast, October 26, 1903.—3w44
He

eon

d

ii a u

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, containing about 100 acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
ood bouse, ell, shed and carriage bouse, also
large barn. Cots 40 tons hay, which will be sold
Also all farming tools.
with farm if wanted.
Located

1Jmilesfrom^ostofflce.

35tf

Lower

Congress St., Belfast, Me.

directions and my weekly market letter, free.

ELMER E. BROWN. M. D..
183 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR.

d

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,

Sasture,

Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
Cars leave Belfast every Monday morning ami Burnham Monday noon. Dover and FoxI solicit your
croft every Saturday morning.
consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with rhe party’s name and address I sell your stock to. Write for shipping
Market.

Notice is hereby given that the partnership
existing between Heal & Wood, granite dealers, has been dtssolved. Mr. Heal has acquired
all business interests of the firm, will pay all
debts and collect all bills due the company.
A. S. HEAL,
L. WOOD.

FOR

Burnham, Maine,

-AND-

IN WALDO COUNTY.
We

3w45

LIVE STOCK

CLEANED OUT BY

<

..

FASHIONABLE

On and after October 5, 1908, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

Practice limited to Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat
including the fitting of Glasses.

yin Belfast, Old Fellows’ Block, Rum 2
tf9
Monday.

every

FOR SALE
The Batchelder homestead at Brown's
ner, i mile from Northport Campground,
be sold at a bargain. Apolv to

38tf

Corwill

JOHN R. DUNTON,
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine

BUY
("■DON’T
I

A FARB—I

IN MAINE—until you get the Biggest List of ■
■ Farm Bargains Issued.—Illustrated. It sfree. ■
It will save you Money. ■
■ Write today.
■■■■■HUTCHINS CO., Augusta, »«.■■■

7w42

Mrs. John H. Montgomery arrived Monday
from Bucksport.
Miss Alice Crocker of Bucksport spent Sun-

day

in town.

Guida C. Homer spent Sunday in Bucksport with her parents.
Miss

Freeman M.

Woods of Belfast

Daniel Kingsbury and her son, Master
of FrankAlbert, and Miss Theodate Curtis
week.
fort, were in town one day last
from BelMr. and Mrs. John Dow came up
fast last Saturday night to stop over Sunday
with Mr. Dow’s mother, Mrs. Callie Dow.
Mrs.

SEARSPORT.

was

in town

Several of the young folks from Mt. Ephraim
attend
Prospect last Friday night to
the entertainment at the George schoolhouse
and report a very fine time.
went to

called here
Dr. Hills of Natick, Mass., was
Monday on business.
Miss E.
James A. McDougall left Thursday for his last week to attend his sister-in-law,
home in Auburn, N. Y.
Mr. B. E. Perry has moved his family to
Millinocket for the winter.
Barge Bangor sailed Saturday in tow of the

ill.
Winnifred Matthews, who has been very
At this writing Miss Matthews is improving.
Lizzie Howard of Swanville was in t9wn
Mrs.

Mrs.
last week, keeping house for her niece,
her old
Herbert Black, while Mrs. Black was at
who is quite
home taking care of her mother,

tug Lehigh for Perth Amboy.
Sch. Lizzie Clark arrived Friday from Portland with corn to Pike Bros.
j ill.
& Brooks
The subscribers of the Monroe
Charles E. Treat of Rockland was in town
Co. who reside in North Searsport
Telephone
friends.
on
Tuesday calling
homes
and have instruments installed in their
Mrs. Eliza Meyers has gone to Bangor,
Mark C. Ward.
are as follows: John F. Stone,
where she will spend the winter.
his store), Herbert Stevens,
Fred E. Stinson

(in

Somerville, Mass., was in Samuel Stevens, Roswell B. Lowe, Chester
town Saturday calling on friends.
: Trundy, Horace Maddocks, Charles Seekins,
Lewis
Sears Lodge, 1. O. O. F., will work the second : Charles Robertson, Fred Jarrett and
Crockett.
degree Friday evening, November 13th.
William Webber of

William B. Getchell of Augusta, Deputy
commissioner, was in town friday.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

State road

Amos
Lord, shipping commissioner, has
moved into Mrs. H. J. Shute’s house on Leach
P.

street.

Walter E. Carr of Orono was in town Friday
H.
to attend the funeral of his brother, Amos
Carr.
Marshall D. Meyers of Boston was in town
his

Sunday visiting

brother,

N.

C.

Capt.

Meyers.
Cressey,

Cora F.

Sch.

placed under the
dock Monday.

stages at

Capt. Haskell,

was

the Penobscot Coal

Mrs. Charles Whittier of Bangor is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. James G. Pendleton,
on

Main street.

The

annual Thanksgiving offering will be
the Congregational church, Sunday,

in

taken

November 15th.
Mrs. Zylpha Doane of Harwich, Mass., is the
at
guest of her daughter, Mrs. W. E. Grinnell,
the

Searsport

House.

Havener,

Charles

Homer

neaviit,

Bailey and Louis Bailey left Monday on
ing trip in Northern Maine.
Mr. and Mrs.
N.

J.,

are

birth of

a

cnesier

a

hunt-

stay.
Ladies’Aid Society will meet this, ThursL. Hopkins,
day, afternoon with Mrs. Herbert
Church street.
The Young People’s Guild will be entertained Friday afternoon by Mrs. Albion Goodhue,
Church street.
arrived last
The barkentine Mabel I. Meyers
and is loading
week at Cape Jellison dock,
The

shooks for Italy.

Monday a carload of grain

for the

J. M. Ames

arrived direct, from the West.
loaded that afternoon.
Co.

It

was un-

H. E. Rouillard arnvea nume u»t,
weeks with reladay from a visit of several
tives in Massachusetts.
in the
Pownal Lodge, F. and A. M„ had work
the secfirst degree last week and will confer
the candidate the present week.
ond

w»-

Mrs.

upon

Andrew W. Allen of Orange,

receiving congratulations

Satur-

from

the

on

son, Andrew Ross Allen.

C. H. Coleman, Boston Superintendent of the
A. A. C. Co., at Macks Point, is in town on
business connected with the plant.
Rebekahs will hold a
dance Saturday evening, November 14th, in G.
A. R. hall over Gilkey & Havener's store.
^Knyvetta Lodge of

The J. M. Ames Co. have had a burglar alarm
which reports in their
put into their storehouse
losmain store—a needed preventive against
ses.

“Jake” Eames

are soon

to

move

and
the so-called Thomas Rendell house.
West Main street, into the Moulton house, same
Mrs.

Mr.

from

street.
to occupy
street the

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Lancaster
their pretty new home on Middle
latter part of the present week. Mr. L. is
are

Sch. Go1. Brooks, Capt. McLeod, finished
discharging Friday at the Penobscot coal dock daily improving.
and sailed Monday for Rockland for repairs.

Capt.

F. E. Haskell of the

sch. Cora F. Cres-

and Mrs. Perry Sprague recently began
buildhousekeeping in one of the new
Mr.

Friday for his home in Melrose, Mass., ings on Gilmore street belonging to Capt.
his family while his vessel is in port Melvin E. Colcord.
discharging.
the
Bethany Chapter. O. E. S., will entertain
sey left
to visit

Mrs. Eliza S. Pattee, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Sidney M. Webber, on
Steamboat avenue, returned to her home in

Monroe last week.

Rockland & Rockport Lime Company’s
No. 6 arrived Saturday from Carteret*
N. J., with 1.600 tons of fertilizer for the A.
A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point.
The

Barge

Stevedore Charles
Co. at Mack’s Point

Wilson

Trundy
and

house

on

has

Main

of the Penobscot
bought the Levi

street of A. L.

Irundy

moved in last week.

Grand Matron of that order, Mrs. Crawshaw,
A
hall.
next Saturday evening at Masonic

large attendance is expected.
line of
There is a rumor in town that a new
Boston
steamers is to be established between
and this

dering

port. We await developments,
much will materialize.

won-

how

Celia Herrick continues in a very weak
more comfortable at this writ-

Mrs.

although
ing (Monday).
state,

ment may be

We

more

hope her future improve-

rapid.

Howard Colson arrived home last week
Monfrom Rumford for a visit. He returned
who are
day. accompanied by several men
Mr.

Mrs. N. D. Hewes, who has been spending
several months with her sister, Miss Catherine*
Sullivan, on Water street, returned Monday to
her home in Waltham, Mass.

Barkentine Mabel I. Meyers, Capt. C. N
Meyers, arrived at Cape Jellison, from Boston
November 5th in tow of the tug Mercury and
will load orange box shooks for Sicily.
this
A cordial invitation is extended
community to attend the anniversary services
at the Methodist Episcopal church next Sunday morning and evening. Rev. William
Forbes Emery of Ellsworth, lately transferred
to all in

Wisconsin Conference, will be
from
the special preacher. An offering will be received at each service for the reduction of the
the West

church debt.

looking

for

employment through

the winter.

last
Owing to the inclemency of the weather
Club did not hold
the intended session with Mrs. A. M. Gardner,
week the Current Events

Middle street,as less than the required quorum
was

present.

Mr. and Mrs. Luther Grant have given up
their lease of the second floor of the Moulton
West Main street and resumed
house on

housekeeping at

their

own

place in

the upper

at the
part of the town. Mr. G. is employed
Mt. Waldo granite works at present.
Our deputy collector of customs, Mr. Albert
M. Ames, was notified Monday that, in accord-

with the law, he,should at once assume
the duties of the U. S. shipping commissioner,
Mr. Burgess, during his absence for treatment
at the asylum in Augusta, whither he was taken
ance

Capt. Oscar G. Eaton of East Boston,

sur-

of the Boston Insurance Co., arrived here
inMonday to look after the interests of the
surance company on the Rockland & Rockport
Lime Company’s barge No. 6, which struck on
SaturGangway ledge in Mussleridge channel
while in tow of the tug Fred E. Richards
veyor

week.
Master Willie Clark, son of Mr. Henry Clark
of New York, who has been with his father
since early fall, having suffered typhoid fever,
which left him very weak, has returned to
Miss
spend the winter with his great aunt,
Maria Griffin, Maple street. Mrs. Clark died a
last

sang
Miss

prettily

Elva M. Eandell and Miss Mae Donahoe,
assisted by Miss Ethel Colcord. The entertainment was much enjoyed by all present.
Miss

JSOBTH
Mr.

sinCKTON.

Manter Moody has been quite sick but is

gaining.

nowr

is ill with chicken pox and others
in the Clark school have the disease.
Miss Mattie Littlefield is in Searsport, housefor Mr. Will Ames while Mrs. Ames is
Amos Lane

keeping
visiting in

Boston.

Hattie Partridge is at home after teachfall and will leave soon for Sherman's
Mills, where she has a winter school.
Miss

ing

this

Mr. and Mrs.George Bryant
Katrina Bryant
and Mr. Frank Johnson and son Ira were in
Belfast on business November 7th.

quite plentiful this year. Mr.
Otto Thompson secured one last week and Mr.
Cookson, the station agent, shot a large one,
and Walter Ames and Will Caiderwood each
shot

to be

seem

one.

C. N. Staples, Arthur Haley. Edwin Jacobs
and F. Percy Partridge attended the baked
bean supper and dance at the'George schoolMr. Partridge
house last Friday evening.
played the violin and Mr. Worth Larrabee the
cornet, for dancing.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Littlefield and Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Littlefield entertained a company
Mr. Howard Littlefield
at dinner recently.
having secured a deer in northern Maine, veniAmong those presson was the leading meat.
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dunaver, Miss
Lucy Dunaver and Mr. and Mrs. Ivory George.
Several from this vicinity attended the social
last Friday evening in the new K. P. hall, and
report a pleasant time. The program consisted
of singing by Mrs. Hattie Calderwood and tier
daughter, Miss Dora; recitation by Mrs. Jennie
Dockham, who can always be depended on for
instructive recitation; singing
by Mrs. W. D. Harriman of Prospect Ferry,
with piano accompaniment by Miss Harriman;
recitation by Miss Alice Sanborn of Frankfort.
The program was followed by dancing, with
violin playing by Maurice Ames, and piano,
Miss Harriman. Supper was served in the
an

amusing

or

in the
Retiring from the sea he was employed
spool mills of George L. Merrill in Searsport
Searsport he
and Dixfield. Returning to
worked with parties here in the harness and
shoe repairing business. For the past twelv e
he was engaged in the boot and shoe reyears

his home on Elm stree t.
He was for several years steward of the
Penobscot and Phineas Pendleton fire engine
companies of Searsport, and his clam and
of the
oyster stews at the annual meetings
companies are well remembered by the members. He was of pleasing personality and had
demise
a host of friends who will learn of his
with regret. He leaves a widow, Mrs. Susan A.
BelCarr; one sister, Mrs. John Worthing of
R ockfast, and three brothers —George E. of
land, Hervey J. of Searsport, and Walter E.
Carr of Orono, who have the sympathy of the
entire community in their affliction. Funeral
services were held at his late residence on
Elm street Friday afternoon, Rev. Harry Hill

pairing business

at

of the M. E. church officiating.
in the village cemetery.

Interment

north searsport.
Nickerson is having her

Mrs. Anna

was

E.

Monday by

train.

Clifford N. Fletcher had the misfortune
a large splinter into the palm of his
right hand early last week, which had prevented the use of the hand to this date, (Monday)
E.
although after being dressed by Dr. C.
We
Britto the wound seemed improving.
trust he may soon be entirely well.
R. Hichbom, District Deputy G.
Mrs.
Mr.

to drive

Harry

M., O. E. S., was at Thorndike last Thursday to
she
inspect the local chapter. Monday evening
of
officially visited Anchor Chapter, O. E. S.,
Searsport; and Wednesday evening was entertained by the Winterport Chapter of that orThis, Thursday, evening she will inspect
the work of the East DixmontO. E. S. Chapter.
Mr. Harry W. Griffin of Mattapoisett, Mass.,
der.

arrived last Thursday by train from a hunting
until
trip in the woods of Maine and remained
Saturday with his mother, Mrs. AvalinaGriffin,
whom he persuaded to close her house and go
home with him for the winter, her health being
Her neighbors will miss her cheerful
poor.
face and

cordial greeting at her Sylvan street
residence; but will look forward to her'return
in the spring.

attended by our
the men listening to
young people principally,
reports at telephone and telegraph offices;
eagerly interested until by ten o’clock enough
and
known to settle the defeat of Bryan
The

“Election Dance”

was

was

crowd dispersed. Morning brought joy unthe fealloyed to each Republican voter (and
male contingent of their households) while
several of the Democratic party said: “1 am
must
glad Taft is elected.” Such a majority
belief
inspire Taft and Sherman with the firm
that the strong arm of the people is their supall
porting pillar. The signs are right; may
omens materialize.
the

house

re-

paired.
new

Mr. and Mrs. Simeon B. Merrithew and Mr.
and Mrs. Frank H. Cousens. They returned

O. Bailey is repairing the inside of his

home.

The Monroe & Brooks Telephone line is in
at North Searspo rt.

good working order

A. Stinson and wife attended the Veterans’
time.
meeting in Jackson and report a grand
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Eastman and Mas ter
Willie Carleton of Winterport was in town last

Sunday.
There will be services at the church November 15th by Mrs. Willis E. Hamilton of Belfast.
.All are invited.

in

presented
The operetta, “The Picnic,”
Denslow Hall last Friday evening by fifteen of
the Grammar school pupils under the direction
of Mrs. Mae Keene Stackpole. Preceding the
raising of the curtain Miss Sarah Murray gave
a
solo, followed by a duet—violin and
was

is, by

field is attending him.Franklin Cookson,
who has been suffering for a long time with
eczema, is very much improved.Fred Reynolds has gone to Caribou to work for Orrin
Farrington on his large potato farm.Wentworth Pease has removed the rocks from his

MONT VI

1,1.

Jennie

officiating.
Mr.
Wing was formerly a resident of Morrill
and was a young man 35 years of age. His
brother, James O. Wing.'and the widow of the
deceased, came from Hingham to attend the
The remains repose in Morrill Cemefuneral.
tary_Mr. Daniel Weymouth, one of our aged
citizens, (87), has been very low the past few
days....The Ladies’ Aid met with Mrs. Chas.
Brown last Thursday and in a fortnight from
that date meet with Mrs. Elisha Merriam....
Rev.

m

D.

L.

Wilson of Belfast

Mrs. S. W, Shiblesgoes to Kansas this week,
called there by the illness of her motherMrs. Josiah Paul from Waterville aud Miss
Emma Paul were visitors at Mr. Delbert Paul’s
Mrs. Paul came as attendant for
Emma, who is very poorly-Rev. Wra.
Vaughan being called suddenly to New York we
were without a preacher last Sunday morning.

recently.
Miss

Next Sunday Rev. Jonas W. Vaughan is expected to preach here at the usual hour.
APPLETON,

The entertainment by the pupils of Mrs.
Miss Evelyn Taylor,
Annie Williams and
who finished a nine weeks term of the Gramand

mar

Primary schools

given in the grange hall
audience that taxed the

will

move

as

on

last

that

Searsmont closed Saturday.Mrs. T. L. Foster is expected home Wednesday from Tewks....

soon

attend school.

will pass the winter with her niece, Mrs. Addie
Phillips. Mrs. Frances Gushee left the same

Russell, Mass., to be with her daughters, Misses Fannie and Edith, who are teachers in the public schools of that town....Mr.
Arthur G. Hicks of Garland was the guest last
week of his uncle, Mr. O. W. Currier-Malcolm Upton recently made quite extensive repairs on his buildings, including painting and
the addition of thirty feet to the length of his

day

for

barn.
FKKKDON.
The students of Freedom Academy held a
Hallowe’en social in the dormitory Friday evening, November 6th_Mr. and Mrs. La Forest
McGray from Minnesota are calling on friends
in town. Mr. McGray is an old student of Freedom Academy... Mrs. Frank Flye, who runs
the hardware store, is very busy these cold
days_Mr. Thomas Keen of Thorndike called
on old friends in town November 4th..,Edward
Evans of Waldo, past master of the grange,
visited Dirigo Grange Saturday afternoon Nov.
7th.... Mrs. Llewellyn Post, a former resident
of this town, is very sick in her home in Liberty
_Wilbur Dolliff of Thorndike was in town
business November 3rd-Mrs. Mary
on
Moulton has returned from Massachusetts...
Mrs. Soule from Unity was in town November
2nd_Mr. and Mrs. George Worth have moved
back to the village again after spending several
months on their farm in Unity....Mr. A. B.
and several others are giving their

Sparrow
buildings

new coat of paint....Mr. Gus
a
Clark of Brooks visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Clark, last week....Mr. Henry
Clark has been quite sick with the grippe, but
is gaining slowly.... Mr. Fred Flye is enlarging
his barn....Mrs. Nellie Banton has returned
from Massachusetts....Mrs. Nellie McGray
entertained the Ladies’ Circle Thursday afterof the largnoon, November 5th. It was one

circles of the year, seventeen being present.
They tacked two puffs for the fair which will
be held in the grange hall November 11th and
piano
12th_Mrs. Mary Leathers from Troy spent
Mrs.
and
Stackpole.
Miss
St.
Onge
piano—by
Miss the past week with her granddaughter, Mrs.
the
lady,
leading
the
operetta
During
est

Native Ducks and

Whittaker from Troy, who happened to be
passing, came to the rescue and soon had
things straightened out.The village school
was discontinued for two days last week to
give time and attention to a much needed improvement on the school grounds. A well has.
been dug by the boys of the High school, assisted by a few from the Grammar school
Several of the citizens have kindly furnished
aid in the drawing of stone. Other necessary
expenses to the amount of nearly $17 were
paid from a fund collected by the High school
pupils from entertainments given in the past.
The committee of High school pupils having
the matter in charge were Edmund J. Webb,
Willie Fairbanks and Lloyd Tozier. The citi"
zens who helped with teams were J. M. Hamilton, E. T. Reynolds, Eli Moulton, C. E. StevThe town will furnish a
ens and J. A. Ames.
due to the committee of
pump. Thanks are
High school pupils who have carried the
project to completion, and to the citizens who
T.

have helped

so

generously.

I

Broiling

Kin^l
FOGG & COOMBS

I

BELFAST

PRICE

Corrected Weekly
PRODUCE

MARKET.

CURRENT.

for The

Journal.

PAID PRODUCER.

14.00
50a75,Hay,
per bu,
7
dried, per lb.,
7j Hides,
9
Beans, pea.
2.75a3.00j Lamb.
55
SHIP NEWS.
Beans, Y. E., 2.75a3.00| Lamb Skins,
8
jliat in all the financial
27a28| Mutton,
Butter,
S. but 6 % is done with
50
Beef, sides,
5^a7ijs Oats, 32 lb.,
AMERICAN FORTS.
°Jc being done by nu an50
Beef, fore quarters, 5* Potatoes,
drafts? If you do in>{
8
New York, Nov. 3. Ar, schs. Wm. E. Downes, Barley, bu.
60 Round Hog,
ing account start inn- no
8.00
14 Straw,
Jacksonville; James W. Paul, Jr., Brunswick; 4, Cheese,
from its convenience
26a28
16 Turkey,
ar, schs. Wm. Bisbee, Stonington; Lucia Porter,
Chicken,
true. If you are not
3
10 Tallow,
Richmond; Marion N. Cobh, St. Petersburg, Calf Skins,
tern come to us and \u
9al0
18 Veal,
Fla.; 5, ar, schs. Jennie N. Huddell, Bangor via Duck,
ar,
20
New Haven; White Wings, Savannah; 6,
36 Wool, unwashed,
; Eggs,
sch. Wm. H. Sumner, Ceylon; cld, sch. Arthur
4.00a4.5(l
13al4 Wood, hard,
Fowl,4
3.00
V. S. Woodruff, Monte Christi; 8, ar, sch. Ella Geese,
18,Wood, soft,
sch.
American
M. Willey, Ceylon, Ga.; 9, ar,
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL PRICE.
j
Team, Bangor via New Haven.
1.1(1
12 Lime,
will give your business,
Boston, Nov. 4. Ar, schs. Annie B. Mitchell. Beef, Corned.
4-A
Philadelphia; Mertie B. Crowley, Baltimore; Butter Salt, 14 lb.. 18a2()jOat Meal,
small, careful attention.
89 Onions,
Gov. Ames, do.; Thelma. Jacksonville; 6, ar, Corn,
13al4
84 Oil, kerosene,
schs. Smith Tuttle. Wm. Pickering and Fred A. Cracked Corn,
DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
6
841 Pollock,
Emerson, Bangor; 7, ar, sch. Joseph W. Hawth- Corn Meal,
ABSOLUTELY SAFE
Cheese,
18|Pork,
orn, Portland.
1.13
1.70: Plaster,
Philadelphia, Nov. 3. Ar, schs. Josephine, Cotton Seed,
8a9 Rye Meal,
Jacksonville; Daylight, New York; 5, cld. sch. Codfish, dry,
CAPITAL $50,000.00.
1-45
12iShorts,
Daylight, Portsmouth, N. H.; 6, ar, bark Carrie Cranberries,
00 Sugar,
J
Winslow, Turks Island; sch. R. W. Hopkins Clover Seed,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS
38
5.75a6.75 Salt. T. I..
do,; cld, sch. Humarock, Charleston, S. C.; 10, Flour.
0.00'Sweet Potatoes,
OKGAMXri) l«
cld, schs. George D. Edmands, Bangor; M. V. H. G. Seed,
4
14'Wheat Meal,
Lard,
B. Chase, do.; tug Gettysburg, with barges Paxfor
Saucon
and
Bangor.
targ
Baltimore, Nov. 4. Ar, sch. Luther T. GarBOHN
retson, Rockport.
Jacksonville, Nov. 4. Sld, sch. Georgia GilAdams. In Bucksport, October 28, to Mr.
kev, Boston.
and Mrs. George Adams, a daughter.
Newport News, Nov. 4. Sld, sch. Maggie S,
Cargill. In West Washington, to Mr. and
Hart, Savannah.
Robert Cargill, a son.
Norfolk, Nov. 4. Ar, sch. Wellfleet, Savannah, Mrs.
Davis. In Burnham, November 4, to Mr. and
Cld, sch. Flora ConPort Reading, Nov. 4.
Everett E. Davis, a daughter. 7 pounds.
Mrs.
don, New Haven.
Chase. In Winchester, Mass., to Mr. and
Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 4. Ar, schs. Clara
Mrs. Millard F. Chase, a daughter,
A. Donnell, Baltimore; Edward E. Briry, do.
Simmons. In North Union, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Twohy, Norfolk; General E. S. Greeley, j
John Simmons, a daughter.
have
Newport News; Mary E. H. G. Dow, do.; Marie
Wood. In Stonington. October 20, to Mr.
Palmer, do.; Maud Palmer, do.; Stella B. Kapand Mrs. Edmund C. W'ood. a son, Norman
lan, do.; J. R. Teel, do.; Norombega, Tort ReadClark.
Good for
ing for Kittery; Charles E. Wyman, Edgewatei
Werr. In Stonington, October 19, to Mr. and
for Portland; Carrie A. Bucknam, South Amboy
a son.
L.
Webb,
Frank
Mrs.
for Frankfort, Me.
Ar, stmr. Arizonan
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
MARRIED
Nichols, Honolulu via way ports; 5, ar, sch
Texan, Nichols, Seattle; 7, sld, stmr. Almeda
Honolulu.
stmr.
Texan,
8,
sld,
Honolulu;
Conner-Marks. In Castine, November 4.
San Juan, P. R., November 6. 2 p. m., sailed
Roschelle E. Conner and Clara M. Marks, both
stmr. Berwind, New Orleans.
of Penobscot.
All kinds of
Condon-Tapley. In Bluehill, October 30,
Pascagoula, Miss., Nov. 6. Cld, sch. JoseSumner Condon and Miss Geneva L. Tapley,
phine, Kingston, Ja.
B
sch.
Lizzie
6.
Nov.
Ar,
Brunswick, Ga.,
both of Brooksville.
Confections
Dyer -Wepster. In Vinalhaven. November
Willey, New Bedford.
Bangor, Nov. 4. Ar, schs. Wm. B. Palmer 4, Hugh Dyer and Ava Webster, both of VinalC
Carrie
do.;
Norfolk; Charles Davenport,
haven.
Ware, Weymouth; J. V. Wellington, Boston
Danielson Mayhew. In Bangor. November
sld, schs. Miles M. Merry, Bath; Ruth Robin- 9, by Rev. Thomas W. Fessenden, Willard S.
Pori
William
schs.
Jones,
son, New York; 5, ar,
Danielson and Mrs. Carrie Mayhew, both of
Johnson; Andrew Nebinger, Perth Amboy; Nal Winterport.
Raritan
river
Harrington Dodge. In Rockland, October
Ayer, New York; W. 0. Goodman,
St. Leon, Weymouth; Reuben Eastman, Boston
31, Ernest P. Harrington and Anne Bell Dodge,
sailed, schs. Izetta, New York; John Bracewell both of Rockland.
do.; (I, sld, schs. Ida B. Gilson ami Hannah F
Havener-SpragUE. In Waldoboro. October
Carleton. New York; 7, ar, schs. Elm City, New- 30, Winfield S. Havener and Lilia B. Sprague,
Formerly known
L
both of Waldoboro.
port News; Elsie A. Bayles, Hoboken; R.
Land and buildings
Harding Harding. In Brooks, November 7, this year about six!
Tay, Elizabethport; W. 1’. Hilton, Perth Amboy; Wawenock, Weymouth; sailed, schs. Cor. by Rev. D. Brackett, Chester A. Harding and (15) acres pasturage.
Greene, Newark; Hattie H. Barbour, Bridge- Ethel M. Harding, both of Thorndike.
good bearing young
New York; 8
Snowman-Coombs. In Bucksport, October
port; Wawenock, Frankfort and
Write or inquire of
ar, schs. Annie P. Chase. New York; Abbie In28, Burleigh M. Snowman of Orland and Miss
galls, Boston; 9, ar, schs. John Twohy, Norfolk Josephine E. Coombs of Bucksport.
H0RAC1 t
Wm. B. Palmer, do,; sld, sch. Eagle, New York,
Sparrow-Palmer. In Dixmont, October 27,
Searsport, Nov. 3. Ar, sch. ('ora F. Cressey. Henry A. Sparrow and Miss Addie Belle PalmBE!
Perth
7,
Amboy;
Norfolk; 7. sld, barge Bangor.
: er, both of Dixmont.
sch,
ar, barge It. & R. No. t>, Carteret; 8, sailed,
ZZ
Gov. Brooks, Norfolk.
i>iki>
Stockton, Me., November 5th. Arrived, tug
Mercury with bark Mabel I. Meyers, Boston fot
Brooks. In Camden, November 3, Mrs. Isaac
Sicily; sld, sch. Edward Stewart, Norfolk; 7,sld
sch. Charleston, Rockport.
Brooks.
Me5.
sch.
November
Ar.,
In Vinalhaven, October 30, C arl.
Camden, Me.,
Barton.
Situated on Swan !
tinic, New York.
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. W illiam Barton,
from Belfast postoftim
sch.
Lizzie
7.
Ar.,
6 months.
Bucksport, November
aged
crop land; house and in.
In Union, November I, Harriet, and in
Lane, South Amboy; 8, ar., sch. Mary Farrow
Butler.
good condition;
Boston.
widow of Waldron Butler, aged 92 years.
large rooms, cistern
Barbour. In Stonington, October 31, Stephen hay; has wood enough
Eastport, November 7. Ar., sch. Almeds
Willey, New York.
Barbour, aged 85 years.
her enough for repa.:
AUCMAUU,
Carr. In Searsport, November 9. Amos H. good saw mills near by.
Annie
Caroline
Gray, do.;
Bodwell, New York;
Carr, aged 51 years, 3 months and 29 days.
the place. Land lays
K. Lewis, Stonirgton and New York; Johr 1
Farrar. In Tenants Harbor, George C. Farand raises large quan'
Cadwallader, New York.
I^and borders rn
rar, aged 59 years and 3 months.
toes.
DurJoanna
9.
schs.
Sid.,
Castine, November
Foss In Winterport, November, 8, Letitia.
vided a point of land w
ar.
8,
Minnie
Chace,
Rockland;
51
Camden
;
Albert
years.
wife of
Foss, aged
gin,
for cutting and
Viola, tunity
sch. Mary Ann McCann, New York.
Hinds. In Round Pond, October
ice. This farm is well
Stonington, Nov. 6. Ar, schs. Thomas H. wife of Henry Hinds, aged 52 years.
with excellent
business,
Lawrence,-; Brigadier, South Amboy
Jones. In Washington, November 3, Newell
Two never hi
near by.
7, sld, schs. L. T. Whitmore. New York; Jere- Jones.
This place haon place.
XT
NoSt.
do.
George,
miah Smith,
Pinkham. In Martinsville,
a city home; good scho.
of Warren Pinkham, of the
widow
Viola
E.,
vember
3,
house), churche
MARINE MISCELLANY.
twice daily, telephone.
aged 62 years, 1 month and 7 days.
Sarah,
November
3,
Portland, Me. November 5. Anxiety is fell
In
Rockland,
Pinkham.
board mills, axe factor
5
here for the safety of schr. J. Manchestei
wife of Charles Pinkham, aged 60 years and
Present owner is gelt in l.
Haynes, Matthews, which sailed from here Oc- months.
use for it, and will S'
I orJulia
tober 3 for Trinity Bay, Mart.
November
2,
In
Porter.
Augusta,
should he seen to be api
Vineyard Haven, Mass., November 7. Schr ter of Rockport, aged 56 years. Burial at Rock- ticulars call on
1
John Paul, Darien. Ga., for Boston, at this port land.
N.
u
has been 34 days on the passage with continuous
Smith. In Orland, October —, Annie H-,
A
and
a
sails
Lake
8
and
and
She
lost
Swan
sprung
split
gales.
wife of Alexander Smith, aged 73 years
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Elmbrook I

1

;

j.v.

other three

it. While endeavoring to lead the animal into
the barn the wind blew the door too, causing him
to jump, stepping on her foot and falling from
the bridge to the ground. Although Mrs. G. was
hurt she clung to the animal through it all. G.

Guinea Chickens for

v

Venison and Meats of ail

••

->

men

of

a

Boston, November 4th. Capt Clark, of schr.
Auburn, which arrived this morning from
Brunswick, reports at 3 a. m., Minots light bearing W by S 9 miles distant, collided with ar
unknown two masted schooner, carrying away
latter’s mainboom and tearing mainsail. The
Auburn was uninjured. Capt. Clark said that the
Auburn was heading S. by W, with a SW wind
and had the right of way; the unknown schooncrossed
er was standing to the northward and
the Auburn’s bow.—November 5th Schr. M. E
Eldridge was the vessel which collided with
schr Auburn. She lost mainsail, stove boat
and bent davits; damaged to the extent oi

$400.

|!
\

l

|
I

Boston, Nov. 5th. Since the pioneer fivemasted schooner Gov. Ames was built in 1881
she never had such continuous bad weather ai
the passage which terminated with hei
on
arrival here yesterday. Two powerful steam
aftei
pumps kept the vessel from going down
she had sprung a serious leak in one of th<
gales. The passage was prolonged to such ar
extent that the store of provisions became ex
hausted and when she reached Montauk or
October 29 the men were on short rations, subsisting entirely on bread, as flour was the only
thing left in the cook’s galley. She was 3i
days on a passage which under normal conditions of wind and sea should have been endec
in five or six days.
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days.

Simmons. In Rockland, November 3, Brainerd
son of Walter T. and Ethna' L. Simmons,
aged 2 years, 8 months and 11 days.
Sylvester In Belfast, November 4, John
B. Sylvester, aged 69 years.

Hollis,

Home Made

Black

Teachers Wa
FOR WINTER VACAV

Di- Appty

to

EASTERN TEACHERb

WINTKKHORT.
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Bartlett and Mrs. C. W.
Nealley have returned from a visit in NorthA.
port with Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Lower ...W.
Thompson returned home from Boston Tuesday
and will spend sometime in this town and Banto Boston and Washinggor before returning
ton for the winter.... Mrs. S. C. Thompson left
Tuesday for Washington, D. C., where she will
spend the winter with her husband... .Among
those who attended the Pomona Grange at
North Searsport Wednesday were Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E. White, Mr.
and Mrs. C. H. Libby, Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Clements, Mr. and Mrs. W. Chase. Mrs. C. B.
Jewett, Mrs. F. T. Bussey, Mrs. Frank Downs,
Mrs. Fred Whitney. Mrs. Margaret Whitney,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clements, Mrs. Julia
White and Mrs. G. L. Clarke.... Mrs. F. T.
Bussey and Mrs. R. L. Clements left on Monday’s boat for Boston, en route to attend the
National Grange in Washington, D. C. They
were joined at Belfast by Mrs. J. B. Nealley of
Monroe, who will make one of the party from
Waldo County.

AW*jfl

**"'
Deer Is'e,

nahs at
W. H. RICHARD’S.

;

R. F. D. Box No. 24.

by

line succeeded in hauling the captain from the water. They were in the boat
before
hours
being rescued by the fishing
15
schr. Raymah, Hogan, which landed them at
T. wharf this morning.
means

n

---

Their son-in-law, William Winslow of Boothbay, intends to locate here in the spring and
was here last week to look into the matter. He
decided to build a residence on the rise of
ground in Frank Dutton’s field, this side of his
house, and go into the hennery business. |
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Babcock and little nephew
from Vassalboro are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Orlando Gerry. Mrs. G. has been
quite ill with liver trouble, but is better and is
slowly gaining at this writing. Mrs. Gerry is
83 years of age and is one of our smart old
ladies. She has for several years done her
housework and tended a large flock of chickens. leak. Will be towed from here to Boston.
Boston, November 7 Schr. James A. Brown
She retains her faculties finely and possesses
from Portland for New York, with a cargo of
ambition
and
to
and
manages
great courage
280 tons of copper ore, sprang a leak at 11 p.
accomplish as much work as many women m. Thursday 60 miles S. by W. of Cape Elizaso suddenly that Capmuch younger_Mrs. W. A. Giles is suffering beth. Vessel went down
tain Simmons was carried down with her. The
from a sore foot, caused by the horse stepping
had launched a boat and
on

\
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Geese,

They

Mrs. George Pillsbur\r, who went to the
General Hospital in Portland and underwent an operation a few weeks ago, arrived
home last Saturday much improved. It is
hoped by her many friends that she will have
a rapid and permanent recovery.E. E. Mc-

to be able to

Ferguson Poultry Farm

Swift & Paul

Maine

as

More 5 lb. f liiiiiJ

sanaJ

UNITY.

from her hurt

From the

or

*

FROi M

southern
.Mrs. Mary Edmunds and her daughter,
Belle Wentworth, and children, arrived home
last Friday from a visit with relatives in Pittsfield.Last Monday afternoon there was a
bee to work on the cemetery making improvements.... Mrs. George A. Palmer of Liberty
visited her mother-in-law, Mrs. Clara B.
Palmer, a part of last week.

ed

Due iliiiKln d

Chenery Farm

1

the

to the

From the celebrated

|

schooner Daisy Far1 in, build by Kelley,
Spear & Co., Bath. Me., in 1891, recently made
the trip from New York to Charleston, S. C. in
G1 hours, a distance of 739 miles. The Farlin
is 467 tons gross and is commanded by Captain
Dodge of Newcastle, Me. This is at the rate
of a little less than 12 miles an hour for the
entire trip. The best previous record for a
schooner was made by the Francis Sawyer in
62 hours between New York and Georgetown,
S. C.

a physician from Waterville were at his father’s, Mr. Jona Bartlett s, last Sunday-Mrs.
Helen Cushman is again very ill-Mrs. Kitty
F. Hannum of this place and George A. Palmer
of Liberty were called to F»elfast Thursday by
the death of their uncle, George D. McCrillis.
They returned Saturday .The school Miss
Nettie Ramsay has been teaching in North

place they recently bought in .Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Dutton arrived
South Hope_Miss Linda Annis left Novem- home last week, after spending a week with
ber 2nd for Swampscott, Mass., where she relatives in Waterville and Boothbay Harbor
move

I

■

CHICKFNsI

10 POUND CAPON

The

^Cushman,

Causlin went to Lowell, Mass., last week,
called there by the death of his brother-in-law,
His sister, who suffered a shock
John Hanson.
of paralysis several years ago, remains about
the same.Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Barker and
two children, Ruth and Vere, from Troy, were
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Guy P.
Norton last Sunday.J. C. Lamb of Troy
narrowly escaped a severe accident recently
while at the M. C. R. R. station. He had a colt
which was somewhat frightened by the cars,
and on the arrival of the tram with the passengers he went to meet he unhitched his horse

II

Fine Schooner Record.

F.

S

BETTER.

NONE

SCOTT & BOVVNE, 409 Pearl St., New York
a————-——

dinner!

We shall have

us.

150 WALDO COUNTY TURKEM

name
Send this advertisement together with
and
of paper in which it appears, your address
wi-* rend
four cents to cover postage, and wc
\ ortu.
the
of
Atlas
you a “Complete Handy

---,

I

THANKSGIVING
Order of

of Cod Liver Oil and live carefully every way.
This is sound doctrine, whatever you may think or be told;
and, if heeded, will save life.

who has been in
Spokane, Washington, for several years, is at
present visiting friends in Center Montville
and vicinity. She expects to return West before cold weather_Miss Georgia Pratt and
Miss Alice Lowell returned last Friday from
Rhode Island and Massachusetts, where they
had been delightfully entertained by friends
for the last five weeks... Mark J. Bartlett and
Mrs.

|

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

croft.
The fall schools in town will close
this week_Mrs. Carrie Purinton of Augusta
is in town, called here by the illness of her son,
Master Lawrence, who is visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Dora Ripley-Mr. Flye of Free
dom has bought the house of Henry Cole, that
was formerly owned and occupied by Seneca
Jones ...Miss Ida Fuller, missionary for the
Bible Society of Maine, has been in town the
past week and boarded at George Sherman's.

S5H

Want

EXTRA NICE FOR YOUR

yourself

Horseback road.Fred Young is very busy
for cider. A gasolene engine
furnishes the power. Mrs. Nellie J. Weymouth of Dexter, grand chief of the Pythian
Sisters, visited Victory Temple, in an official
capacity last Friday evening....Mrs. F. O. Goodwin of Upton is visiting her sister, Mrs. Maude
E. Mudgett, while en route to the home of her

grinding apples

CFKTKK

;!

It can always be stopped—in
the beginning. The trouble is:
ve got it;
you don’t know you
won t
you don’t believe it; you
believe it—till you are forced
to. Then it is dangerous.
Don’t be afraid; but attend
to it quick—you can do it
and at home. Take

well and sunk it several feet. He now has a
full supply of water_ Dennis Getchell is employed by the Sebasticook Grange in hewing
timber for the erection of a basement to their
hall.Charles Cookson has been doing an extensive job plowing for D. M. Parks on the

Friday, was
evening to an
day
seating and standing
from Carteret. The work of discharging began
capacity of the hall to the uttermost. Every and harnessed it into the wagon, not noticing
Sunday. The steam pumps of the barge and a
The
of w*ater.
number on the program, consisting of recita- the freight train, which was backing in at the
tug are keeping the barge free
IIOI1S, IBUlCaUA, YUIOI cumo, umiuSuvo,
time. Suddenly the colt reared and came down
value of the cargo is $56,000.
few years ago.
dress of welcome and the closing address, was
The community was shocked to
Obituary.
Beulah
and
Merrithew
Maud
Misses
The
finely rendered and received well merited ap- the occupants of the team escaped injury and
hear of the death of Amos H. Carr, which ocCousens, students at Shaw's Business College
plause.William Proctor has bought of but little damage was done to the wagon and
curred at his home on Elm street November in
Bangor, came down river Saturday evening
Albion T. Waltz his farm on the Ridge, and harness.. Miss Ethel Hunt has so far recover4th, after an illness of ten days. He had been to
spend Sunday with their respective parents,
Mrs. Waltz
as Mr. and

confined to the house for a week with a severe
bowel trouble and Monday pneumonia of the
most violent type developed and he passed
was born in
away Wednesday afternoon. He
and
Searsport July 6, 1857, the son of James
Hannah Carr. He was a cripple from birth
by his right foot being deformed, which rendered him unable to do hard work. In his
youth he followed the sea as cook ofjvessels
engaged in the coastwise trade for several
of his profession.
years and became a master

no means, the dreadful
disease it is thought to be in
the beginning.

Joseph Reynolds is receiving treatment for a
bad skin trouble. Dr. Lathbury of Pitts-

very

bury, Mass.Mrs. R. H. Cain is seriously ill.
..Harding Erskine received a bad wound in
dining room on
the face Saturday, that narrowly missed one of
his eyes. He was tying up the stock and a
heifer hit him with a horn.While Perley
County Correspondence.
Berry was plowing Saturday one of his horses
dropped dead.Dr. A. D. Ramsay is to have
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Mrs. Oscar Lewis of Campello, Mass., is a telephone on the Liberty & Belfast line as
visiting his mother, Mrs. Nettie Nash.... Mrs. soon as the system can be extended from T. S.
Ed. Tasker and her two children are spending a Erskine’s to his office... Mrs. G. D. Sargent is
few days with Mrs. Isaac Bartlett. Mr. Bart- ill.... Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boynton are to move
to Searsport for the winter. Mr. Boynton has
lett and son Paul are in East Corinth repaira fine
ing the mill of J. L. Bean... Mrs. Sarah Bry- sold his stock, G. A. Gordon buying
ant has gone to Milford, Mass., to spend the three-year-old colt-The schools in town beas follows
gan Monday with teachers assigned
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Ed. Spense....
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Howes have a young by Superintendent Ernest A. Davis: Center,
daughter_Mrs. Freeman Linnikin is very Mrs. Abbie Ordway of Searsmont; Carter, Miss
sick. Her daughter, Mrs. C. M. Howes, is Nancie Sprowl; Halldale, Miss Myrtie Howes
caring for her... .John Adams is having a pro- of Searsmont; Vose, Miss Viola Knowlton of
Walter Stover is Liberty; White’s Corner, D. B. Plummer; Mcjection put on his barn.
Farland’s Corner, Miss Grace Newhall of
doing the work.
Kingdom, E. A. Davis; Plains, Miss
Liberty;
MOIt KILL.
Wilhemina Eastman of Liberty... .Charles E.
The funeral of Mr. John Q. Wing of Hingham,
Thompson sent ten cats last week to one of
Mass., took place at our church last Sunday p.
States and one to Massachusetts.
the first floor.

Of You

BURNHAM.

Mr. Isaac Cummings of Prospect and Mr.
in Troy. A little daughIrving Harris of this town each have a crew father, W. W. Munroe,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Evercutting Christmas trees in this vicinity and ter arrived at the
Merwill ship them by the carload from Prospect ett Davis Wednesday, Nov. 4th-Minnie
rithew is visiting friends in Dover and Foxstation.
Deer

Evelyn L. Colcord returned last
a fortnight’s visit in Bangor.
M. E. ColMr. Arthur Colcord, son of Captan indefinite
cord.left Monday for Rumford for
Miss

day

Barilli's “Lullaby” very
Beulah Nickerson read
“The Voice of the Wind” in a most pleasing
manner. Miss Saiah Murray sang “Dora Deei”
Miss St. Onge
very pleasingly. Between acts,
brought down the house with her rendering of
the theatre scene from “Mrs. Wiggs and the
Cabbage Patch.” A sale of home-made candies
and fancy articles followed the operetta. The
decorated booths were in charge of
Erma Jackson,
effectively, and

Good

position

now

open_

WANTED
A

woman

and

son.

V\

housework, boy to do eh>
To the right parties a good
'56 Church Street Kell
November 11, 1908. 4«»r

j

Dressmaking
I

prepared to do
fancy work. Chi!-“^
Mkb I'1
specialty.
am

and
a

38 High Street, Spring

CARD 01

Stiee

HI'SK'

We, the undersigned, w
sincere thanks to friends
their kindness shown us w
ment in the death of our hu-"
also for the beautiful flowers
Mrs. G. D. McCru

,
{
c
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